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Background 
Attachment J of the SPP Tariff addresses recovery of costs associated with new transmission facilities.  
Subsection III of this section addresses Base Plan funding for network upgrades, including the Safe 
Harbor Cost Limit of $180,000/MW, and provides for waivers, whereby application may be made for 
additional Base Plan funding for a network upgrade in excess of the Safe Harbor Cost Limit (“SHCL”) 
based on four independent factors:  (1) There are insufficient competitive resource alternatives for one or 
more Transmission Customers; (2) In the event that the aggregate costs of a Network Upgrade exceed 
the SHCL, (i) those costs up to the level of the SHCL shall be classified as Base Plan Upgrade costs, and 
(ii) those costs that exceed the SHCL may be classified in whole or in part as Base Plan Upgrade costs 
taking into account the extent to which the duration of the Transmission Customer’s commitment to new 
or changed Designated Resource exceeds the five-year commitment period set forth in paragraph III.B.1; 
(3) the five-year commitment period for the new or changed Designated Resource may be waived if:  (i) 
the associated Network Upgrade costs are significantly less than the SHCL; or (ii) the associated Network 
Upgrades provide benefits to other Transmission Customers that would offset in less than five years any 
costs allocated to them as a result of the upgrade being classified as a Base Plan Upgrade; and (4) if a 
request for a waiver is received by SPP based upon other circumstances, such waiver request shall be 
considered pursuant to the waiver process described in Section III.C.1. of Attachment J.  The SPP Tariff 
requires that SPP provide a report and recommendation to the Markets and Operations Policy Committee 
(“MOPC”) for each requested waiver.  The SPP Tariff also prescribes a 120-day period for the SPP Board 
of Directors to act on waiver requests. 

SPP has received its first two requests for waiver under this Tariff provision from Oklahoma Gas and 
Electric (“OG&E”) and Golden Spread Electric Cooperative (“GSEC”).   

OG&E’s request is for a new Designated Resource from the Centennial Wind Farm and is based on 
Section III.C.2.ii.of Attachment J, which provides for waiver based upon the time commitment of the 
application to a Designated Resource beyond the five-year requirement.  The request involves minor 
upgrades to local 138 and 69 kV lines and replacement of a 138/69 kV transformer.  OG&E has 
committed to a reservation time period of 25 years for Centennial.   



 

GSEC’s request is for a new Designated Resource from the proposed Holcomb East generating station 
and is based on Section III.C.2.i., which provides for a waiver if there are insufficient competitive resource 
alternatives for a customer, and Section III.C.2.ii., which provides for a waiver based upon the time 
commitment made by the applicant to a Designated Resource beyond the five-year requirement.  The 
request involves regional upgrades to install more than 600 miles of 345 kV lines, related substations and 
auto transformers and numerous 138 and 69 kV upgrades throughout Kansas, Oklahoma and Texas.  
GSEC has committed to a reservation time period of 30 years for Holcomb East. 

After initial review of the applications, Staff requested additional information from both applicants to 
support their waiver requests and to provide staff with input regarding how the waiver requests should be 
evaluated.  In late September, SPP received responses to the data requests and has reviewed the 
information provided. 

Analysis 

SPP Staff provided an explanation of its analysis and recommendation on the OG&E and GSEC waiver 
request to the MOPC at their October 10-11, 2006 meeting. Discussion at the MOPC meeting was 
detailed with a number of issues being raised; i.e. “claw back” for wind generators and the consistency of 
accredited capabilities for wind farms based on existing SPP Criteria, the specificity of information 
required in support of specific waiver request, certainty of the outcome of waiver request, involvement of 
the CAWG and RSC in the waiver process. GSEC advised the MOPC that it was withdrawing its waiver 
request due to the uncertainties that had been raised and discussed. 

There was a motion to reject the SPP Staff recommendation on the OG&E waiver request. The motion 
failed with 45.8% supporting the motion. 

Recommendation 

MOPC directs SPP Staff to present and discuss its recommendation in addition to the criteria used to 
evaluate a waiver to the CAWG for direction and recommendation prior to the next MOPC meeting. The 
motion passed with no opposition or abstentions. 

MOPC recommends to the SPP Board of Directors that unusual circumstances exist in the OG&E waiver 
and recommends an extension in the 120-day deadline to the end of January 2007. The motion passed 
with no opposition or abstentions. 

Approved: MOPC direction to SPP Staff and recommendation to extend OG&E deadline 

Action Requested: Board of Directors approval of MOPC actions and recommendation 
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Operations Task Force Report 
October 18, 2006 

 
Executive Summary 
 

In general, the Operations Task Force believes that SPP staff has done a commendable job of addressing the significant system 
issues that manifested themselves during the August and September deployment tests.  System stability appears to have improved 
significantly and a number of other issues identified during the August deployment tests, such as short term load forecasting, appear to 
have improved. While improvements have been made, significant issues remain. The tough task remaining for stakeholders is 
determining if it is prudent to Go-Live on 12/1. While improvements have been made, significant issues remain and should be of 
concern to all Market Participants (“MP”). These concerns include the stability in SPP and MP computer systems, training/procedure 
documentation and market processes. 
 
Issues Observed (detailed descriptions provided in following section) 
  

1. Constant error Correction 
2. Manual Control Mode Definition.  
3. Availability of SPP Internal Issues List. 
4. Effective Limit issue 
5. Manual override of line limits 
6. Deliverability Analysis 
7. Short Term Load Forecast 
8. Uploading of Native Load Schedules into MOS 
9. Appropriateness of Slack Variables and their impact on LIPs 
10. Discrepancies between Effective Limit Calculator and Real-Time Flow 
11. Issuance of TLR in opposite direction of Flowgate definition 
12. IDC request for MF Reduction and Subsequent Constraint Manager Calculation 
13. System Outages for Implementing Patches 
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Concerns 
 

1. Operator Ability to Handle Required Number of Manual Processes - In order to address the issues identified, SPP has 
implemented manual processes. It is our observation that documentation and training of these manual processes are not 
complete.  SPP Staff is planning to augment Operations Staff with consultants on a 24x7 basis, for an interim period, after go-
live.  SPP believes that the additional staffing will ensure the Control Center personnel are able and ready to handle issues 
including the manual processes.  

2. Ongoing SPP Systems/Process Changes - As SPP changes its process and systems, MPs require some time to adjust their 
internal processes and systems as well.  Resultantly, many MP’s internal systems, process development, and training is not in 
sync with SPP’s preparation for the 12/1 go-live date.  The TF is concerned that this issue remains a significant risk factor for 
the contemplated 12/1 go-live date. 

 
 
Background 
 
 Several market participant task forces were created by the Market Operations and Policy Committee at its July 20, 2006 
meeting to evaluate overall readiness of SPP systems to support the Energy Imbalance Service (EIS) market.  Two of these task 
forces, the deployment test task force and CAT/simultaneous feasibility analysis task force, had their initial meetings at SPP’s office 
in Little Rock on September 12 through September 15, and at that time decided to combine the two task forces because of significant 
overlap in their memberships and responsibilities.  The combined task forces met again in Little Rock on September 18 through 
September 22, and prepared an initial report on their findings dated September 28, 2006.  As noted in their initial report, the task force 
members did not feel that they had had sufficient time to complete their readiness analysis of SPP systems.  In addition, the task force 
was concerned that it had not obtained adequate visibility into and information about performance of SPP systems. 

The reports of the various task forces were discussed by the SPP Board at its September 29, 2006 meeting.  At that time, the 
Board recommended that the task forces reconvene and complete their tasks in advance of the October 24, 2006 Board meeting.  
During a conference call held October 6, 2006, task force participants agreed that all task forces except the settlements task force 
would be combined under a new task force called the operations task force.  The members of the reconstituted operations task force 
reconvened in Little Rock on October 9-13 and October 16-18 to complete their assessment of SPP system readiness. 

This report summarizes the areas of continuing concern identified by the task force during its October meetings and supersedes 
the initial report delivered by the combined deployment test and CAT/simultaneous feasibility analysis task forces on September 28.  
A significant number of issues were evaluated and the task force determined they did not present a concern, either because the systems 
were working properly initially or because SPP has taken appropriate steps to resolve identified issues.  These issues are not addressed 
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in this report.  This report focuses solely on those issues that the task force believes represent a risk to SPP’s readiness to implement 
the energy imbalance service (EIS) market.   

The task force notes that SPP staff devoted substantial support to the task force at a time when SPP’s resources were already 
strained by ongoing market preparations.  The task force members believe that completion of the task force’s work would not have 
been possible absent the meaningful assistance provided by SPP staff.   
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 Detailed Discussion 
 
Issue Requires 

Manual 
Process 

Reliability 
Consequence 

Financial 
Consequence 

1. Constant Error Correction.  The Task Force has observed a MP generating 
above their deployment which caused the host Balancing Authority to minimize 
ACE by providing down regulation. During this event, the host Balancing 
Authority bought from the market at the LIP, which was observed to be higher 
than the production costs of the host Balancing Authority. In this instance the 
MP benefited by not following SPP dispatch. The potential for this type of 
reoccurring event remains and the Task Force recognizes this as a market design 
issue. This scenario could cause reliability issues which would require 
Reliability Coordinator intervention. 
 

No Yes Yes 

2. Manual Control mode. The Task Force observed that the SPP system’s 
definition of the “Manual” control mode does not allow a MP to carry ancillary 
services on units performing testing, but are still able to provide these services if 
needed.  
 

NA No Yes 

3. Internal Issues List. SPP staff’s inability to provide their internal issues list 
to this Task Force prior to the completion of our assessment period was a 
hindrance to an adequate assessment of their systems within the time allowed.  
 

NA NA NA 

4. Effective Limit Issue.  When congestion within the SPP system develops, 
price separation is driven by the amount of relief needed across a flowgate and 
the amount of imbalance energy that has to be redispatched to provide the 
requested relief.  To a certain degree, and as is common among all types of 
electric systems, SPP operators have the flexibility to manage the amount of 
relief required across a flowgate by establishing a flowgate limit calculated by 
constraint manager, physical line limitations, actual flows, and experience with 
behavior across that flowgate. 
 

Yes Yes Yes 
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In some situations, SPP has determined that human error can result in calling for 
too much relief across a flowgate, thereby resulting in unreasonably high market 
prices. To address this problem, SPP has built an automated “fail-safe” 
mechanism into its constraint manager that will require the constraint manager to 
select the higher of : (a) the source limit (supplied from the SPP EMS) or (b) the 
effective limit calculated by Constraint Manager.  The following examples 
illustrate this mechanism as the Task Force understands the issues: 
 
Example 1 (actual line flow below source limit): 
 
Source Limit                                                   = 300 MW 
Actual line flow                                              = 260 MW
Additional capability over current loading     =   40 MW 
 
Market Relief requested by IDC:                    =   25 MW 
Actual flow – IDC Relief request                   = 235 MW 
 
Proposed Effective Limit per SPP’s fail safe  
       mechanism (source limit + 
       additional capability)                               =  340 MW 
 
In this situation, a TLR is called by an outside entity requesting that SPP reduce 
its loading on the flowgate. Although SPP shows the current flow is less than 
their source limit, conditions on the system may have reduced the physical 
capability of the flowgate. As a result of their “higher of” process, SPP will 
determine a Proposed Effective Limit of 340MW. This is because the source 
(physical) limit is 300MW, but a TLR is being called when there is only 260MW 
of actual flow. SPP assumes that their impact on the flowgate could increase by 
an additional 40MW and still not violate the source limit. In this situation, 
allowing the SPP market to increase its impact on the flowgate is unacceptable. 
 
Example 2 (actual line flow above source limit): 
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Source Limit                                                   = 200 MW 
Actual line flow                                              = 210 MW 
Amount of Overload                                       =   10 MW 
 
Market Relief requested by IDC                    =    25 MW 
Actual flow – IDC Relief request                   =  185 MW 
 
Proposed Effective Limit (higher of)              = 200 MW                 
 
It is unacceptable for SPP to maintain an impact of 200MW while the IDC relief 
requests would have resulted in an SPP impact of 185MW. 
   
  
5. Manual Override of Line Limits In the process of managing constraints, 
SPP has some flexibility with respect to when to bind a constraint (which will 
trigger congestion pricing) and the amount of relief to be requested across a 
constraint, as discussed generally above.  Once a constraint is activated, an SPP 
operator would normally wait until seeing the results of the Constraint Manager 
calculations before changing the limit further. 
 
However, there were cases in which a line limit was overridden before flow 
results could have been determined (within less than 10 minutes).  This occurred 
during the October 12 deployment test at interval ending 10:05.  At that time, 
with a 232 MW effective flowgate limit, 5-minute prices ranged from $3,204 to -
$1,883.  At the next interval, the effective flowgate limit had been manually 
increased to 236 MW and prices had fallen to a range of $135 to $-10. The 
sequence of events raises the question of whether an operator would adjust 
flowgate limits to influence prices. If so, FERC-approved procedures may be 
needed to prevent this from happening.    

Yes Yes Yes 

6. Deliverability Analysis.  SPP performs the deliverability/simultaneous 
feasibility analysis at 17:00 CPT on the day prior to the operating day.  
Scheduling procedures, protocols, and processes are not complete by 17:00 CPT, 
so in most, if not all cases SPP runs the simultaneous feasibility analysis using 
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information that will change significantly in advance of real time rendering the 
analyses questionable. In essence, SFTDA needs to be an iterative, nearer to 
realtime process.  
 
The process employed by SPP is essentially a compromise approved by the 
MOPC at its July 25 meeting in lieu of a more comprehensive process that 
included intra-day deliverability/simultaneous feasibility analyses.  The timelier 
intra-day analyses contained in PRR 87 were eliminated from SPP’s 
requirements based on SPP’s conclusion that it could not implement the intra-
day processes in time for an October 1 market start.  PRR 104 was developed to 
replace PRR 87 and required only a day ahead analysis.   

 
Under the tariff, if the market flows as studied by SPP day ahead appear to be 
infeasible in real time, market participants will have to change their plans for the 
next operating day or risk being reported to FERC if they fail to do so and an 
infeasible solution results in real time.  Thus, market participants may be forced 
to incur additional expense to remedy a potential problem that has been 
identified based on unreliable information.  Further, SPP has no systems in place 
to determine whether the fixes implemented by market participants are sufficient 
to remedy the identified problem—or even to avoid exacerbating it—so market 
participants may incur costs to remedy a problem only to find later than the fixes 
implemented were not effective in addressing the potential problem. 

 
This day ahead analysis was included in the tariff pursuant to a FERC order.  
However, the wisdom of this analysis is questionable given its inherent 
unreliability and the adverse consequences that could arise from a market 
participant’s failure to take action in response to the inherently unreliable 
analysis.   
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7.  Short-Term Load Forecast.   
The current short-term load forecast is not a statistical process but rather is a 
mathematical process that looks at the current load and uses a slope from a 
“reference” day to determine an integrated five-minute load 10 minutes in the 
future.  No temperature, weather variables, or local unique needs are used in this 
process.  As with all reference day processes, if the comparison day is not 
similar, the forecast will be problematic. 
 
Current Process 
 

Reference Days 
Forecast 

Day 
Reference 

Day 
    

Sunday Saturday 
Monday Thursday 
Tuesday Monday 

Wednesday Tuesday 
Thursday Wednesday

Friday Thursday 
Saturday Sunday 

    
Holiday Sunday 

 
Coordination Of Forecast Day And Reference Day 
Period (5 minute 
intervals) 

-10 to -
5 

-5 to 
0 

0 to 
5 

5 to 
10 

10 to 
15 

15 to 
20 

Forecast Day             
Reference Day Period             

 
Reference days are pre-specified for each day (see above).  For example, the 
most recent Thursday is the reference day for Monday.  Using these reference 

Manual 
Offset 

Possibly Yes 
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days, three separate integrated loads are calculated in the process of creating the 
forecasted load (four colored areas above). 

3. Most recent 5-minute period (average of 30 10 second interval 
observations) (dark blue).  

4. A fifteen minute integrated load from the reference day centered on the 
above five-minute period (light blue). 

5. A fifteen minute integrated load from the reference day centered on the 
ten to fifteen minute period in the future (light green). 

The difference between the two reference day integrated loads is computed.  
This difference is then added/subtracted to the current integrated load (dark blue) 
in step one to calculate the forecasted load (dark green).  
Other Issues 

1) An instantaneous change in observed load of more than 150 MW results 
in the following 15 observations being dropped (2.5 minutes).  This is 
configurable and has varied over time. 

2) Calculations 1 and 2 above are actually offset by 60 seconds to allow the 
process to run before time zero. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Current Situation 
 

Historical Error Distribution 

Date 
Media

n 
Mea

n 
Std.De

v. 
99th 
% 

95th 
% 

90th 
% 

75th 
% 

09/14/2006 - 
10/11/2006 0.55% 

0.67
% 0.53%

2.32
% 

1.71
% 

1.40
% 

0.95
% 

 
This forecast for one of the SPP  balancing authorities (AEP)  had the indicated 
error distribution.  For example, 95% of errors were less that 1.71%.  Although 
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this level is higher than necessary, it is not possible to make a statement about 
what level of error is reasonable.    
 
A fundamental problem with the current process is the lack of 
temperature/weather information.  In addition to this, the reference day 
methodology results in fundamentally dissimilar days being used to determine 
the required intra-hour slopes.  For example, Saturday slopes are being used to 
forecast Sunday.  The biases associated with this methodology are intuitively 
clear.  A number of potential improvements are currently being investigated. 
 
Planned Shorter Term Future Improvements 

1) Smooth the current five-minute integrated load (dark blue).  This will 
help eliminate situations where errors or other transitory events cause the 
current period to be less accurate.  This will also have the negative 
impact of smoothing legitimate load changes. 

2) Smooth the 15 minute integrated loads from the reference day.  Benefits 
and costs of this are similar to those stated above. 

3) Improve the slope from the reference day by combining this slope with a 
slope imputed from an immediately preceding time frame (prior to time 
zero).  This will help to mitigate the effect of using dissimilar reference 
days but may reduce the models ability to respond to legitimate load 
changes. 

 
Conclusion 
Although SPP has the belief that the three shorter-term changes listed above will 
result in significant improvements, the task force is not as confident.  The lack of 
weather information in the forecast process precludes significant improvement in 
the current process.   

 
Further, the task force is concerned about the consequences of load forecast 
errors on balancing authorities.  These errors will require balancing authorities to 
provide regulation over and above the load following capability they already 
provide.  There is no mechanism for the market to compensate balancing 
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authorities for providing this service; therefore, the amount of regulating energy 
expected to be provided should be maintained within a reasonably achievable 
minimum amount. 
 
Necessary Improvements 
As data is collected, either a statistical routine or Neural Network can be created 
that incorporates weather information and eliminates the direct use of dissimilar 
days such as using Saturday to determine the Sunday forecast.  While these 
improvements are deemed necessary, they are not required before go-live, 
although improvements need to continue to be a primary goal of SPP. 
 
 
8. Uploading of Native Load Schedules Into MOS.  There have been repeated 
instances of situations where market participant schedules were not properly 
loaded into MOS.  This can lead to erroneous dispatch instructions which could 
have reliability consequences and financial consequences for market 
participants.  SPP has repeatedly stated that it has resolved this situation, but 
again on the October 17 deployment test go/no go call SPP indicated that this 
problem was continuing to be experienced and a patch was being installed. 

Yes Possibly Yes 

9. Appropriateness of Slack Variables.  At the August MWG meeting, SPP 
staff presented a Penalty Factor White paper that describes steps SPP systems 
will take when MOS cannot achieve a feasible solution.  In those situations, 
MOS will substitute certain slack variables, or penalty factors, for certain types 
of dispatch instructions.  For example, a dispatch instruction directing a market 
participant to violate a stated ramp rate has a value of $15,000 that will be 
inserted into MOS to calculate the least-cost market solution.  
 
First, the task force members are concerned that application of the slack 
variables is inconsistent with SPP’s tariff.  In addition, the notion of slack 
variables and the penalty amounts assigned by SPP were never vetted with 
market participants prior to implementation. 
 
Also, the level at which a slack variable is set (i.e. $2,000 or $20,000) will 

No Yes Yes 
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impact how often the market will elect to violate a certain constraint including 
line limitations.  A thorough analysis will be required to determine appropriate 
levels for the slack variables so that constraints are not violated to an extent that 
reliability is negatively impacted. 
 
The task force also notes that during the October 17 deployment test, SPP 
changed the slack variables to reflect $2000 for a line limit violation and $5000 
for a ramp rate violation.  In effect, this change in slack variables will act as a 
price cap for the market. 
 
The task force believes that it may be appropriate to control high positive and 
negative prices with slack variables, but not at the sole discretion of SPP and 
without supporting market documentation and FERC approval.   
 
In addition, utilization of slack variables will require more regulation by 
balancing authorities to account for situations where market participants cannot 
respond to SPP instructions to violate unit parameters.  This issue also needs to 
be vetted through the market and appropriate solutions, if any, developed. 
10. Discrepancies in Real Time Balancing Flow Calculator and Real-Time 
Flows.   
During the 10/11 & 10/12, the task force reviewed a limited number of flowgates 
and found that in three of eight situations there is more than a 10% discrepancy 
between the amount of flow projected on a flowgate by the SPP Real-Time 
Balancing system for the 15-minute ahead interval and actual flows experienced 
during the same time period.  Some examples are: 
 

Flowgate:  SPSNORTH_STH 

Time Interval Projected Flow from RTB Actual Flow 
% 

Difference
12:45 440 347 27% 
12:50 440 347 27% 
12:55 439 347 27% 
13:00 436 347 26% 
13:05 432 347 24% 

Yes Yes Yes 
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13:10 435 348 25% 
13:15 439 339 29% 
13:20 439 339 29% 
13:25 437 332 32% 
13:30 439 322 36% 
13:35 405 323 25% 
13:40 404 323 25% 
13:45 405 329 23% 
13:50 405 329 23% 

 
Flowgate:  MUSXFRYOALEA 

Time Interval Projected Flow from RTB Actual Flow 
% 

Difference
15:55 170 155 10% 
16:00 172 155 11% 
16:05 173 156 11% 
16:10 171 157 9% 
16:15 168 157 7% 
16:20 167 157 6% 
16:25 167 156 7% 
16:30 167 155 8% 

 
Given that the real-time balancing system is calculating flows 15 minutes out, it 
is inevitable that there will be variances between the figures it calculates and 
actual flows occurring 15 minutes later.  The items that could be a source of 
these deviations include units not following their deployment instructions, a 
modeling issue, and incorrect calculations in the SPP systems, etc.  Given the 
differences seen and the range of potential causes, the task force is concerned 
that the problem has not been thoroughly investigated.  A comprehensive 
analysis of this problem must be performed to determine the extent of the 
problem (size of deviations and number of flowgates affected) as well as 
determining the root cause of the problem and potential solutions.  The task force 
itself did not have the time, resources or data to perform a comprehensive 
analysis of the problem and SPP Staff will have to perform this analysis.  
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Unfortunately, this analysis must be conducted during a deployment test when 
units are expected to follow their deployment instructions.   Given the reliability 
impacts of this issue, the Task Force believes it important that this 
comprehensive analysis be completed as soon as possible.  
 
The differences between the projected and resulting actual flows can have both 
reliability and financial impacts.  Therefore, the correct management of these 
differences in determining flowgate effective limits is very important.  Even 
though small deviations can be expected to occur, the incorrect management of 
these small differences can have a potentially significant impact on prices when 
flowgates are near their limit.  The task force notes that even a 3% deviation 
between forecast and actual values resulted in tripling prices from $44/MWh to 
$134/MWh for over an hour when a flowgate limit was set too low.  This drastic 
price increase due to just a 3% deviation suggests that efforts must be made to 
keep the deviation as low as possible and that the management of these 
differences when determining flowgate limits is important.  The task force has 
not developed a proposed range of acceptability, and is not aware that SPP has 
developed one.SPP’s Constraint Manager has a feature to calculate proposed 
effective limits for the operators to use to set the limit on a flowgate to achieve 
the requested relief on the flowgate.  However, this process is based upon the 
calculated values and does not take into account the actual flow on the flowgate.  
In the event a difference is occurring between the calculated flows and actual 
resulting flows, to correctly set the limit in the Real Time Balancing (RTB) 
system, SPP has in place manual processes to that require operators to make 
judgments in real time as to the accuracy of the real-time balancing result 15 
minutes out.  In doing so, the operator must retrieve the two flow values from 
separate systems (the RTB and the Constraint Manager).  They then have to 
manually compare the values, taking into account that one value is projected 15-
minutes out and the other is real time, and develop an appropriate effective limit 
which will achieve the desired amount of relief on the flowgate without limiting 
the flowgate excessively.   Given the number of flowgates, the apparent 
frequency of occurrence of this situation, and the amount of data to be managed 
in real time, the task force has concerns that control room operations may be 
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impaired by this manual workaround as they do not support quick decision 
making which will be necessary from operational staff.  Also, since the operators 
must access different systems in order to obtain the information necessary to 
perform the manual calculations, there is a concern that operator displays are not 
conducive to situational awareness deemed essential by NERC.  The task force 
notes that manual intervention failed to correct this problem on at least two 
occasions during the October 12 deployment test, suggesting that reliability of 
this manual process is questionable.   
The task force notes that reliability problems could arise if SPP systems cannot 
accurately predict market flow levels and as a consequence result in overloading 
a constrained element.  These errors in will inevitably lead to SPP inadvertently 
calling for either more or less relief on a flowgate than is required to alleviate the 
constraint.  This situation could have significant price consequences as 
experienced during the 10/12 test during the 15:55 interval when prices spiked to 
$1,194/MWh after an incorrect limit of 150 was entered instead of the correct 
167 limit.   
The task force is also concerned that documentation concerning the procedures 
to be applied in manually reconciling discrepancies between real-time balancing 
calculations and actual market flows is incomplete and does not provide 
sufficient instructions as to how the operator will manually find the data and 
perform the appropriate calculations.   This raises issues as to SPP’s ability to 
effectively communicate this procedure and train their operators in these 
procedures.  If these procedures are violated during the deployment tests when 
additional SPP Staff is on-hand to guide and oversee the operations, serious 
questions as to the training and preparedness of operations personnel must be 
raised.  A lack of effective documentation of these procedures serves to 
exacerbate this issue, as there is no resource for the operations personnel to turn 
if they are unsure of the proper procedure.   
11.  Issuance of TLR in Reverse Direction.  To manage system constraints 
with CAT and TLR, flowgates are defined and then the system interacts with 
these defined flowgates to identify the required amount of flow relief across the 
flowgate.  Flowgates are directional, meaning that they are specific to the 
direction of flow across the line.  SPP has defined flowgates in the direction that 

Yes Yes  Yes 
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flow will normally be encountered, by has not defined flowgates that reflect the 
situation when flow is the reverse of that normally encountered.  As a result, 
when flow is in a direction that is the inverse of the directionality of the defined 
flowgate, SPP market systems have no ability to immediately curtail flow across 
that line. 
 
SPP plans to address this problem manually after market start.  SPP plans to 
create reverse flowgates “on the fly” to work-around the situation.  SPP 
estimates that it will take approximately an hour to create a reverse flowgate “on 
the fly,” and if a reliability problem arises between the time the constraint is 
identified and the flowgate is created, SPP will handle the problem by declaring 
an emergency and issuing manual dispatch instructions.   
 
The task force observed flowgates which have been defined in reverse direction 
and was concerned by the similar names given to these reverse flowgates with 
respect to the forward flowgate name. Selection of the correct flowgate by 
operators during an emergency would be difficult at best. One pair of flowgates, 
defined in positive and reverse direction, differed in name by only one letter in a 
7 character string. If the wrong directional name was chosen in an emergency 
situation, loadings would increase instead of being reduced. The results could be 
major in scope. 
 
It is a concern to the task force that SPP’s inability to timely activate a flowgate 
may result in a reliability emergency.  In addition, any market participant 
required to follow manual dispatch instructions issued by SPP to address such an 
emergency may not be able to recover the cost of following those instructions.  
Under the tariff, an entity following manual dispatch instructions will receive 
only the market price for energy (and if prices are positive and the entity’s unit is 
dispatched down, the entity will receive no compensation but may have lost 
opportunity costs).  No provisions exist to ensure that an entity responding to 
manual instructions is made financially whole.  The task force is also concerned 
that SPP may be in a position to misuse its emergency declaration authority in 
order to issue manual dispatch instructions to resolve this problem.   
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The task force is also concerned that SPP has not produced documented 
procedures to the task force members that relate  to creation of flowgates during 
reverse TLR events. 
 
12. IDC Request for MF Reduction and Subsequent Constraint Manager 
Calculation - After the requested reduction is passed from IDC to the Constraint 
Manager, along with other pertinent information, Constraint Manager subtracts 
estimated tag schedule relief, which is outside the SPP footprint, from the 
requested market relief before beginning the deployments to gain the relief. 
Therefore, the calculated market relief value is less than needed by the IDC. This 
calculation error is a reliability issue.  

No Yes Yes 

13. System Outages for Implementing Patches - The TF considers SPP 
Computer System Outages of ten to twenty minutes unacceptable and not 
common in other RTOs. 
 

NA Yes Yes 

 
 
Task Force Conclusion 
 
While this Task Force is not offering an opinion on the viability of 12/1 as a go-live date, it urges those making that decision to 
consider the following conclusions: 
 

1. Market systems continue to be tested assessed and improved by participants and staff.  However, it is not clear to this 
Task Force whether these systems at their current state would support a 12/1 go-live date. 

2. Issues remain and while recognizing that issues will always remain, we believe that significant issues remain unsolved 
and pose a real risk financially to all Market Participants.  

3. Issues identified in the report may effect reliability and therefore merit further investigation and testing. 
4. Documentation of procedures and training of SPP 24x7 operational staff is not complete and therefore, the execution of 

manual processes may be carried out inconsistently. As a result, financial and reliability issues may occur.  
5. MP systems, documentation and training lag SPP and therefore cannot be deemed complete until after SPP is complete. 
6. Operator interfaces of SPP systems are cumbersome, crowded with data and do not support quick decision making. 

Also, it is this Task Force’s opinion that operator displays are not conducive to situational awareness deemed essential 
by NERC.  
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7. This Task Force urges that MOPC should appoint another Task Force to develop definitive criteria including triggers 
and scenarios  to implement the Reversion Plan. 
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I. OVERVIEW  

 
The diagram below provides other Task Force participants, the MOPC, and the BOD a 
high-level overview of the SPP Settlement’s function (including critical inputs, key 
process and system steps, and critical outputs): 

 

High-Level SPP Settlements System Overview

COS Validations 
ProcessSettlement Engine Calculation and Reconciliation Process

Lodestar Settlement System

Pre-Validation Process

RTOSS System
- NLS Schedules
- USS
- Bi-Laterals Schedules

MOS System
- LIPs
- Deployment Instructions
- URD

COS System
- Meter Data
- Asset Set-Up

DSS System 
(Data Repository)

A reconciliation is 
performed between 
Lodestar and DSS

Settlement Statement 
Posting Process

Market Participants 
receive Daily Settlement 
Statements and Weekly 
Invoices

If there is an issue with 
Settlement results, then  
MPs initiate dispute 
process

High-level 
reasonableness check is 
performed to ensure data 
prior to approving the 
Settlement results and 
posting them to the SPP 
Portal

 
II. SCOPE 

 
The Settlements Metrics Task Force (SMTF) met Monday, October 16th through 
Wednesday, October 18th, to address the following pre-defined scope: 

 
A. Review outstanding items from the initial report 
B. Review the September 17th revenue neutrality uplift credit amount HE 04:00 
C. Review the Pre-Validation and COS Validation Processes 
D. Review additional schedule curtailments for proper settlements handling. 

 
III. OBJECTIVES & SUMMARY FINDINGS 

 
Based on the scope provided above, the SMTF identified the following objectives: 
 

1. Review settlement statement download verification forms are received from 
market participants to determine if the related metrics from the initial report have 
subsequently passed. (Scope A) 
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FINDINGS: Unable to test since confirmation forms and related deadlines are 
past the review period.  
 

2. Ensure the recent coding change for revenue neutrality uplift properly reconciles 
to the formulaic changes captured in the recently revised Market Protocols. 
(Scope A) 
FINDINGS: Passed with no exceptions noted. 
 

3. Identify and communicate reasons why two market participants did not receive 
settlement statements. (Scope A) 
FINDINGS: Validation controls added going forward to prevent future 
reoccurrences. 
 

4. Review and explain what caused the September 17th revenue neutrality uplift 
credit amount HE 04:00. (Scope B) 
FINDINGS: Investigation revealed that bad SCADA value was received from 
market participant for one 5 minute interval. 
 

5. Develop action items for SPP to substitute alterative data when erroneous billing 
determinants are identified. (Scope B) 
FINDINGS: Investigation revealed systems were functioning as designed.  
Action item assigned to SDMSTF to develop protocol language for remediation 
process for SPP staff. 
 

6. Review and assess the design of the pre-settlement validation controls used by 
SPP for upstream data interfaces to settlements. (Scope C) 
FINDINGS: Validation controls reviewed and considered thorough and 
exhaustive compared to other RTO’s/ISO’s. 
 

7. Review and assess the design of the settlement validation controls used by SPP 
prior to approval and posting settlements. (Scope C) 
FINDINGS: Validation controls reviewed and considered thorough and 
exhaustive compared to other RTO’s/ISO’s. 
 

8. Test additional hours where curtailments occurred to ensure that schedules used in 
settlements were properly adjusted for curtailment. (Scope D) 
FINDINGS: Passed with no exceptions noted. 
 

IV. DETAIL PROCEDURES & RESULTS 
 
PRE-SETTLEMENT VALIDATIONS (Objective 6) 
 
The pre-settlement validations performed by SPP prior to running settlements were 
reviewed for adequacy and effectiveness.  Throughout parallel operations, SPP has 
identified validations that will improve the quality of data received from upstream 
interfaces such as MOS, RTO_SS and Meter data submissions.  The data from these 
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source systems is stored in a data repository (DSS). This system is used as the 
independent source database for validations to data obtained directly from the source 
system interfaces by the Lodestar settlements engine. These preventive measures are 
intended to not only provide more complete and accurate settlement statements, but are 
also expected to mitigate the volume of disputes filed by market participants.  Data such 
as schedules, locational imbalance prices, uninstructed resource deviations, resource and 
load meter data and net interchange data received from source interfaces are validated 
prior to settlement runs to identify unusual data values.   
 
The Task Force concurred that the level of pre-settlement validations performed by SPP 
is quite thorough and somewhat exhaustive compared to other RTO/ISO markets.  
Although many of these validations have recently been developed by the Settlements 
team, the automated queries to provide the validations are expected to be completed by 
November 1.  Therefore, no detail testing of these validations was performed by the Task 
Force.  
 
See attachment for list of pre-settlement validations that will be performed by the SPP 
settlements staff.  
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VALIDATIONS PRIOR TO POSTING SETTLEMENT RUNS (Objective 7) 
 
SPP also produces a checklist analysis of settlement results prior to posting the settlement 
statements to the portal.  These are designed to identify missing data inputs, unusual 
volumes of schedule and meter data and unusual volumes of calculated charges.  This 
analysis compares the current day settlement results against previous days settled to 
identify deviations from average. The Task Force also concurred that the level of these 
validations is quite thorough and exhaustive as compared to other RTO/ISO markets. 
 
TESTING OF REVENUE NEUTRALITY UPLIFT(RNU) CODE CHANGE 
(Objective 2) 
 
The code to calculate RNU was modified on 10/10/06.  This change involved using 
absolute value of external schedule imports and absolute value of external schedule 
exports rather than using the absolute value of the net of imports and exports.  The 
change also included using actual load meter data rather than calibrated load values.  The 
Task Force randomly selected one settlement location for HE 17 on 10/12/06 to test the 
code change.  The source data for external schedule imports, external schedule exports 
and load meter actuals was verified independently and validated against the billing 
determinants used in settlements.  The Task Force also calculated the total RNU for the 
SPP footprint for HE 17 and the allocation to one settlement location using the revised 
formula.  No exceptions were noted. 
 
REVIEW METRIC FOR MARKET PARTICIPANTS DOWNLOADING 
SETTLEMENT STATEMENTS (Objective 1) 
 
Metric 21.25 failed during the testing performed as part of the 9/14/06 report to the 
MITF.  This metric was intended to verify whether 75% of market participants had 
returned verification forms to SPP customer relations staff indicating that they had 
successfully downloaded settlement statements.  The Task Force attempted to verify 
whether this metric had passed during the October 16 to 18 testing.  No additional 
verification was able to be determined since the requests for these confirmation forms 
were not sent to the participants until October 18.  As part of Parallel Ops V (POPS V) 
market trials, the MITF had recommended that these requests only be sent once during 
the POPS V period. 
 
INVESTIGATE WHY 2 MARKET PARTICIPANTS DID NOT RECEIVE 
SETTLEMENT STATEMENTS (Objective 3) 
 
A metric was identified at the 9/13/06 MITF that 2 market participants (MP’s) had not 
received settlement statements.  The SPP investigation revealed that assets had been 
terminated and subsequently reactivated at different start/stop dates in the commercial 
model.  Customer relations staff were attempting to change a settlement location asset 
from one MP to another.  The correct procedure would have been to terminate the asset 
under one MP and activate it under another MP using the same dates at midnight of the 
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effective change.  Since the termination date was entered several hours prior to the start 
date for activating the asset under the other MP, the gap of hours resulted in no settlement 
statements being produced for these two assets for the day.  SPP customer relations staff 
has since been informed to coordinate the stop date for one MP with the start date for the 
other MP with a midnight effective time.   Also, a pre-settlement validation has been 
implemented to identify instances where no settlement statement has been produced 
although meter or schedule activity exists.  Processes have also been implemented to 
notify affected departments when a change has occurred in the commercial model. 
 
TEST ADDITIONAL HOURS FOR CURTAILMENTS (Objective 8) 
 
Settlement data for HE 10 on 10/12/06 was tested to determine whether curtailments 
were properly handled.  One schedule was randomly selected for testing. This schedule 
was curtailed to zero for 8 intervals of the hour and curtailed to a partial value for the 
remaining 4 intervals of the hour.  The integrated hourly value was recalculated and 
verified against the settlement billing determinant without exception. 
 
 
ACTION ITEM FOR SPP TO SUBSTITUTE ALTERNATIVE DATA WHEN 
ERRONEOUS BILLING DETERMINANTS ARE IDENTIFIED (Objectives 4 & 5) 
 
An erroneous billing determinant was identified during hour ending 4 of the 9/17/06 
operating day for POPS V of market trials.  A bad SCADA read received from a MP for 
one 5 minute interval resulted in uninstructed resource deviation (URD) of approximately 
27 million mega-watts. This caused an uninstructed deviation charge (UDC) to the MP of 
$320 million which reduced revenue uplift and was credited to the other MP’s for the 
hour.  Although recently implemented pre-settlement validations will capture such 
instances going forward, there is currently no existing protocol language for SPP to 
substitute an alternative value for the erroneous determinant.  The Task Force 
recommends that the SDMSTF craft a PRR to establish tolerance levels and appropriate 
substitution criteria when these instances occur.  The PRR should also consider 
establishing timing delays for posting settlement statements when this occurs rather than 
posting with detrimental financial impacts to affected MP’s. Any substitutions for 
erroneous billing determinants also need to be communicated to affected MP’s. 
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For additional information regarding the RNU amount for HE 4 of 9/17/06, please 
reference the diagram below: 
 

Revenue Neutrality Overview 
(9/17/06 HE 04:00 Example)

Revenue Neutrality Uplift (RNU)

   (1) R
 (2) LI  
 (3) UD

   (4) U

I      =  $       (220,000)   credit
      =  $        243,000    charge
  C     =  $ (319,347,000)  credit   

S            =  $                   0
  
    Total RN       =  $ (319,370,000)  credit

Uninstructed Deviation and
Over or Under Scheduling Credits

(2)
Load Imbalance (LI)

Credit or Charge

(3) 
Uninstructed Deviation 

Charge (UDC)

(4) 
Over or Under 

Scheduling 
(OS or US) Charge

(1) 
Resource Imbalance (RI)

Credit or Charge

Net Energy Imbalance
Credit or Charge

OVERALL NOTE:
In the above example, SPP has an RNU credit that has to be allocated back to all the market participants based on the following 
formulas (per Protocol section 11.4.3):

SPP Uplift = Total SPP receivables netted against total SPP payables for an operating hour

Settlement Location Allocation Factor (SLAF) = ABS (metered actual) + Sum ABS (schedules to or from outside SPP footprint)

Settlement Location Uplift = SPP Uplift * (SLAF/Sum of All SLAF)
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For additional information regarding the RNU amounts from deployment tests since the 
HE 4 9/17/06 error, please reference the table provided below: 
 

Revenue Neutrality Uplift Analysis (Deployment Tests 9/6 through 10/12) 
       

Description  EI  UDC  US  OS  RN   Credit/Charge 
9/17/06 (HE 04:00)  $   22,610   $(319,346,558)  $  -    $  -    $(319,369,168)  Credit  
9/18/06 (HE 18:00)  $   23,636   $              100   $  -    $  -    $        (23,736)  Credit  
9/18/06 (HE 19:00)  $   20,627   $              254   $  -    $  -    $        (20,881)  Credit  
9/18/06 (HE 20:00)  $   28,183   $           1,126  $    1 $  35  $        (29,345)  Credit  
9/18/06 (HE 21:00)  $   22,754   $           1,998   $  -    $  -    $        (24,752)  Credit  
9/20/06 (HE 11:00)  $ 336,636   $              533  $  33 $278  $       (337,481)  Credit  
9/20/06 (HE 12:00)  $ 378,720   $              520  $  63 $348  $       (379,651)  Credit  
9/20/06 (HE 13:00)  $ 502,713   $              225  $122 $430  $       (503,488)  Credit  
9/20/06 (HE 14:00)  $   10,257   $                30  $  21 $  39  $        (10,347)  Credit  
9/20/06 (HE 15:00)  $     3,820   $              212  $    4 $    8  $          (4,044)  Credit  
9/20/06 (HE 16:00)  $    (1,286)  $              149   $  -    $  -    $           1,137   Charge  
9/20/06 (HE 17:00)  $    (4,154)  $              326  $  10 $  42  $           3,776   Charge  
9/20/06 (HE 18:00)  $    (5,208)  $              354   $  -    $  -    $           4,854   Charge  
9/26/06 (HE 22:00)  $  (62,738)  $           4,360  $    1  $  -    $         58,378   Charge  
9/26/06 (HE 23:00)  $  (41,429)  $           3,687  $    0  $  -    $         37,742   Charge  
9/26/06 (HE 24:00)  $   39,013   $           3,368  $    3  $   0  $        (42,384)  Credit  
9/27/06 (HE 01:00)  $  (38,394)  $         43,459  $  10 $    1  $          (5,075)  Credit  
9/27/06 (HE 02:00)  $  (26,965)  $         29,185  $    1 $    0  $          (2,222)  Credit  
9/27/06 (HE 03:00)  $  (19,766)  $         18,210  $    1 $    0  $           1,555   Charge  
9/27/06 (HE 04:00)  $  (16,679)  $         13,771  $    2 $    2  $           2,903   Charge  
9/27/06 (HE 05:00)  $  (22,825)  $         27,907  $    3 $    2  $          (5,086)  Credit  
10/11/06 (HE 12:00)  $  (38,089)  $              206   $  -    $  -    $         37,883  Charge 
10/11/06 (HE 13:00)  $  (35,170)  $                29  $    5 $  21  $         35,116  Charge 
10/11/06 (HE 14:00)  $  (32,733)  $                29   $  -   $    0  $         32,704  Charge 
10/11/06 (HE 15:00)  $  (26,384)  $                33  $  21 $199  $         26,131  Charge 
10/12/06 (HE 06:00)  $  (25,961)  $           2,158   $  -    $  -    $         23,803  Charge 
10/12/06 (HE 07:00)  $  (39,405)  $           1,539   $  -    $  -    $         37,866  Charge 
10/12/06 (HE 08:00)  $  (29,082)  $           1,148   $  -    $  -    $         27,933  Charge 
10/12/06 (HE 09:00)  $  (25,686)  $              767   $  -    $  -    $         24,919  Charge 
10/12/06 (HE 10:00)  $  (28,136)  $                58   $  -    $  -    $         28,078  Charge 
10/12/06 (HE 11:00)  $(167,173)  $              445  $236  $  -    $        166,493  Charge 
10/12/06 (HE 12:00)  $  (61,329)  $              165  $  59  $  -    $         61,106  Charge 
10/12/06 (HE 13:00)  $  (30,786)  $                29  $  31 $    0  $         30,726  Charge 
10/12/06 (HE 14:00)  $  (31,971)  $                76  $    2  $  -    $         31,893  Charge 
10/12/06 (HE 15:00)  $  (17,400)  $           1,292  $341 $    6  $         15,761  Charge 
10/12/06 (HE 16:00)  $  (20,124)  $              282   $  -    $  -    $         19,842  Charge 
10/12/06 (HE 17:00)  $  (15,096)  $              158   $  -    $  -    $         14,938  Charge 
10/12/06 (HE 18:00)  $  (27,064)  $              103   $  -    $  -    $         26,961  Charge 
10/12/06 (HE 19:00)  $  (27,527)  $                95   $  -    $  -    $         27,432  Charge 
10/12/06 (HE 20:00)  $  (35,921)  $              104   $  -    $  -    $         35,818  Charge 
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Introduction 
 
The Market Metrics CAT and Deployment Task Forces met in SPP headquarters 

during the weeks of September 9/11 and 9/18 to assess the readiness of SPP Market 
Operations slated to go live on 11/1. The task force’s focus and meeting times somewhat 
overlapped and, in order to accomplish a comprehensive evaluation, it was decided to 
combine the forces of the two groups. 

The groups were tasked with examining data from two deployment tests and 
evaluating different aspects of deployments and Curtailment Adjustmet Tool’s or CAT 
operations. During these tasks, additional deployment tests occurred and data from these 
tasks was considered relevant and therefore examined by the group. While the group was 
originally tasked with specific criteria, other assessments were considered relevant and 
essential to a true evaluation of the SPP system’s readiness.   

The following report is divided into four sections. Section one details the results 
from the specific assessment criteria. Section two is comprehensive list of outstanding 
SPP system’s issues along with an assessment of each issues resolution’s relevance to 
SPP go-live. Section three is a brief summary of additional testing deemed necessary to 
completely evaluate the CAT. The final section is a summary and recommendation of the 
Task Force. 
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II. Original Assessment Criteria Analysis 
 

Unit Economic Order Loading Analysis 
 

The Task Force has reviewed the deployment instructions and supporting 
documentation for selected intervals from the SPP Deployment tests held on September 
6, 2006 (12:00 PM to 3:00 PM CDT) and September 11-12, 2006 (9:00 PM to 1:00 AM 
CDT).  The Task Force has verified that deployment instructions developed by the SPP 
MOS system are consistent with expected deployment instructions based upon actual unit 
operating levels, Resource Plans (ramp rate, unit minimum & maximum operating limits, 
ect) and Ancillary Service Capacity Plans as well as unit offers submitted by Market 
Participants.  The intervals reviewed and the findings are summarized in Table 1.  Note 
that the intervals studied include periods when constraints were present on the system and 
price separation of LIPs occurred across the SPP footprint as well as unconstrained 
periods. 

Table 1 
 

After reviewing the data, the Market Metrics Deployment Task Force renders an 
opinion that units are dispatched in correct economic order by the SPP MOS based upon 
actual unit operating levels, Resource Plans (ramp rate, unit minimum & maximum 
operating limits, ect.) and Ancillary Service Capacity Plans as well as unit offers 
submitted by Market Participants.  However, the Market Metrics Deployment Task Force 
is also concerned about the volatility of LIPs seen from one 5-minute interval to the next 
(as demonstrated in the 9/11/2006 2120 to 2130 intervals) as well as the high positive and 
negative levels of LIPs experienced during periods of congestion on the system.  The task 
force believes that these issues are a result of lack of market depth in terms of both ramp 
rates available during unit dispatch as well as a lack of units being offered into the 
market. 

LIP Range   
  

Date 
Time 

Interval Min Max 

Congestion 
On 

System? 
Conditions Influencing LIPs 

During Period Studied 
9/6/2006 1300 $46.92 $46.92 No 

  1305 $61.93 $61.93 No Normal conditions 
            
  1410 $53.86 $53.86 No 
  1415 -$299.52 $1,132.05 Yes 
          
  1430 -$57.93 $378.97 Yes 
  1435 $55.10 $55.10 No 

A TLR 3b was issued for the SPHWMCSUMEMC flowgate 
from 1410 to 1500 

            
9/11/2006 2120 $44.57 $44.57 No 
  2125 $18.69 $18.69 No 

  2130 $43.64 $43.64 No 

Deployment test was during evening load drop-off 
conditions.  Load drop-off for this period was too steep for 
higher cost units to handle completely.  Ramp limitations 
on higher cost units caused lower cost units to be required 
to ramp and become the marginal unit reflected in the 
LIPs during the 2125 interval.  Ramp on more expensive 
units recovered in the next interval. 

            
9/12/2006 0030 $32.80 $32.80 No 
  0035 $8.64 $41.05 Yes 

  0040 
-

$5,649.02 $413.77 Yes 
 A TLR 3a was issued for the SWIXFRMORLAN flowgate 
from 0000 to 0400 
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ACE Analysis 

 
The deployment task force reviewed data from two deployment tests held on 9/6 

and 9/11. The data indicated that market participants and SPP systems had some, but 
relatively few, problems with the 9/6 deployment test. During and exiting the 9/11 test, 
some market participants experienced problems with ACE, but each of these problems 
were identified, verified and discussed with each market participant. Reasonable 
explanations were given for each ACE deviation occurrence. 

After reviewing the data, and following up on issues with the appropriate 
balancing authorities, The Market Metrics Deployment Task Force renders an opinion 
that ACE maintained within range historically experienced by control areas during the 
deployment test on 9/6 and 9/11, however, the task force uncovered some critical issues 
that caused ACE problems during subsequent tests. These critical issues include:   

• MOS20060920-2 Erroneous NSI values used for dispatch  
• MOS20060920-3 Short Term Load Forecast Errors and  
• SPP20060920-1 Constant Error on Scheduled Resource and Balancing  

(see Issues List in section IV of this document for more information on these issues) 
 

NSI Calculation Assessment 
 
The Market Metrics Deployment Task Force (MMDTF) has reviewed the 

calculation of NSI during specific intervals for the deployment tests conducted on 9-06-
06, 9-11-06 and 9-13-06, respectively.  Based on our review, we believe there were two 
NSI and/or NLS issues during the deployment tests reviewed.  These issues are discussed 
below. 

 Issue #1:  Three Market Participants experienced issues with NSI & NLS 
schedules that have been identified as a “ramp-in”/”ramp-out” problem, where a 
scheduled that is ending, and ramping to zero, continues to show its entire value 
until the ramp end (5 minute past the change), and the schedule starting shows a 
ramped value. This leads to a snapshot calculation that could be drastically 
outside the actual ramped amount and an incorrect NSI calculation.  These issues 
occurred during the 9/6/2006 deployment test for intervals 17:55 thru 18:05, 
during the 9/12/06 deployment test during intervals 12:55 thru 01:05, and during 
the 9/13/06 deployment test.  During the 9/6/2006 event, NSI values for that 
Market Participant, in successive intervals across the top of 18:00, went from 
200MW to 28MW and then back up to 103MW.  The MMDTF expected the 
“middle” deployment number to be half-way between the “outer” deployment 
numbers as they went across the top of the hour.  The issue has been documented 
(MOS20060920-2).  The issue seems to be inside of the OATI product, but that 
has not been verified. SPP, along with their vendors continue to pursue cause and 
solution to this specific issue.  
  
Issue #2:  During the 9/18/06 deployment test, one Market Participant 
experienced problems with NLS values entered in RTO_SS not being reflected in 
the MOS system and therefore not being reflected in the deployment instructions 
for the self scheduled units for which the NLS values were entered.  This issue 
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has been reported to SPP through a SIR and the Market Participant is awaiting a 
response.  It should be noted that this issue has been reported during previous 
deployment tests and was previously reported as fixed by SPP. 
 
 

 
CAT Effectiveness Analysis 

 
The task force has reviewed SPP's Curtailment Adjustment Tool and found two 

critical issues which are documented in the Issues List included later in this document. 
The group also believes that additional testing is necessary to completely assess CAT 
operations. The additional testing is listed later in this document. Critical issues include: 

CAT20060921-8 EIS Negative Counterflow Issue 
CM20060921-2 TLR in Reverse Direction 

(see Issues List in section IV of this document for more information on these issues) 
 

LIP Calculation Analysis 
 

The task force has reviewed SPP's process for calculating the Locational 
Imbalance Price (LIP) and for ensuring that units are dispatched in the correct economic 
order.  Based on its review, the task force has not identified concerns with the manner in 
which the LIP is calculated or the process for dispatching units. 
  However, the task force members are very concerned that the data analyzed 
suggests that there may be inadequate liquidity or depth to the market.  For example, it 
appears that the high LIPs experienced during curtailment events during market trials 
may be driven by the fact that the unit or units that could have most readily resolved the 
constraint are self-dispatched and not available to the market.   

In addition, the task force believes that the fairly significant variability in prices 
that has been seen during some tests, may also be due to inadequate market depth capable 
of mitigating congestion because of the wide spread in offers between a limited number 
of available units.  Further, the task force is concerned that in any particular deployment 
interval there may be a relatively small number of megawatts available for market 
dispatch, which can solve or help with congestion.  The task force believes that further 
analysis and discussion of this issue is needed in advance of market start.   
 The issues that should be analyzed include, but are not limited to, the 
following: 

a. The availability of market-offered units to resolve constraints when a TLR is 
called; 

b. The price consequences of limited availability of market offered units to 
resolve constraints when a TLR is called; 

c. The MW available for market dispatch during specific intervals compared to 
the total required market response for that interval; 

d. The number and type of penalty factors applied, and the reasons for such 
application, in each deployment test conducted since August 9;  

e. The number, magnitude, and reasons for utilization of load biasing in every 
test since the August 9 test; 

f. The impact of c and d on BA regulating units; and 
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g. The tools available to SPP to address gaming if entities self-dispatch units 
then passively sell into the market taking advantage of high prices. 
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Additional Systems Analysis 
 

SFTDA Analysis 
 

The SFTDA was not part of the initial scope of this task force, however the group 
considered the examination of the SFTDA essential. 

Given the current market protocols and tariff requirements, the Task Force does 
not believe that day ahead SFTDA will produce any meaningful results to anticipate and 
manage potential congestion. Accurate results cannot be attained in time to allow 
mitigation of predicted restraints. Scheduling procedures, protocols and processes are not 
complete before 1700 CPT and therefore scheduling data would not be available in 
entirety to the SFTDA before the necessary SFTDA start time (currently scheduled for 
1200 CPT day prior start).  
Additionally, external entity activities that impact SFTDA results can not be accurately 
considered in the day-ahead time frame.       
 
The TF believes that the SFTDA results may be useful under the following conditions: 

• Schedules, Resource Plans, and A/S Plans are submitted closer to the 
operating hour. By requiring submissions in such a way, schedules and 
plans should be more reflective of actual operations and system 
conditions.  SFTDA must process the data and communicate the results 
back to MPs with adequate time to adjust plans and/or schedules if 
needed. 

• Time must also be allotted to allow SFTDA to process the adjusted plans 
and/or schedules prior to the operating hour. 
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IV. Issues List 
 

Critical - CAT20060921-8 – Where there is large EIS counterflow, CAT may not be 
able to achieve the relief requested by the IDC. 

 This indicates that the Market Schedules are not be simultaneously feasible 
except for the fact that the Market is providing EIS counterflow.1  

 ReIssuing the TLR with more relief or issuing higher level of TLR is not a 
solution. This would be requesting additional physical relief to solve a 
financial problem. 

 Because it is our understanding is that MOS will achieve relief through 
redispatch, we believe that this is a financial issue2, but not a reliability issue. 
However, this should be thoroughly investigated. 

 Because of the complexity of this issue, it was unclear whether we discovered 
all the implications and thoroughly understood the problem. Further, detailed 
investigation is required. 

 
Critical  - MOS20060920-1 Periodic Oracle Table Locks – Experiencing table 
locks which take the system down.  
 
Critical  - MOS20060920-2 Erroneous NSI values used for dispatch – 
Experiencing erroneous incidences of NSI during schedule changes. Erroneous NSI 
Values seem to be caused by incorrect ramp handling and incorrect transitioning of 
NLS across operating hours. There also appear to be random instances of NLS 
changes being dropped.  
Critical  - MOS20060920-3 Short Term Load Forecast Errors – Experiencing 
load forecast issues used in dispatch. The linear interpolation of the mid-term forecast 
ignores historical profiles dealing with intra-hour load variation (intra-hour load 
changes don’t follow a linear path) ,which causes problems anticipating pickup or 
drops. It is also apparent that the short term load forecast is projecting hourly 
integrated amounts and not instantaneous peaks. Errors as high as 3.5% have been 
observed. In short, the short term load forecast lags actual load profile by 15 to 20 
minutes.  
 
Critical  - MOSCM 20060921-1 TLRs Called on Flowgates in the Reverse 
Direction are not Handled Correctly in Constraint Manager Critical 
 
 
Critical  - SPP20060920-1 Constant Error on Scheduled Resource and Balancing 
– Experiencing constant change requests for balancing authorities when schedule 
errors are present which can cause the BA to achieve a MW error loop correction. 
BAs could continually raise or lower generation until the scheduling error is corrected 
or the unit is locked out of the market. BA could face imbalance and Uninstructed 
Deviation charges associated with this issue.  

                                                 
1 In the CAT, this the Solved Market Flow doesn’t equal the Target Market Flow. 
2 It appears that there will be uplift charges in this situation, but it is unclear how large those charges will 
be. 
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Worst case scenario for BA: 
1. IPP over-generating and BA’s regulating unit or units dropping to make up for it. 

Each successive deployment for these regulating units will decrease as their actual 
generation decreases. Therefore the BA’s EIS_NSI will decrease causing the 
regulation units to drive farther and farther from their scheduled amount and 
incurring imbalance cost. If that regulating unit or units would, for any reason get 
a high positive LIP, the cost could skyrocket. The unit would also eventually 
incur deviation costs when it past out of its AGC allowed dead-band. 

2. Issue would not occur unless the expected IPP movement was larger than the 
regulation unit or units could travel in a five minute interval. 

 
Critical  - RTOSS20060920-1 No visibility on Market and Native Load Schedule 
Curtailments – There currently is no alarming or other visibility on these schedule 
curtailments. 
 
SFTDA20060921-9 – Calling up the Market Impacts tab on the SFT Deliverability 
Analysis takes a few minutes. Attempting to sort on the Market Impacts causes the 
display to go blank and eventually caused a software error. 
 

Additional Testing TF Feels are Necessary 
 

 TESTCAT 20060918-1 – Verify that when the IDC causes a ReLoad of SPP Market 
Flow, the CAT handles it properly. This is especially important to verify when there 
was negative EIS. Verify that the proportions are correct between EIS, Market 
Schedules and NLS. This was tested by SPP Staff and OATI, but was not in scope of 
testing by the IDCWG. 

 TESTCAT20060921-6 – What does the CAT do if it gets MF curtailment 
information for a flowgate it doesn’t have a definition for. Verify that CAT doesn’t 
lock up. 9/21/2006 – question sent to OATI. 

 TESTCAT20060921-10 - Verify the CAT determines the appropriate relief 
proportions between redispatch, tag curtailment, etc. This was tested by SPP Staff and 
OATI, but was not in scope of testing by the IDCWG. 

 TESTCAT20060921-13 - Verify that other systems properly receive and process 
CAT messages about reloading and redispatching. This should be done when 
ReLoading in the CAT is tested. 

 TESTCAT20060921-14 - Attempt to curtail ALL of the MF on a flowgate and verify 
that the systems respond properly. 

 The CAT should still be able to determine a proper mix of NLS, EIS, and Market 
Schedules. 

 The forward and reverse MF should change appropriately 
 The NLS schedules should be curtailed appropriately. 

 TESTCAT20060921-15 – Develop and test a scenario where the CAT prescribed 
redispatch, curtailment to solve one TLR exacerbates the loading on another Flowgate 
in TLR. 
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 TESTCAT20060921-17 - Test what happens when a Control Area Reliability Cap in 
the IDC is more restrictive than the CAT schedule adjustment for both curtailments 
and reloads 

 TESTCAT20060921-18 - Verify that transactions inside SPP but not in the market 
are treated properly. 

 They should be curtailed by IDC, not by CAT. 
 Verify that they are not double counted in relief provided. 
 Verify that they are not uncounted in relief provided. 

 TESTCAT20060921-19 - Verify that tagged self-dispatched schedules between BAs 
which are both in the Market are handled properly 

 These curtailments should be handled by the IDC, not by CAT. 
 Example: CSWS from Welsch going to Westar. This is an Intra-Market tag but 

also its Inter-CA. This is a physical tag and the IDC will handle this. 
 There should be no double counting or 0 counting 

 TESTCAT20060921-21 – Verify that Market schedule changes are properly 
reflected in the IDC tag database and eTag. 

 TESTCAT20060921-22 – Verify that the CAT handles vertically stacked Market 
Tags appropriately. 

 TESTCAT20060921-23 – Verify that the CAT appropriately handles Intra Hour 
Market Tags. 

 TESTCM20060921-1 - What happens when you drive the effective limit to zero in 
the constraint manager? This could either happen by mistakenly asking for an 
unreasonable amount of relief in the IDC, or mistakenly binding the constraint at 
zero. 

 TEST???20060921-A – Verify that the CAT, Constraint Manager, other market 
systems, and SPP procedures properly handle the situation when an RSS schedule 
causes an overload on flowgate. 

 TESTMOS20060921-1 – Verify that if for some reason the Market Systems can’t 
resolve a constraint, there is a limit to how many iterations will be allowed before 
notifying SPP. Verify that SPP has the ability to make some corrective intervention. 
The issue here is we don’t want to get into some kind of infinite loop where the 
market system keeps trying to solve. 

 TESTIDC20060921-1 – Verify that the IDC properly issues NNL responsibilities for 
SPP CAs that are not participating in the market. This will have to be evaluated by 
the IDCWG. 

 TESTCAT20060921-7 - Verify that the SD / MD flag on a resource is used properly 
by the CAT. I’m not sure if the CAT even uses the SD / MD flag. CAT uses the flag 
when he makes NLS curtailments.3 IDCWG tested that tags would either be handled 
by the IDC or by the CAT, but they didn’t verify that tags would never be touched by 
both and that tags would never be touched by neither. IDCWG To Test - 

 TESTCAT 20060921-1B - Verify that the CAT and MOS use the same GSFs. This is 
an issue because if the MOS GSFs are different than the CAT GSFs, there may be 
more EIS or less EIS than there would have been if both used the same GSFs. This is 
not a reliability concern, but there is a small financial concern here. LOW PRIORITY 

 
                                                 
3 Can a resource be partly market dispatched and partly self dispatched? 
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Conclusion 
 

After assessing SPP issues based on the specific task criteria, reviewing the issues 
uncovered during recent deployment tests and receiving updates on a few previously, un-
divulged issues, the task force believes that SPP systems are not ready to go live today. In 
addition, we are concerned that other critical issues may be discovered under further 
participant scrutiny (issues were continuing to be uncovered over the entire assessment 
period). Time is not adequate to assess, document, correct and comprehensively test 
critical issues prior to November 1st. It should also be recognized that the contribution of 
task force personnel present, during the assessment period (September 13th through 
September 15th and September 18th through 21st), hindered each of their respective 
company’s preparation efforts. Additional testing, while necessary, will further 
exacerbate the situation. 

 
Therefore, we believe that a November 1st go live date is unrealistic.  
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SPP Settlements Task Force Report 
 
 
 
 

Participants 
John Price – AEP 

Barbara Hollaway – AECC 
Jill Coffey – KCPL 

Jim Gavin – Tenaska 
Susan Potters – AEP 

Rebecca Groenendaal – Xcel Energy 
 
 
 
 

Dates of Meeting: 8/29/06 – 8/31/06 on-site testing at SPP. 
 
 

Additional follow-up testing results for losses and monthly revenue uplift reports 
were distributed to representatives on 9/08/06. 
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SPP Settlements Task Force Report 
 
Summary 
The Settlements Metrics Task Force agreed that metrics passed for items 21.26 
to 21.34.  Item 21.25 that relates to 75% of market participants completing and 
returning forms acknowledging download of settlement statements failed due to 
only receiving a 50% response rate.  Item 21.34 includes a caveat that although 
structured scenario testing passed for calculating a weekly payout report for 
money collected and distributed, a true test cannot occur until money is actually 
received and transferred after market start. 
 
Under the findings section located directly below this summary is a list of 
recommended action items resulting from the task force’s findings. Below this is  
additional detail that describes the detailed testing steps performed to satisfy 
each metric.   
 
 
 
Findings Requiring Follow-up Action Items: 
 

- 2 MW deadband over and under scheduling charge types was not 
included in SPP’s daily charge type check files. Since the task force 
meeting, the check files have been updated to include the 2 MW 
deadband but there has been no instance in POPS yet in testing where 
the 2 MW limit deadband would be used so this functionality has not yet 
been able to be tested. 
An instance was created in SPP internal system testing and was 
successfully tested. 
 

- The market protocol language (section 8.5.1 and 8.5.3) for the 
uninstructed deviation charge type is somewhat vague and some 
acronyms are undefined for the formula to calculate Uninstructed 
Resource Deviation (URD) and (Uninstructed Deviation Charge) UDC.  A 
PRR is recommended to clarify the methodology. --- A PRR to clean-up 
URD equations in the protocols was completed on 9/21/06. 

 
- Sections 10.2.1 and 10.2.2 of the protocols define Actual Meter Data (I-

Data) and Profile Meter Data (P-data) respectively as meter data with and 
without interval data capabilities. SPP uses I-data as meter data that has 
been submitted by the market participant’s MDMA while P-data is used for 
meter data that was not submitted (so scheduled data is substituted). A 
PRR needs to be submitted to reflect SPP’s current methodology. --- A 
PRR was prepared on 9/21/06. 

 
- Section 11.4.3 of the protocols describes the procedure for calculating the 

Revenue Neutrality Uplift charge type. The calculation for Revenue 
Neutrality Uplift in the protocols is: 
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Settlement Location Allocation Factor = ABS (metered actual) +  
∑ ABS (schedules to or from outside the SPP footprint)  
 
The second part of this equation is related to external schedules. 
According to this formula, it states that the sum of the absolute values of 
the external schedules should be used to calculate RNU. But, SPP uses 
the method of summing all of the schedules and then taking the absolute 
value of the net amount. Essentially, the second part of the equation turns 
into: 
 
ABS ∑ (schedules to or from outside the SPP footprint) 
 
Either SPP’s calculations need to be changed to match the protocols or a 
PRR needs to be submitted to ensure that the protocols match current 
methodology. 

 
- If SPP curtails a resource, the change will not show up in the NERC E-tag 

in OATI but will be shown in RTOSS. Therefore, market participants will 
not be able to rely on the tag values for the purposes of energy accounting 
and counterparty settlement for some schedules. Market participants are 
encouraged to develop a process to compare and checkout their 
schedules in RTOSS, OATI, their internal systems and SPP settlements in 
order to capture any discrepancies. 

 
- Item 21.25 of the metrics relates to 75% of market participants completing 

and returning forms acknowledging download of settlement statements. 
To date, SPP has only a 50% response rate.  SPP has sent out requests 
on 9/8/06 for this information from market participants but response rate 
remains low. Market participants will need to participate more in 
settlements testing before this metric will pass.  

 
- Loss compensation is described in Section 6.5.5 of the protocols. The 

protocols do not include enough clarification or examples in order to make 
losses clear to market participants and other stakeholders. Therefore, 
SPP should submit a PRR to add detail to Section 6.5.5 of the protocols. 
Also, SPP should also consider adding detail that explains if and how loss 
compensation relates to the Meter Technical Protocols loss calculations 
attached to the protocols. In addition, since only very limited testing of 
losses has been able to be completed due to low market participation and 
limited SPP testing capabilities, it is questionable whether market 
participants will be fully prepared to properly settle losses by market start.  

 
- Item 21.34 addresses the accuracy of SPP’s payout reports. Although 

structured scenario testing passed for calculating a weekly payout report 
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for money collected and distributed, a true test cannot occur until money is 
actually received and transferred after market start. 

 
- The task force did not review SPP’s tariff to determine if any discrepancies 

exist between the tariff, the protocols and SPP’s current practices. It is 
recommended that a review of the tariff against protocols be completed 
and any discrepancies addressed. 
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Items Tested: 

- Validate LIPs (SPP.org) against COS-MOS validation access database (3 
tests on one hour and one settlement location) (done) 

- Validate LIPs (COS-MOS validation) against settlement statement (3 tests 
on one hour and one settlement location)(done) 

- Validate Pnode code to Nodal ID mapping(done) 
- Validate Pnode to settlement location mapping(done) 
- Validate meter file used for initial settlement is latest submission(done) 

(completed folder) for 3 tests for 1 hour and 1 settlement location --- trace 
to settlement statement(done)RNU – verify footprint data once RNU file is 
posted around the 5th – 6th of September(Completed 9/08) 

- Verify that correct meter data file is being used for various settlements 
when multiple meter files are submitted(Completed 9/05)Meter data to 
Lodestar (done) 

- Schedule data to Lodestar (done) 
- MP download settlement statement (done) 
- URD calculation (done) 
- Payout report (done…checked files to be posted but since no payout 

reports exist yet, nothing can be tested) 
- Pnode – Node ID mapping (done) 
- Misc charges (done) 
- Process to develop report (done) 

Losses (Completed 9/08) 
 

 
 
 

-  
 
Metric Summaries: 
 
21.25 The Market Metrics Settlements Task Force renders an opinion that 
75% of Market Participants certify that they are able to download settlement 
statements and invoices or payout reports 
 

- Process: Reviewed the settlement statement verification forms submitted 
to date for Parallel Ops III.  

- Result: Only seven market participants out of 16 submitted the forms and 
those that did submit did not indicate complete success.  

- Conclusion: Test failed. Only 50% of MP’s responded. 
- Follow-up Needed:  

o Send out Market Alert or email for week of 9/4/06 asking market 
participants to submit their forms and retest. 
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o The metric states that downloading and verifying invoices and 
payout reports but settlement statement download report does not 
ask for this to be tested. Ask market participants to include invoices 
and payout reports in their responses for these statements in 
downloading and verification report. 

 
 
 
21.26 The Market Metrics Settlements Task Force renders an opinion that 
calculations on settlement statement are accurate and all data used in the 
formulas is retrieved from the correct data source 
 
Process: 
 MOS-LIP 
 

• Successfully validated that LIPS posted on spp.org agreed with LIPS 
calculated in MOS for 3 random selections for 1 hour and 1 settlement 
location.  

• Successfully validated that LIPS calculated in MOS agreed with LIPS 
posted to settlement statement for 3 random selections for 1 hour and 1 
settlement location.  

• Successfully validated that MOS Pnode agreed to MOS Nodal ID in 
translation table posted on spp.org for 3 random selections for 1 hour and 
1 settlement location.   

• Successfully validated that Settlement Location ID from Siebel 
Commercial Model agreed to MOS Nodal ID in translation table posted on 
spp.org for 3 random selections for 1 hour and 1 settlement location.   

 
MOS-URD 
 

• Successfully recalculated hourly URD and Tolerance Band from MOS 
using the 5 minute URD XML notification values.  One settlement location 
was used that contained an RSS event for several 5 minute intervals.  
Recalculation proved that these intervals were waived and correctly 
excluded from the hourly URD MOS calculated value. 

• Successfully validated that hourly URD (MOS) and Tolerance Band 
agreed to settlement statement (Lodestar) for settlement location tested 
above. 

• Successfully recalculated UDC charge (Lodestar) using MOS URD and 
LIP for settlement location tested above and agreed to settlement 
statement(Lodestar).  

• The market protocol language (section 8.5.1 and 8.5.3) is somewhat 
vague and some acronyms are undefined for the formula to calculate URD 
and UDC.  A PRR is recommended to clarify the methodology. 

 
METER DATA 
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• Successfully validated that values in meter files obtained from completed 

folders in Portal agreed with values listed in initial settlement statement for 
one randomly selected resource and one randomly selected load 
settlement location. 

• Successfully validated that values in meter file submitted after initial 
settlement statement agreed to actual meter values listed in final 
settlement statement. 

• Successfully validated that load was calibrated correctly for one randomly 
selected settlement location and agreed to billing determinant listed in 
settlement statement. 

• The market protocols should be updated to reflect SPP staff interpretation 
of which data is considered PDATA and IDATA. 

 
SCHEDULE DATA 
 

• Successfully validated that schedule data from RTO_SS agreed to 
aggregate schedule values listed in settlement statement for one randomly 
selected resource and one randomly selected load settlement location. 

• Successfully validated that external schedule data from RTO_SS agreed 
to external schedule data listed in settlement statement for one randomly 
selected resource and one randomly selected load settlement location. 

• Currently OATI reflects schedule curtailments by CAT in RTO_SS but not 
the tags.  The RTO_SS schedules are being used for the settlements 
process. 

 
 
SETTLEMENT STATEMENT & INVOICE 
 

• Successfully logged into Portal and downloaded settlement statement and 
invoice for one market participant. 

• Successfully validated that summary totals listed on Summary Settlement 
Statement agreed to daily totals on weekly invoice for one randomly 
selected market participant. 

• Successfully validated that EIS charge was calculated correctly for one 
randomly selected resource settlement location and one randomly 
selected load settlement location. 

• Successfully validated that Over Scheduling charge was calculated 
correctly for one randomly selected resource settlement location for one 
market participant with load and resource assets.  The 2 mw dead band 
was not validated, since no instance had occurred during POPS.  The 
validation tool has been modified to test for this whenever it occurs. 

• Successfully validated that Under Scheduling charge was calculated 
correctly for one randomly selected resource settlement location for one 
market participant with load and resource assets. The 2 mw dead band 
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was not validated, since no instance had occurred during POPS.  The 
validation tool has been modified to test for this whenever it occurs. 

• The SPP settlement analysts use an Excel and Access database 
validation tool to validate all charge types (EIS, UDC, Over Scheduling, 
Under Scheduling, RNU) each day for one settlement location.  RNU 
allocation is also validated for the entire SPP footprint for all participants. 

• Unsuccessful verification that documentation existed that 75% of market 
participants had downloaded settlement statements for one week. The 
Structured Scenario form did not include an item for downloading 
Summary Settlement Statements.  Therefore, percentage of participants 
downloading for this item could not be verified. Only 50% of market 
participants responded for week of 9/04. 

 
LOSS CHARGES 
 

• Successfully validated that self-provided loss charge calculated correctly 
for one market participant. 

• Successfully validated that self-provided loss revenues allocated correctly 
for all 15 transmission owners for one loss schedule. 

• Successfully validated that total self-provided loss charges equal total EIS 
credit for unique loss settlement location for one DCA for one operating 
hour. 

• Successfully validated that financially settled loss charge calculated 
correctly for one market participant. 

• Successfully validated that financially settled loss revenues allocated 
correctly for all 15 transmission owners for one loss schedule. 

• Successfully validated that RNU included any difference between total 
self-provided loss charges and transmission owner loss revenues for one 
operating day. 

 
 
PAYOUT REPORT 
 

• Successfully validated that pro-rata distribution of payments to market 
participants from Payout report was calculated correctly according to 
predetermined scenarios for one week. 

• Successfully validated that Payout report was downloaded from Portal for 
one market participant. 

• Since no financially binding settlements have been collected or disbursed, 
there will not be a complete validation of this report until post market 
implementation. 

 
MISCELLANEOUS CHARGE 
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• Successfully validated that Miscellaneous Adjustment supporting 
spreadsheet detail was included in zipped file with daily settlement 
statement for one randomly selected settlement statement. 

• Successfully validated that Miscellaneous Adjustment charge on detail 
spreadsheet agreed to Miscellaneous Charge listed on settlement 
statement for one randomly selected settlement statement. 

 
 
 
REVENUE NEUTRALITY UPLIFT 
 

• Successfully validated that RNU charge calculated correctly for one 
randomly selected resource and one randomly selected load settlement 
location, using the billing determinants listed on the settlement statement 
for total SPP $ RNU and total SPP meter actuals and external schedules. 

•  Validated that total SPP $ RNU daily total tested above agreed with 
corresponding daily total on Monthly RNU report posted to Portal.  

• Successfully validated that SPP was revenue neutral for one randomly 
selected operating day. 

• Validated that August Monthly RNU report was downloaded from Portal. 
-   
- Result: Charges calculated correctly on settlement statement. 
- Conclusion: Passed 
- Follow-up Needed: None 

 
 
21.27 The Market Metrics Settlements Task Force renders an opinion that a 
charges on settlement statement 100% verifiable with data that is readily 
available to MP 
 

- Process: Task Force members verified that the required billing 
determinants are accessible through LIP posting to spp.org, RTO_SS 
push of schedule data, meter agent files from portal and URD XML 
notifications from MOS.  

- Result: Data is available to MP’s. 
- Conclusion: Passed 
- Follow-up Needed: None 

 
 
 
 
21.28 The Market Metrics Settlements Task Force renders an opinion that 
invoice can be traced to settlement statements and invoice is 
100% accurate 
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- Process: Took one invoice and agreed daily summary totals to daily 
settlement summary statements. Also matched the summary statement 
totals to the totals in the individual settlement statements. 

- Result: Statements and invoices match. 
- Conclusion: Passed. 
- Follow-up Needed: None. 

 
 
 
21.29 The Market Metrics Settlements Task Force renders an opinion that 
calibrated meter data is accurate 
 

- Process: Chose settlement area to check calibration. Checked calibration 
file posted each day for each settlement area against each of that area’s 
load settlement locations in the settlement statements. 

- Result: Deviation between actual load and calibration energy per 
settlement area calibration file matched the expected settlement statement 
results. 

- Conclusion: Passed 
- Follow-up Needed: None 

 
21.30 The Market Metrics Settlements Task Force renders an opinion that the 
calculation of charges and credits for through and out losses is 100% accurate 
and consistent with protocols for both self-provided and financially settled losses 
 

- Process: Chose one schedule for self-provided losses entered by MP on 
9/01 and settled by SPP on 9/06.  Loss charge to DCA and offsetting EIS 
credit were calculated using schedule quantity and LIP and agreed to 
settlement statement billing determinants.  Allocation of loss revenue 
credits to all transmission owners were recalculated using loss matrix 
downloaded from OASIS. 

- Result: Loss charge, EIS credit, and transmission owner revenue credits 
calculated correctly. 

- Conclusion: Passed. 
- Follow-up Needed: None 

 
 
21.31 The Market Metrics Settlements Task Force renders an opinion that the 
total revenue neutrality and loss charges/credits for the SPP footprint are 
accurate 
 

- Process: Reviewed analyst daily verification workbook which parses all of 
the settlement statements to come up with SPP totals by charge type. 
Included an initial and final settlement. 

- Result: Noted that net of charge types agreed with RNU amount. Agreed 
RNU amount for SPP footprint to individual initial settlement statements. 
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- Conclusion: Passed. 
- Follow-up Needed: RNU was retested when loss functionality was 

available on 9/6/06. RNU monthly report was also verified for August 
results once posted on 9/7/06. 

 
21.32 The Market Metrics Settlements Task Force renders an opinion that the 
revenue neutrality and loss charges/credits are properly allocated to MPs 
 

- Process: Process: Reviewed analyst daily verification workbook which 
parses all of the settlement statements to come up with SPP totals by 
charge type. Included an initial and final settlement. Verified market 
participant allocation agreed with settlement statement. 

- Result: RNU properly allocated to market participants. 
- Conclusion: Passed. 
- Follow-up Needed: Retested once loss charges/credits functionality 

became available on 9/06/06. 
 
 
21.33 The Market Metrics Settlements Task Force renders an opinion that an 
miscellaneous charge/credit includes adequate backup information in the 
settlement statement ZIP files to validate the charge/credit 
 

- Process: Downloaded settlement statement and miscellaneous 
adjustment backup file from portal from a structured test. 

- Result: Supporting detail documentation agreed with settlement statement 
miscellaneous charge. 

- Conclusion: Passed. 
- Follow-up Needed: None 

 
 
 
 
21.34 The Market Metrics Settlements Task Force renders an opinion that 
adjustments on the payout report are properly allocated 
 
 

- Process: Utilized the test scenario provided by SPP staff. Cannot do a true 
test of the payout report because no money is actually changing hands 
during testing. 

- Conclusion: Payout report is an adequate means for assuring that short 
payments are allocated correctly.   

- Follow-up Needed: Cannot do a true test until after market start. 
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Appendix Meeting Notes:  
LIP Data Check 
 
Systems: MOS --- COS (Lodestar, Siebel, Portal) --- Settlement Statements 
 
MOS To COS Check 
 
Use file 4A_LIP09_MOS_COS_COMPARE 
Daily access query to test LIPs 
 
Check: 
1) Line 200  
Pnode Code: EDERIV1671UN8 
NODEID: 1-12IMY 
Hour Ending: 8/16/06 7 pm 
LIP_MOS: 58.67 
LIP_COS: 58.67 
DIFF: 0 
 
 
2) Line: 971 
Pnode Code: KCPLBULLCRKUNUNIT1 
NODEID: 1-14XCC 
Hour Ending: 8/16/06 4 am 
LIP_MOS: 17.59 
LIP_COS: 17.59 
DIFF: 0 
 
3) Line: 2300 
Pnode Code: CSWSOGDN_MARUNOGDEN_MRTN 
NODEID: 1-1DIQ7 
Hour Ending: 8/16/06 8 pm 
LIP_MOS: 56.5 
LIP_COS: 56.5 
DIFF: 0 
 
Once have three samples from MOS_COS_COMPARE file, went directly into Siebel to check the 
mapping of the different Pnodes. 
1)  
2)  
3) Name okay 
Problem with this check is that one Pnode can go into multiple settlement locations and vice 
versa. 
 
Check three points against portal: okay 
Check three points against settlement statement: okay 
 
 
Uninstructed Resource Deviation 
 

- 5-minute URD to hourly URD (DSS) (MOS) 
- Hourly URD (out of MOS) to settlement statement (Lodestar) 
- Three tests of 1 hour and 1 settlement location 
- Recalculate UDC charge for 3 tests of 1 hour and 1 settlement location 
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2 MW minimum needs to be added to validation tools. Added to production on July 14th but have 
not noticed an instance where 2 MW limit was “hit” 
 
Philip’s URD Examples: 
HE 12 for WR.HEC4 on 8/16/06 
URD = 13.5 
Hourly Average Uninstructed Resource Deviation = 13.5 
Hourly Average Tolerance Band = 2.17 
LIP = 60.04 
True deviation was 13.5 + 2.17 = 15.67 
Band 0 = 0 
Band 1 = 13.5 MW x $60.04 x 10% = $81.04 
Band 2 = N/A --- URD did not exceed 25 MW 
 
HE 19 for WR.HEC4 on 8/16/06 
URD = 31.5 
Hourly Average Uninstructed Resource Deviation = 31.5 
Hourly Average Tolerance Band =  
LIP = 23.75 
True deviation was  
Band 0 = 0 
Band 1 = 25 MW x $23.75 x 10% = $59.375 
Band 2 = (31.5 – 25) x $23.75 x 25% = $38.59 
Band 1 + Band 2 + Band 3 = $97.99 
 
 
Need to submit PRR to clean-up URD equations in the protocols.(PRR119 submitted 9/21) 
 
Group recalculated URD via 5-minute interval data that included an ARS event.  
 
URD Exemption 
Manual deployment by control area 
Derate of units 
Have no way for MOS to take these changes into account. SPP will try to do manually by having 
SPP operator make note in operator log and then SPP settlements group will have to go through 
the operator log manually and waive the entire hour. If SPP does not catch this, MPs will have to 
dispute. 
 
Meter Data 
 

- Validate meter file used for initial settlement is latest submission for 3 tests of 1 hour & 1 
settlement location 

- Trace to settlement statement 
 
Submitted meter data files. If a MP submits multiple different files, how do we know that system 
pulls latest file? There is no timestamp or record showing which meter data is pulled. Will need to 
do test. AEP will test for final and resettlement.  AEP(John Price tested successfully on 9/05). 
 
Calculations 
 
Calibrated Load Meter Actual Volume 
 

- Will need to sum all calibrated load files*** 
-  

Revenue Neutrality Uplift Check 
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Checked total on validation worksheet to “SPP Revenue Neutrality Uplift Amount Value” on 
settlement statement. (Completed 9/08) 
 
 
Schedules 
 
Curtailed schedules – MPs probably need process to compare RTOSS, Scheduling System and 
Settlement System daily to look for curtailed schedules.(OPEN) 
 
RTOSS shows curtailments 
 
OATI curtailment tool does not show the curtailments(OPEN) 
 
 
Settlements Market Analyst Checklist 
 
Philip will give copies of completed checklists to task force. 
 
 
Ask Philip about substituting scheduled meter data for meter data not submitted 
 
Ask Philip about P-data versus I-data 
 
PRR needs to be updated to reflect that P-data is only meter data that is not submitted and so 
scheduled data is used. I-data is all meter data that is submitted.(Due 9/29) 
 
Payout Report 
 
Totals not paid: SPP can create a report of totals for amounts not paid, past due by number of 
days past due (e.g. 7 days, 14 days, etc). Monthly report. 
 
Details on what happens if someone doesn’t pay is in credit policy. 
 
Disputes: SPP can create a report of totals for amounts disputed, granted, etc. 
 
 
Miscellaneous Adjustments 
 
Checked miscellaneous adjustment for OMPA for 8/21/06 on settlement statement and backup 
file. 
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Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 
(AD HOC) LIP CALCULATION TASK FORCE 

Preliminary Report to the MITF/MWG of Activities & Findings 
(FINAL DRAFT) October 4, 2006 

1.  Summary 
The MWG and MITF created the (ad hoc) LIP Calculation Task Force to verify the 
calculation of LIPS in simulated or live conditions per the reviewed design and to 
examine whether LIP calculations may be replicated outside the MOS 
environment.  
 
The TF has reviewed manual computations and sensitivity analysis applying the 
stand-alone version of the scheduling-pricing-dispatch (SPD) module of MOS.  
This analysis successfully achieved several quantitative validations sought within 
the TF assignment, these being in summary characterization: 
o Reviewed a manual calculation of LIPs for all load and resource nodes for a 

constrained real-time (RT) EIS market solution and verified 100% consistency 
with the LIP values calculated by MOS. 

o Reviewed manual computations and sensitivity analysis for situations of 
operating constraint violations and load balance violation, and interpreted that 
the resultant ‘price administered’ LIPs and underlying price components 
excluded any impact of the violations (penalty factors) and were appropriate to 
the situations observed. 

 
While the TF believes that the completed activities achieve key portions of the 
assigned tasks, it is planned that a few more analyses will be conducted as soon 
as feasible: 
o Review manual calculation of LIPs for a constrained RT market solution 

reflecting two simultaneous binding constraints, such solution to be selected 
from an upcoming EIS market deployment test (DT), and, 

o Review analysis of LIPs and underlying price components for a DT market 
solution reflecting a capacity limit violation (or derived from a DT market 
solution if such violation not observed in a DT to-date). 

 
No issues impacting market certification have been identified within the interpreted 
scope of the LIP Calculation TF.  However, the TF interprets that there may be a 
price design topic worthy of review associated with selection of the “near node” 
price assigned to off-line resources in situations where there are multiple network 
connections “n” hops from the off-line resource node.  Also, the market solutions 
examined by the TF included instances where both marginal generators were on 
the same side of the binding flowgate, resulting in dramatically increased constraint 
shadow prices (SPs) and LIP differentials across the market footprint. 
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2.  Task Force Participants 
• Dave Dippold – AEP 
• Jim Galvin -- Tenaska 
• Meng Chi – Xcel (SPS) 
• Mike Lucas – KCPL 
• Shah Hossain – Westar 
• Rick Running – SPP staff 

 
3.  Dates of Meetings/Teleconferences and listing of key topics:  
Teleconference:  August 30, 2006 

• Discussion of the TF assignment 
• Overview of MOS/SPD data/process 
• Discussion of LIP formulations 
• Overlap with Deployment Test TF 

Teleconference:  September 8, 2006 
• Additional discussion of TF assignment 
• Additional review of LIP formulations 
• Summary of the 6 deployment test LIPs 
• Selection of market RT solutions for TF analysis 
• Tentative agenda for Sept 13 on-site meeting 

On-site meeting:  SPP offices September 13, 2006 
• Discussion of TF assignment/status 
• Review of additional LIP formulation detail 
• Discussion of a few LIP ‘calculation rules’ 
• Reviewed SPD cases run for ‘9 node model’ 
• Detailed review of manual LIP calculations for Sept 6 @ 14:30 
• Discussion of possible sensitivity analysis of System marginal price 

(SMP), SPs, and LIPs 
 Teleconference:  September 21, 2006  

• Discussion of September 14, 2006 draft status report 
• Review of manual LIP calculations (3 resources) for Sept 6 @ 14:30  
• Review analysis of SPD solution w Constraint violation Sept 12 @ 00:40 
• Review analysis of SPD solution w Constraint violation Sept 6 @ 14:15 

 Teleconference: September 29, 2006 
• Review and revise this TF report 
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4.  Performance Criteria stated in the TF Assignment 
(b) i. “LIPs calculated manually must be identical to LIPs calculated by MOS.” 
 
5.  Tasks/metrics (Section d) of the TF Assignment 
 (d.) i.  “A task force of individuals appointed by the MWG will verify the design of 
MOS and associated tools used to calculate LIPs, which verification could occur 
during a working session with discussion.” 
(d). ii.  “The TF will identify a set of LIP values across the market during a 
constrained period and perform a post verification offline to verify the LIP 
calculations.  This manual verification to require 100% accuracy of LIP calculation.” 
(d.) iii.  “The TF will verify the design and calculation of LIPs during excess and 
insufficient dispatchable range conditions.” 
(d.) iv.  “Results of the demonstration will be shared with all market participants.” 
  
6.  Summary of TF Activities and Findings for each Task/Metric 

6.1  Task 1 -- TF assignment Paragraph (d.) i.  
“A task force of individuals appointed by the MWG will verify the design of MOS 
and associated tools used to calculate LIPs, which verification could occur 
during a working session with discussion.” 

 
TF Activities 

• The TF briefly overviewed the overall data flow into the MOS/SPD/SFT and 
reviewed in relative detail the LIP price formulations applied within the SPD 
module.  Some of the material reviewed by the TF is included within 
Attachment 1. 

• The TF reviewed several ‘pricing rules’ applied within SPD/MOS which can 
impact the calculation of nodal LIPs in specific situations.  The pricing rules 
reviewed are summarized within Attachment 2. 

• The TF reviewed the results of various manual calculations and sensitivity 
studies conducted with the SPD module deriving from specific deployment test 
real time (RT) market solutions which had included operating constraint 
violations. 

 
TF Findings 

• Based on manual calculations and sensitivity analysis of LIPs, SMP and SP for 
various RT market solutions, the TF interprets the pricing mechanisms applied 
within the SPP systems (MOS/SPD) to be consistent with the underlying pricing 
formulations. 

• The TF interprets the EIS market LIP formulations applied within MOS/SPD to 
be consistent with locational price formulations applied in other markets.  Most 
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specifically, the TF compared the SPP LIP formulations to the MISO day-ahead 
LMP formulation (Attachment 3), which effectively differs only as regards shift 
factor reference locations and energy losses. 

• The TF concludes from the manual derivations and sensitivity analysis that the 
‘price administered’ LIPs of these scenarios reflected the intended exclusion of 
violation/slack costs from the SMP, operating constraint SPs and the resultant 
LIPs. (more detail on this in section 6.3).  

• While the TF did not interpret this task to include a specific ‘metric’, this 
task is believed to be successfully completed.  

 
6.2  Task 2 -- TF assignment Paragraph (d.) ii.  
“The TF will identify a set of LIP values across the market during a constrained 
period and perform a post verification offline to verify the LIP calculations.  This 
manual verification to require 100% accuracy of LIP calculation.” 

 
TF Activities 

• The TF reviewed detailed manual calculations of the nodal LIPs for a 
constrained real-time (RT) market solution selected from a recent deployment 
test (DT) period (Sept 6 @ 14:30). 

o The LIP was manually calculated for each of the 3,399 nodes to which 
loads are assigned within the EIS market footprint.  The manual 
calculations applied the LIP formulations reviewed earlier and applied 
SMP, constraint SP and nodal shift factors (SFs) reported by MOS/SPD 
for the specific RT market solution. 

o The LIPs were manually calculated for the elemental price node 
associated with each of the 144 generators comprising the market 
resources which were on-line. 

o The LIP was manually calculated for the assigned ‘near node’ for each of 
the 160 generators comprising the market resources which were off-line. 

o The LIP was manually calculated as applied to the 10 off-line generators 
which were assigned the ‘AVG’ price within the associated control area.  

o For the resources which represent more than one underlying generator 
(“PLT” resources), the MW-weighted “resource level” LIP was also 
manually calculated. 

• The TF also reviewed manual estimations of the SMP and constraint shadow 
price for this market solution.  A summary of the material reviewed by the TF is 
included within Attachment 4. 

 
TF Findings 

• The TF verified that the manually-calculated LIPs for each of the load and 
resource nodes of the EIS market footprint for the selected EIS market RT 
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interval (Sept 6 @ 14:30) were 100% consistent with the values reported within 
the MOS solution files. 

o Note that the LIPs are reported from SPD/MOS to a tolerance of 1 
cent/MW/hr; thus, the requirement for 100% consistency was that the 
manually calculated values agree with the reported values to within 
$0.01 /MW/hr. 

• The manual computations of SMP and constraint SP for this market RT solution 
were totally consistent with the values reported by MOS for the market RT 
solution (Sept 6 @ 14:30). 

• Thus, the computations for this quantitative metric were 100% successful. 
• Primarily for background, the TF also reviewed the LIPs calculated by SPD for 

a simplified ‘9 node model’ reflecting a constrained network branch in 
comparison to results from another commercial ‘LMP’/security-constrained 
economic dispatch (SCED) model.  This analysis exhibited 100% consistency 
of the prices and related parameters across the two models.  The material 
reviewed by the TF for the 9 node model is included within Attachment 5. 

 
6.3  Task 3 -- TF assignment Paragraph (d) iii.  
“The TF will verify the design and calculation of LIPs during excess and 
insufficient dispatchable range conditions.” 

 
TF Activities 

• The TF interpreted this task as referring to the computation of LIPs in situations 
where a constraint violation exists in the SPD optimization solution, triggering 
application of the price administration technique to exclude impact of violation 
costs (penalty factors) on the locational prices.  The constraint violation 
categories include: 

o Operating (power transfer limit) constraint violation 
o Resource ramp rate violation 
o Market load (-to-generation) balance violation 
o Capacity limit violation 

• Manual calculations were conducted for specific RT market intervals exhibiting 
constraint violations to effectively verify that the resultant LIPs excluded penalty 
factor impacts and could otherwise be straightforwardly interpreted. 

o For two market RT solutions which had exhibited violation of both an 
operating constraint and a ramp rate constraint, the SMP, SP and 
highest/lowest LIPs were manually calculated (Sept 6 @ 14:15 and 
Sept 12 @ 00:40).  Those analyses are summarized within Attachment 
6 and Attachment 7. 

o Because an actual instance of market load imbalance has not occurred 
within the RT solution of any deployment test, a previously analyzed 
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market interval (Sept 6 @ 14:30) was altered by increasing market load 
to a value exceeding the total capacity of on-line resources within the 
market, and the resultant LIPs were observed.  This analysis is 
summarized within Attachment 8. 

 
TF Findings 

• For both examined RT solutions which had exhibited operating constraint 
(power transfer limit) violations, a manual estimation of SMP based on dispatch 
of the marginal resources to meet incremental market load was equal to the 
reported value of SMP from SPD (within a computational tolerance of three 
significant digits). 

• For both RT solutions which had exhibited an operating constraint violation, a 
sensitivity analysis was conducted to relax the constraint limit to the value 
which reflected binding (w/no violation), followed by a sensitivity relaxing the 
constraint by a further amount <= 1 KW.  Resource dispatch response to the 
constraint relaxation  was consistent with previous identification of the marginal 
generators, and the manually computed SPs agreed with the values reported 
by SPD within a tolerance of three significant digits.   

• Both RT solutions which had exhibited an operating constraint violation had 
also exhibited a ramp rate constraint violation.  Consistency of the manual 
calculations of SMP, constraint SP, and LIPs based on the marginal resources 
to the values reported from MOS effectively verified that ramp rate violation 
costs were excluded from the administered (final) LIP values for these 
solutions. 

• For both RT solutions which had exhibited operating constraint violations, the 
LIP was manually calculated for a high extreme and a low extreme price node, 
which agreed to the values reported from MOS again within a tolerance of three 
significant digits.  This was expected from the results of the previous two 
bullets, since, (directly from the formulations), the LIP at each node is derived 
from the SMP, the constraint SP and the nodal SF. 

• For the RT solution which was altered by increasing market load to effectively 
create a load balance violation, it was verified that the resultant LIP at all 
locations was equal to the highest offered price within that hour ($400 /MW/hr). 

• From the above, the TF concludes that the LIPs calculated in the studied 
instances of operating constraint violation and market load balance 
violation excluded any quantitative impact from the violation penalty 
factors and appeared appropriate to the marginal conditions observed. 
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6.4  Task 4 -- TF assignment Paragraph (d.) iv.  
“Results of the demonstration will be shared with all market participants.” 

 
TF Activities 

• This report is intended to meet this requirement. 
 
7.  Possible Remaining TF Activities 
While the TF believes that the completed activities achieve key portions of the 
assigned tasks, it is planned that a few more analyses will be conducted as soon 
as feasible: 
o Review manual calculation of LIPs for a constrained RT market solution 

reflecting two simultaneous binding operating constraints, such solution most 
likely to be selected from an upcoming deployment test (DT). 

o Review analysis of LIPs and underlying price components for a DT market 
solution reflecting a capacity limit violation (or derived from a DT market 
solution if such violation not observed in a DT to date). 

 
8.  Issues Identified by the TF 
No issues impacting market certification have been identified within the interpreted 
scope of the LIP Calculation TF.   
 
However, the TF interprets that there may be a price design topic worthy of review 
associated with selection of the “near node” price assigned to off-line generators 
(“dead bus/node generators”) in situations where there are multiple connections “n” 
hops from the resource node.    It appears that at present, if there are multiple 
connections “n” nodes from the off-line node/bus, the first such connection 
identified (and applied) may not always be the optimal selection of a node for this 
purpose.  
 
The market solutions examined by the TF included instances where the marginal 
generators were both on the same side of the binding flowgate, such that their shift 
factors for the flowgate carried the same sign).  In these instances, the shadow 
price and resultant range of LIPs across the market footprint increased 
dramatically as the difference between the two shift factors decreased.  This result 
does not hold if the marginal generators are on opposite sides of the binding 
flowgate, so that their shift factors for the binding flowgate carry opposite signs. 
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Attachment 1 

www.spp.org 1

Overview of MOS Analytics
& SPD LP Optimization
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MOS Analytic Engine Modules

Scheduling Pricing and 
Dispatch  module 
(“SPD”)

• EIS market Dispatch

• LP Optimization model

• Various Constraints

Simultaneous Feasibility 
Test module (“SFT”)

• Network Topology

• AC Power Flow

• Provides Shift Factors 
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www.spp.org 10

MOS Simulation Process

State 
Estimator 
Solution

SPD 
(linear re-
dispatch)

SFT
‘Topper’
Model

SFT 
(AC power 

flow)

Converged?Simulation 
Completed

No

Market  
Parameters

Yes

SCADA

SPD: scheduling-pricing-dispatch engine
SFT: simultaneous feasibility test engine

HA / DA
study loop

RT study

‘Clone’ of 
EMS/SE 
Network
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SPD Optimization Problem Formulation

Unit A
Module 4

Objective Function :
Min (SUM Offer Pricej x Resource Outputj ) +

Load Balance Constraint Violation Costs
+ Transmission Constraint Violation Costs

+ Resource Capacity Violation Costs
+ Ramp Rate Constraint Violation Costs

Decision Variable :
Resource Outputj
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www.spp.org 12

Constraints

Unit A
Module 4

Operating Constraints

SUMjShiftFactorsj,k x MW from Contributing Equipmentj

<= 
Operating Constraint Limitk

+
Operating Constraint Slack (Violation cost)

(Slack >= 0)
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Penalty Factors

$/MW Penalty for violating constraints (value of 
slack)

Relative magnitude of different constraint type 
violation penalties

Preferred order (High to Low Penalty Value)
• Capacity Violation
• Load Balance Violation
• Ramp Rate Violation
• RFCALC Operating Constraint Violation
• Other Operating Constraint ViolationUnit E

Module 4

Things to consider when setting the violation penalties

$100,000/mw

$15,000/mw
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www.spp.org 14

Price Administration Procedure

Violated limit is extended with the violated amount
• Calculated Slack variable is turned into a constant 

value
• Constraint is relaxed with amount of violation
• Hard constraint (no slack)

Market is Re-solved
• Solution becomes just binding
• New LIPs have no influence of Penalty Factors

Unit E
Module 4
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Heuristic Description of LIP Formula

]eShadowPricor[ShiftFactSMPLIP kki,i ∑ ×+=
k

Impact on 
objective 

cost function 
of delivering    
“1 MW” to 
the market 
footprint

Loading impact 
on constraint k
of incremental 

delivery to 
location i from 

the market 
footprint (“MW 

per MW”) 
[x (-)1]

Impact on 
objective cost 

function of 
incremental 

flow thru 
constraint k 
($ “per MW”)

+ x
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Attachment 2 

www.spp.org 4

Some SPD Calculation Rules & Procedures

Shift factor filtering
• ‘Pre-SPD’:  excludes -0.003 < pre-rotated SF < 0.003

primarily to reduce data throughput
• ‘In-SPD’: excludes -0.003 < rotated SF < 0.003 from 

transmission constraint equations to avoid 
dramatic re-dispatch to clear violations and the 
associated large shadow prices
• Creates measurable (>=$0.01 /mwh) impact at 

associated pnodes only if transmission constraint 
shadow price is very high
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Some SPD Calculation Rules & Procedures
A Profile of LIPs Before & After SPD SF Filter

Solution w/ OC Shadow Price $2,300/mwh

-$100

$0

$100

$200

$300

$400

$500

1 251 501 751 1001 1251 1501 1751 2001 2251 2501 2751 3001 3251

Locations sorted by LIP (effectively by SF)

LI
P 

$ 
/m

w
h

LIPs BEFORE SPD filter of very small SFs
LIPs AFTER SPD filter of very small SFs
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www.spp.org 6

Some SPD Calculation Rules & Procedures
“Near node” Price Assign for Off-line Generators 
which underlie Market Resources
When SFT identifies a unit or load that is connected to a 

“dead bus” or “non-main island bus” it will search for a 
nearby “live” unit or load within the “main” island using 
the following criteria in the following order: 

• Any “main” island load or unit at the same KV level 
within the same substation. 

• Any “main” island load or unit at a different KV 
level within the same substation.         

• The first load or unit outside the “dead” (or non-
main) substation that is “n” or fewer line segments 
or transformers away.  Where “n” is a database 
driven parameter passed to SFT (presently set =2). 

 
 

www.spp.org 7

Some SPD Calculation Rules & Procedures
No “near node” price identified within “n” segments 
of Off-Line Resource
Average (‘AVG method’): Applied if the generator is off-

line and no “near node price found with “n” connections 
from it. This type of pnode will get a LIP equal to the 
average LIP of all online pnodes in its Control Area. 
The average is calculated over all pnodes with load or 
generation, and weighted by the absolute value of their 
MW withdrawal (load) or MW injection (generation). 
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www.spp.org 8

Some SPD Calculation Rules & Procedures

Capacity Weighting for LIP at ‘PLT’ Resources
• ‘PLT’ resources represent multiple gen units and 

associated gen unit (‘UN’) pnodes
• The LIP for a ‘PLT’ Resource is a MW-weighted 

average of the associated ‘UN’ pnode LIPs
• MW-weighting applies the ‘reasonable max’ MW 

values for the associated gen units (from 
EMS/MOS)

 
 

www.spp.org 9

Some SPD Calculation Rules & Procedures

Market Load Balance Violation -- i.e., market load 
exceeds MW available from all on-line resources)

• LIP at all locations is set equal to the highest price 
offered into the market

• This result is independent of any binding operating 
constraints

• Note that MW available to market is Sum of Max 
MW less AS assignments for all on-line resources

• A high penalty factor (slack cost) is applied to 
enforce the load balance constraint
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MISO’s Day-Ahead LMP Formulation

LMPi =  MECr + MCCi + MLCi

MECr =  Marginal cost of energy at the reference bus r
MCCi =  Marginal cost of congestion at bus i

=  (-)  SUM (for all congested flowgates:) [GSFik x FSPk ] 
GSFik = Shift factor through flowgate k of injection at bus i and 

equal withdrawal at the reference bus r (ignores losses)
FSPk = Shadow price on [congested] flowgate k

MLCi =  Marginal loss component at bus i  
=  (DFi - 1) x MECr  = – ( “delta L / delta G” ) x MECr

“delta L / delta G” = Incremental change in system losses resulting 
from an injection at bus i and withdrawal at the reference bus r
Source: Section 4.2 of the Midwest Market Initiative Business Practices Manual for Energy Markets (April 6, 2004).
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Estimation of Constraint Shadow Price 
and SMP for RT Solution Sept 6 14:30
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Results from Dispatch Interpretation Report 
for Sept 6 14:30 cpt

Philips McPherson FG was the binding constraint
Three potential marginal generators were identified 
(two of which will generally be truly marginal)
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Sensitivity Study to Estimate Constraint 
Shadow Price for Sept 6 14:30

Using stand-alone SPD, relaxed constraint limit by a 
small increment (10 KW)
A resource w/ OP of $15.03 increased output 0.18 mw
A resource w/ OP of $54.01 decreased output 0.18 mw 
Computed Shadow Price from this re-dispatch is:

($15.03 x 0.18  - $54.01 x 0.18) / 0.01 = $-701.6
Value reported by SPD was $-707.7
(agrees within tolerance of the computation)
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Manual Estimation of the SMP 
for Sept 6 14:30 cpt

The SP sensitivity study identified the ‘truly’ marginal resources: 
Marginal resource #1 had OP of $15.03 & SF +0.058289 
Marginal resource #2 had OP of $54.01 & SF +0.003131
Output and cost of each marginal resource to impact constraint 
loading by equal amounts (arbitrarily 1 mw here):

• #1: output = 1 / 0.058289 = 17.16 mw totaling $258
• #2: output = 1 / 0.003131 = 319.4 mw totaling $17,251

Thus, incremental delivery  of 1 mw to market would entail 
increasing #2 and decreasing #1:

• ($17,251 – $258) / (319.4 – 17.16) = $56.22

Stand-Alone SPD reported an SMP of $56.26
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slack

Pmax = 400 MW

Pmax = 600 MW
Offered Price = $15

Offered Price = $16

Pmax = 300 MW
Offered Price = $30

STA 2

STA 1 STA 4

STA 5

STA 3

STA 7 STA 8

STA 6

Total Cost =

Pgen =

Pgen =

Pgen =

slack
Pgen =

Offered Price = $19
Pmax = 100 MW

Limit = 300 MW
  300 MW

 305 MW   295 MW

   37 MW

 237 MW 100 MW

16.00 $/MWh

35.23 $/MWh

30.00 $/MWh

20.76 $/MWh

28.10 $/MWh

   600 MW

 32.26 $/MWh

31.07 $/MWh

16.00 $/MWh

A

MVA

A

MVA

A

MVA

A

MVA

A

MVA

A

MVA

A

MVA

A

MVA

 16810 $/hr 

   100 MW

 100 MW

100%
A

MVA

Optimal Dispatch With Congestion
Nodal Prices Between $16.0 and $35.2 /MWh

Gen at Node 2.1 Not 
fully dispatched!

Transfer limit

Load nodes 5.1 & 5.2

Gen nodes 8.1 & 8.2

Graphic is from PowerWorld Corp Simulator Version11
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Summary of Results from 9 Node SPD Model
 UnConstrained 

Case 
Initial Constrained 

Case 
Forced Violation 

Case 
Manually set limit = 

to violated level  

Limit on Path 2-5 >334 300 300 308.48  

Min/Max Output Gen 11 0 / 600 0 / 600 600 / 600 600 / 600  

Min/Max Ouptut Gen 21 0 / 400 0 /400 325 / 400 325 / 400  

Flow of Path 2-5 334 300 308.48 308.48  

Output Gen 11 600 600 600 600  

Output Gen 21 400 300 325 325  

Output Gen 81 37 100 100   

Ouptut Gen 82 0 37 12   

   ‘Raw’ Admin ‘Raw’ Admin  

Price at Nodes 11, 21, 22 $30 $16 $-309.2 $16 $16 $16  

Price at Nodes 51,52 $30 $35.23 $156.7 $35.23 $35.23 $35.23  

Price at Node 71 $30 $28.10 $-16.1 $28.10 $28.10 $28.10  

Price at Nodes 81, 82, 83 $30 $30 $30 $30 $30 $30  

Shadow Price  $-41.27 $-1,000 $-41.27 $-41.27 $-41.27  
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Example of Administered LIPs from 
SPD solution containing violations

Sept 6  14:15
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Market LIPs During Deployment Test
Range of EIS Market LIPs within SPD RT Solutions

Sept 6 Deployment Test
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Summary of Results for Sept 6  14:15 cpt

A simulated TLR on Philips-McPherson FG was 
created as part of the deployment test
This FG constraint then showed a 19.6 mw violation
in the solution for this interval
Range of LIPs at on-line resource nodes:

• Lowest: $ -63.25 /mwh  
• Highest:  $ 50.01 /mwh

Constraint shadow price reported as $-2,319
Also a ramp rate violation for one resource
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Results from Dispatch Interpretation Report 
for Sept 6 14:15 cpt

All resources available to the market having counter-
flow loading impact on the constraint (negative post-
rotation SFs) were dispatched by SPD to their 
maximum feasible levels (after AS and ramp rate limits)

Total available constraint relief from counter-
loading resources (at solution) = 0 MW 
Violation not cleared by market
Three (likely) marginal resources were identified, 
all on the positive-loading side of the constraint
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Manual Estimation of the SMP 
for Sept 6 14:15 cpt

The sensitivity study identified the two ‘truly’ marginal resources: 
Marginal resource #1 had OP of $50.01 & SF +0.010605 
Marginal resource #2 had OP of $11.92 & SF +0.027050 
Output and cost of each marginal resource to impact constraint 
loading by 1 mw:

• #1: output = 1 / 0.010605 = 94.295 mw totaling $4,716
• #2: output = 1 / 0.027050 = 36.969 mw totaling $440.6

Thus, incremental delivery  of 1 mw to market would entail 
increasing #1 and decreasing #2:

• ($4,716 – $440.6) / (94.295 – 36.969) = $74.58
Stand-Alone SPD reported an SMP of $74.68

Violation costs not included within SMP of solution 
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Sensitivity Study to Quantify Constraint 
Shadow Price Sept 6 14:15 cpt

Loading limit for the constraint was 181 mw
Prod SPD reported a shadow price of $-2,318.8
By relaxing the constraint limit in SA SPD, binding 
value with no violation found to be 200.610 mw
Market dispatch cost (objective function value) at 
200.61 mw limit was $295,487.1654
Dispatch cost at 200.611 mw limit was $295,484.8466
Computed shadow price is then:
(295,484.8466 – 295,487.1654) / 0.001 = $-2,319 / mw  
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Another Way to Quantify the Constraint 
Shadow Price from this Sensitivity Study

A resource w/ OP of $11.95 increased output 0.06 mw
A resource w/ OP of $50.01 decreased output 0.06 mw 
Computed Shadow Price from this re-dispatch is:

($11.95 x 0.06  - $50.01 x 0.06) / 0.001 = -2,283
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Manual Estimation of Resource LIP Extremes 
for Sept 6 14:15 cpt

Lowest & highest reported LIPs at on-line resource nodes were:
$-63.25 /mwh  and  $+50.01 /mwh

Shift factor rotation (bias) value was +.010605

Pre-rotation SF for lowest LIP resource node was +0.048843
Estimated LIP = $+74.68 + [(0.048843 +0.010605) x -2,319]

= $-63.18
Pre-rotation SF for highest LIP resource node was (+)0.000000
Estimated LIP = $74.68 + [(0.00000 +0.010605) x -2,319]

= $+50.09
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What About the Ramp Rate Violation 
for Sept 6 14:15 cpt ?

A ramp rate violation was computed at a resource 
• The resource was ‘on’ at 35 MW (the min) in the 

resource plan 
• The resource was off-line in previous RT interval
• RP stated ramp rate to be 5 mw /minute

SPD placed the resource on-line at the RP min of   
35 mw, resulting in a RR violation of 10 mw
This RR violation did not impact SMP, as indicated 
from the manual SMP computation on earlier slide
LIPs are not impacted if SMP is not impacted
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Example of Administered LIPs from 
SPD solution containing violations

Sept 12 00:40
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Market LIPs During Deployment Test
Range of EIS Market LIPs within SPD RT Solutions

Sept 11 Deployment Test
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Summary of Results for Sept 12 00:40 cpt

Binding constraint was RTCA constraint ‘CON1632 
SWIS’ showing a 2.4 mw violation in the solution
Range of LIPs at market load nodes:

• Lowest: $-5,448.19 /mwh  
• Highest:  $+413.77 /mwh

Constraint shadow price reported as $-14,932
Also a ramp rate violation for one resource
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Results from Dispatch Interpretation Report 
for Sept 12 00:40 cpt

All resources available to the market having a positive 
loading impact on the constraint (positive post-rotation 
SFs) were dispatched by SPD to their minimum feasible 
levels (after AS assignments and ramp rate limits)

• Total available constraint relief from positive 
loading resources (at solution) = 0 MW 

Both (two) identified marginal resources were on the 
counter-loading side of the constraint
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Manual Estimation of the SMP 
for Sept 12 00:40 cpt

OP refers to offer price, and SF to rotated shift factor
Marginal resource #1 had OP of $39.71 & SF -0.029428
Marginal resource #2 had OP of $28.75 & SF -0.028696
Output and cost of each marginal resource to impact constraint 
loading by 1 mw:

• #1: output = 1 / 0.029428 = 33.981 mw totaling $1,349
• #2: output = 1 / 0.028696 = 34.848 mw totaling $1,002

Thus, incremental delivery  of 1 mw to market would entail 
increasing #2 and decreasing #1:

• ($1,002 – $1,349) / (34.848 – 33.981) = $-400.2

Stand-Alone SPD reported an SMP of $-399.7

Violation costs not included within SMP of solution 
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Manual Estimation of the Constraint 
Shadow Price for Sept 12 00:40 cpt

Loading limit for the constraint was 430 mw
Prod SPD reported a shadow price of $-14,932
By relaxing the constraint limit in SA SPD, binding 
value with no violation found to be 432.4444 mw
Market dispatch cost (objective function value)  at 
432.4444 mw limit was $165,961.71
Dispatch cost at 432.4445 mw limit was $165,960.23
Computed shadow price is then:
(165,960.23 - 165,961.71) / 0.0001 = $-14,800 / mw  
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Manual Estimation of the Load LIP Extremes 
for Sept 12 00:40 cpt

Lowest and highest reported LIPs at load nodes were:
$-5,448.19 /mwh  and  $+413.77 /mwh

Shift factor rotation (bias) value was -0.02012
Pre-rotation SF for lowest LIP load node was -0.358227
Estimated LIP = - $-399.7 – [(-.358227-(-)0.02012) x -14,932]

= $-5,448.31
Pre-rotation SF for highest LIP load node (+)0.034358
Estimated LIP = - $-399.7 – [(+.034358-(-)0.02012) x -14,932]

= $+413.77
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What About the Ramp Rate Violation 
for Sept 12 00:40 cpt?

A ramp rate violation was computed at a wind farm 
• The most recent actual reading was 0 mw, 
• This resource was indicated in RP as on-line and 

available to market with minimum value of 25 mw
• RP stated ramp rate to be 0 mw /minute

Thus, SPD interpreted the resource was starting up, 
and dispatched the resource to the min of 25 mw, 
resulting in a RR violation of 25 mw
This RR violation did not impact SMP, as indicated 
from the manual SMP computation on earlier slide
LIPs are not impacted if SMP is not impacted
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Load Balance Violation Scenario

Began with SPD RT solution for Sept 6 @ 14:30, for 
which the Philips-McPherson flowgate was binding

Increased market load by 400 MW to slightly exceed 
total capacity available to the market

• The added load was distributed to control areas in same 
proportion as the underlying market loads

• Set load balance penalty factor = $25,000 /mw (so this 
constraint category next to be violated after operating 
constraints at $20,000 /mw)

The observed LIPs at all locations equaled $400 /mw/hr, 
which was the highest price offered into the market  
Note that in this scenario, the flowgate was in violation (the 
incremental load somewhat changed the network 
injection/withdrawal balance)
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A Slightly Different Load Balance 
Violation Scenario

Distributed the added load to a single control area
In this situation, the flowgate was no longer binding
The observed LIPs at all locations continued to equal 
$400 /mw/hr, which was the highest price offered into 
the market  
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Task Force Assessment Report - 2 - 

Introduction 
 
The Market Metrics Load Forecasting Task Force has had correspondence during 

the month of September to assess the readiness of SPP Market Operations slated to go 
live on 11/1.  

The group was tasked with examining data from deployment tests and evaluating 
different aspects of day-ahead forecasts.   

The following report is divided into two sections. Section one details the results 
from the specific assessment criteria. Section two is a list of outstanding issues along 
with an assessment of each issues resolution’s relevance to SPP go-live.   

The report concludes with a brief summary and recommendation. 
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I. Original Assessment Criteria Analysis 
 
Load 

a. Rationale:  With the advent of the EIS market, financial consequences may                  
flow from a missed load forecast due to the need for LSEs to make suitable 
arrangements to meet their obligations.  Steps should be taken to ensure that 
forecasts developed by MPs, CAs, and SPP for the same period fall within a 
reasonable range of expected values and that forecasts are reasonably accurate 
when compared against reported load.  In addition, the processes for 
evaluating supply adequacy should be examined. 

b. Performance criteria: 
i. Day ahead forecasts developed by MPs serving load and SPP fall 

within a range of +/- 10% for 90% of hours during deployment 
tests.   

ii. SPP day ahead load forecasts must be within 4% of the load 
calculated in SPP settlement statement reported load for 90% of 
hours during deployment tests. 

c. Approach:  SPP will compile day ahead load forecasts by MP, CA, and SPP 
and reported loads by CA for each day of the market test.  A task force 
comprised of individuals appointed by MWG (who need not be 
representatives of MWG) will review compiled data and ensure that the 
performance criteria specified are met.   

 
Results 
 

METRICS-TO-DATE REPORT WITH RESULTS OF THE LOAD FORECASTING TASK FORCE METRICS 
Deployment Tests from 08/15/2006 through 09/26/2006 

Metric Result Recommedation 

Metric 
#1 Pass 

09/20:  8 out of 9 hours pass within 10%, due to one MP submitting bad value for one 
hour. 

Metric 
#2 Pass 

09/20:  All MPs participated & MP Day-Ahead Forecasts are within 10% for every hour 
during the deployment test.  

Metric 
#3 Fail 

Data from 09/18 & 09/20:  There are two MPs that have not submitted both meter data 
& schedules.  Calculating the accuracy with 9 MPs yields an average accuracy of 

91%.    
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METRICS-TO-DATE REPORT WITH RESULTS OF THE LOAD FORECASTING TASK FORCE METRICS 
Metric 1:  SPP Day-Ahead Forecast Accuracy 

Deployment Tests from 08/15/2006 through 09/26/2006 

Definition:  Day ahead forecasts developed by SPP falls within a range of +/- 10% for 90% of hours 
during time periods specified below 

Date Result of the day Hour 
Ending

Result Pass/Fail Comments 

Tuesday, August 
15, 2006 

Average of 5 
hours = 96.05% 

2100 

96.23%

Pass Deployment Test took place from 9PM-1AM 

    2200 

96.68%

    

    2300 

96.98%

    

    2400 

94.48%

    

    0100 

95.91%

    

Wednesday, 
August 30, 2006 

Average of 5 
hours = 92.58% 

accurate 

0500 

92.33%

Pass Deployment Test took place from 5AM-9AM 

    0600 

91.71%

    

    0700 

91.57%

    

    0800 

92.99%

    

    0900 

94.31%

    

Wednesday, 
September 06, 

2006 

Average of 4 
hours = 94.05% 

accurate 

1200 

93.66%

Pass Deployment Test took place from Noon-3PM 

    1300 

93.86%

    

    1400 

94.21%
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    1500 

94.47%

    

Monday, 
September 11, 

2006 

Average of 5 
hours = 95.12% 

2100 

94.53%

Pass Deployment Test took place from 9PM-1AM 

    2200 

94.85%

    

    2300 

95.27%

    

    2400 

95.27%

    

    0100 

95.69%

    

Wednesday, 
September 13, 

2006 

Average of 5 
hours = 97.7% 

1000 

97.35%

Pass Deployment Test took place from 10AM-2PM 

    1100 

97.83%

    

    1200 

98.33%

    

    1300 

97.86%

    

    1400 

97.15%

    

Monday, 
September 18, 

2006 

Average of 5 
hours = 94.33% 

1700 

94.90%

Pass Deployment Test took place from 5PM-9PM 

    1800 

93.13%

    

    1900 

94.50%

    

    2000 

94.81%

    

    2100 

94.33%
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Wednesday, 
September 20, 

2006 

Average of 9 
hours = 96.42% 

1000 

97.88%

Fail Deployment Test took place from 10AM-
6PM.  8 out of 9 hours pass (88.89%), due to 

bad number submitted by one MP for one 
hour.   

    1100 

98.07%

    

    1200 

98.53%

    

    1300 

97.55%

    

    1400 

97.30%

    

    1500 

97.28%

    

    1600 

85.64%

    

    1700 

97.43%

    

    1800 

98.09%
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METRICS-TO-DATE REPORT WITH RESULTS OF THE LOAD FORECASTING TASK FORCE METRICS 
Metric 2:  MP Day-Ahead Forecast Accuracy 

Deployment Tests from 08/15/2006 through 09/26/2006 

Definition:  Day ahead forecasts developed by MP falls within a range of +/- 10% for 90% of hours 
during time periods specified below 

Date Result of the 
day 

Hour 
Ending

Result Pass/Fail Comments 

Tuesday, August 
15, 2006 

Average of 5 
hours = 
77.51% 
accurate 

N/A N/A Fail Two MPs did not send Day-Ahead Forecast 
prior to 1pm the day before the deployment 

test.  Results based on 9 MPs:  90.02% 
accurate. 

Wednesday, 
August 30, 2006 

Average of 5 
hours = 
80.88% 
accurate 

N/A N/A Fail Two MPs did not send Day-Ahead Forecast 
prior to 1pm the day before the deployment 

test.  Results based on 9 MPs:  95.46% 
accurate. 

Wednesday, 
September 06, 

2006 

Average of 4 
hours = 
69.13% 
accurate 

N/A N/A Fail Three MPs did not send Day-Ahead Forecast 
prior to 1pm the day before the deployment 

test.  Results based on 8 MPs:  94.26% 
accurate. 

Monday, 
September 11, 

2006 

Average of 5 
hours = 
73.84% 
accurate 

N/A N/A Fail Six MPs did not send Day-Ahead Forecast for 
the first hour of deployment test.  Three MPs 

did not send Day-Ahead Forecast prior to 1pm 
the day before the deployment test.  Results 

based on MPs that did submit:  96.73% 
accurate.   

Wednesday, 
September 13, 

2006 

Average of 5 
hours = 
85.02% 
accurate 

N/A N/A Fail One MP did not send Day-Ahead Forecast 
prior to 1pm the day before the deployment 

test.  Results based on 10MPs:  93.52% 
accurate. 

Monday, 
September 18, 

2006 

Average of 5 
hours = 
68.36% 
accurate 

N/A N/A Fail Three MPS did not send Day-Ahead Forecast 
prior to 1pm the day before the deployment 

test.  Results based on 8 MPs:  94% accurate. 

Wednesday, 
September 20, 

2006 

Average of 8 
hours = 
96.57% 
accurate 

1000 97.86% Pass 100% Market Participant Participation. 

    1100 97.34%     

    1200 97.37%     

    1300 96.68%     

    1400 96.90%     
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    1500 96.28%     

    1600 95.63%     

    1700 95.53%     

    1800 95.57%     

 

METRICS-TO-DATE REPORT WITH RESULTS OF THE LOAD FORECASTING TASK FORCE METRICS

Metric 3:  SPP Day-Ahead Forecast versus SPP Settlement Statement Reported Load Accuracy 
Deployment Tests from 08/15/2006 through 09/26/2006 

Definition:  Day ahead forecasts developed by SPP must be within 4% of the load calculated in SPP 
settlement statement reported load for 90% of hours during time periods specified below 

Date Result of the day Pass/Fail Comments 
Monday, September 

18, 2006 
Average accuracy of 
91% for the 5 hours 
of the deployment 

test.   

Fail Two MPs are not submitting 'obligation' schedules or 
meter values.  Average accuracy with the 9 MPs that 

submitted meter data:  91%.  

Wednesday, 
September 20, 2006 

Average accuracy of 
88% for the 5 hours 
of the deployment 

test.   

Fail Two MPs are not submitting 'obligation' schedules or 
meter values.  Average accuracy with the 9 MPs that 

submitted meter data:  88%.  

Tuesday, September 
26, 2006 

    Settlements runs 5 days out.  Results will be in 
10/02/2006. 
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II. Summary/Issues 
 
Metrics 1:  Pass for most deployment tests.  On 09/20/2006, one CA sent bad actual data 
for one hour, which caused the deployment test to fail.  Under normal operation (without 
loss of SCADA, etc), SPP day ahead forecast versus actual is within the 10% range 100% 
of the time.   
 
Metrics 2:  Pass when MPs fully participate.  For most deployment tests, there was not 
100% participation, but all data that was sent was within the criteria.  09/20/2006 passed 
with full participation.   
 
Metrics 3:  Fail.  Settlements run five days out.  When a MP does not send either meter 
data or schedules, the data remains a zero.  This causes the metrics to fail.  MPs need to 
submit meter data, but in the event this is unavailable, schedules must be sent, so SPP can 
replace the meter actual zeros with the calculated data based on schedules.  NOTE:  Due 
to the logic in settlement data, 09/18 & 09/20 are the deployment tests used in evaluation, 
giving a narrow threshold for error.  This metric should be measured continuously.   
 
Conclusion 
 

After assessing Load Forecasting issues based on the specific task criteria and 
reviewing the issues uncovered during recent deployment tests, the task force believes 
that SPP, MP, & CA day ahead load forecasts are ready to go live today.  However, it 
should be noted that Market Participation is currently not adequate to assess, document, 
correct and comprehensively test the load forecasting metrics prior to November 1st.  It 
should also be recognized that the lack of 100% Participation during Deployment Tests, 
during the assessment period (Month of September 2006), hindered a possible pass of all 
day ahead forecasting metrics.   
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Background 
 

The protocols provide that in the event that a failure of SPP’s real-time market 
systems results in a loss of pricing information, imbalance energy will continue to be 
settled financially under the Tariff.  For each transmission zone with missing data, each 
supplier of Regulation Service (under any OATT) for that zone shall provide its 
Incremental Cost of providing such service within 24 hours of SPP’s making request for 
such information.  For each zone, the highest cost of energy produced or procured for the 
supply of regulation service used in that zone will be substituted for missing price data in 
that zone.  It is important to ensure that this process for determining proxy LIPs is 
understood by market participants and suppliers of Regulation Service and that suppliers 
of Regulation Service have the ability to undertake this responsibility. 

 
The consequence of failure to submit proxy LIP data within 24 hours is that the 

LIP for the location for which data was not submitted may be shown as $0 until proxy 
data is submitted.  Until proxy data is submitted, the $0 price may establish the basis for 
financial settlements at a specific location. 
 
Task Force’s Charge 
 
 The Business Continuity Task Force was charged with requesting proxy LIP data 
pursuant to the protocols during to determine whether data could be provided as required 
under the protocols.  The performance criteria established for the test was that proxy LIP 
data be submitted within 24 hours by all suppliers of Regulation Service that were 
requested to provide such data. 
 
Results 
 
 The task force requested proxy LIP data pursuant to the protocols during for a 2 
hour period on August 28, 2006 from 12 suppliers of Regulation Services.  Eleven 
suppliers submitted data within the specified timeframe, while one supplier submitted 
data 1 day late. 
 
 Based on performance criteria for this task force, the metric was not met because 
all suppliers of Regulation Service did not submit data within the time specified.   
 
 
 
 



Opinion 
 

Failure to achieve the metric for this task force is potentially significant because 
in the absence of proxy LIP data, transactions at a location may be settled based on a $0 
LIP until proxy data is submitted.  If proxy data is not submitted by the date of issuance 
of final settlement statements, it is not clear what recourse an affected market participant 
might have to be appropriately compensated for the service provided.  The task force 
notes, however, that the process identified is a process issue, not a systems issue, and as a 
result a suitable process change may be all that is needed to remedy the potential 
consequences of failure to timely submit proxy data in the event SPP systems cannot 
calculate LIPs.  Further, the task force believes that the potential adverse consequence of 
failure by the date of issuance of final settlements is unlikely.  However, because the 
potential does exist, a back-up process should be developed that would provide 
alternative proxy data if a supplier of Regulation Service fails to meet its obligations 
under the protocols.  Given the very low risk associated with this issue in the short term, 
the task force does not believe this process must be in place by market start but it should 
be in place within six months thereafter. 

 
It is the task force’s opinion that the applicable criteria were not met.  To remedy 

this problem, a process should be established to develop alternative proxy data in the 
event a supplier of Regulation Service fails to timely submit proxy data pursuant to the 
protocols.  Given the low likelihood that such an event will occur, the task force 
recommends that such a process be developed within six months of market start and that 
this metric be deemed passed, but conditioned upon the development of such alternative 
process. 
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Background 
 
SPP developed its most recent Strategic Plan in July 2005. A component of that plan included 
the development of a new plan with a longer term view. This plan reflects that effort. The 
Strategic Planning Committee held a retreat June 26-28, 2006. Included in the planning retreat 
were members of the committee, SPP executive staff, Ric Abel (Prudential Capital Group) 
serving as a financial subject matter expert and outside participant, and Mark Rossi, serving as 
facilitator and electricity market subject matter expert (Gestalt).  
 
 
Strategic Planning Committee 
 
The Strategic Planning Committee is comprised of a diverse group of representatives from the 
SPP membership and the Board of Directors: 
 

Richard Spring, Chair 
VP, Transmission  
Kansas City Power & Light 
 
Ricky Bittle 
Vice President 
Arkansas Electric Cooperative Corporation 
 
Michael Desselle 
Director Public Policy 
American Electric Power 
 
Kevin Easley 
General Manager/CEO 
Grand River Dam Authority 

 
Tom Grennan 
COO and Sr. VP 
Kansas Electric Power Cooperative 
 

 
 

Mike Palmer 
VP, Commercial Operations 
The Empire District Electric Company 

 
Mel Perkins 
VP, Transmission 
OG+E Electric Services 
 
Jim Stanton 
Director, Market Design 
Calpine Energy Services 
 
Jim Eckelberger 
Chairman, SPP Board of Directors 
 
Harry Skilton 
Vice Chair, SPP Board of Directors 
 
Joshua Martin 
SPP Board of Directors 

 

 
Bill Wylie (OGE) and Kurtz Stowers (Calpine) attended the June retreat.
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Strategic Planning Process 
 
The strategic planning process utilized by the SPC considered four basic questions: Where are 
we? What is going on outside the region? Where do we want to go? How do we get there? The 
group sought to develop goals for SPP to move forward, but doing so while retaining SPP’s 
uniqueness in the industry and continuing to provide benefit to its members. 
 
 
Where are we? 
This data-gathering phase produced an understanding of where the organization is in relation to 
its environment with respect to both industry structure and SPP’s relative position. This phase 
began with a reaffirmation of the organization’s values - the principles that define SPP and have 
driven the decision-making processes of the organization. The SPC then reviewed SPP’s 
organizational structure, governance, staffing and finances. This phase also included a review of 
the regulatory environments to which SPP members are subject at both the state and federal 
levels.  
 
 
What is going on outside the footprint? 
This data-gathering phase included a review of the Energy Policy Act and its impact on the 
industry as a whole, but particularly as it relates to standards setting and reliability compliance. 
In addition, the group considered the status of other ISO/RTO market developments in North 
America as well as several new initiatives. This phase concluded with a report on how all of 
these initiatives have impacted the financial and credit industry and its view of the electric utility 
business. 
 
 
Where do we want to go? 
The SPC is recommending actions specific to the following:  

1. Communication and Education 
2. Center of Excellence 
3. Balancing Authority 
4. Membership Development 
5. Transmission Project Tracking 

6. Transmission Expansion/Economic 
Upgrades 

7. Market Development/Design 
8. Contract Services

 
 
How do we get there? 
The SPC recommends that, in addition to its work, SPP organizational groups assist in further 
investigation of certain detailed issues to make appropriate recommendations through the SPP 
organizational structure, culminating with approval of the Board of Directors and Regional State 
Committee. 
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SPP’s Value Proposition 
 
To provide guidance throughout the planning process, the SPC reviewed SPP’s values - the 
principles that have driven its history and frame its future. These principles are very familiar to 
SPP members. The SPP difference, the values and principles that set this organization apart from 
other regional entities performing similar services, was affirmed by the SPC as the guiding 
principles of the organization. 
 
Relationship Based 
SPP dates back to 1941 when 11 utilities across seven states pooled their generation resources by 
constructing a regional transmission network to serve a critical defense plant in central Arkansas.  
This same organization continued to exist and grow to a peak membership of 78 entities without 
any legal recognition until it incorporated in December of 1993. Until 1998, the membership 
agreement consisted of a single paragraph obligating members to abide by the organization’s 
bylaws. As in the past, relationships, rather than contracts, continue to keep this diverse 
organization together. 
 
Member Driven 
SPP’s organizational structure of broad-based committees, working groups and ad hoc task 
forces is the true source of SPP’s product. More than 360 persons are involved in SPP efforts that 
are driven by these groups. The rosters of these groups match the diverseness of the 
organization’s membership, requiring representatives from across the footprint and recognizing 
the varying member types and sizes. It is this principle that promotes member ownership in the 
organization’s products, reducing regulator interventions, and continues to keep SPP’s staff size 
the smallest in the industry. 
 
Independence Through Diversity 
SPP membership has been one of the most diverse of any regional organization in the industry 
since its inception. With membership comprised of investor-owned utilities, municipal systems, 
generation and transmission cooperatives, state authorities, wholesale generators, and power 
marketers, any and all opinions are heard loudly and clearly in organizational group meetings. As 
a member-driven organization, meaningful stakeholder involvement has driven SPP’s efforts and 
effectively balances diverse opinions. This independence has been further enhanced with the 
governance ultimately residing within an independent Board of Directors since 2004. In addition 
with the recognition of SPP as an RTO in 2004 the SPP Regional State Committee was formed 
adding an additional important formal layer of diversity. 
 
Reliability & Economic/Equity Issues Inseparable 
In 1968, SPP took on the responsibility of serving as a regional reliability council under the 
National (now North American) Electric Reliability Council (NERC). SPP members have long 
maintained that electric reliability issues cannot be debated in absence of economic/equity issues. 
This is why SPP, as a regional reliability council, undertook commercial tariff administration 
responsibilities and is implementing wholesale markets. History has shown that any attempt to 
separate reliability and economic/equity issues only results in the same people meeting in 
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different venues with confusion over which organization should be attempting to resolve 
problems. A single organization providing these services results in greater cost effectiveness and 
organizational efficiency. 
 
Evolution, Not Revolution 
SPP was initially created for a much different purpose than that which it currently serves. 
Reliability remains the preeminent value of the organization. However, a deliberate evolutionary 
process has guided the growth in services delivered by the organization, resulting in a carefully 
staged maturation. 
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The Industry Today 
 
The SPC discussed the current environment of the electric utility industry as a means to identify 
the key drivers that may impact SPP and its members. This section highlights some of the topics 
discussed. 
 
The electric power system continues to be characterized as vital, while strides are being made to 
calm turbulence, remove uncertainty, and minimize risk and costs by establishing and stabilizing 
market rules. Industry participants are realizing that an aging infrastructure and a lack of system 
reliability go hand in hand, and that the transmission infrastructure must be upgraded to provide 
for economic growth as well as reliability. Many utilities are in a ‘back to the basics’ mode, 
focusing on reliability and cost/performance improvement, which is resulting in improved 
financial performance by many. Strides are being made toward increased regulatory certainty 
with a cultural change focusing on investment in an updated infrastructure and new, more 
efficient and affordable ways to “keep the lights on.” 
 
The Energy Policy Act of 2005 has significant implications for the industry. Major goals of the 
Act include: 1) stimulate fuel diversity and innovation; 2) stimulate investment in transmission 
infrastructure; 3) sustain end-user efficiency; 4) reinforce the hybrid structure of the industry; 
and 5) broaden ownership of the power industry.1 Direct impact for SPP originates in the 
expansion of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission’s responsibilities to include mandatory 
reliability standards and enforcement, and siting authority in cases of national interest electric 
transmission corridors (NIETC). In addition to these same issues, there are broader implications 
to the members related to financing, tax incentives, and conservation. 
 
The needs of the industry, particularly for transmission infrastructure enhancements and 
expansion, are capital intensive. While the capital markets can meet those needs today from a 
financial perspective, there are still numerous regulatory, political and implementation hurdles 
that must be overcome so that this infrastructure can be moved from the drawing board to in-
service operation. 
 
The role of markets in the industry continues to evolve. Many regions of the country have 
implemented some form of centralized market to facilitate the pricing and trading of various 
energy and ancillary service products and have had to address how these services and products 
meet the region’s reliability requirements. The following table summarizes the status of markets 
development in the Eastern Interconnection and the Electric Reliability Council of Texas.2 

                                                 
1 Prudential Capital Group 
2 Gestalt  
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 PJM MISO ISO NE NYISO SPP ERCOT 
Energy 
Market 

Day Ahead 
and Real 
Time 

Day Ahead 
and Real 
Time 

Day Ahead 
and Real 
Time 

Day Ahead 
and Real 
Time 

Real Time Real Time 

Transmission 
Rights 

Financial Financial Financial Financial Physical Financial 

Ancillary 
Services 

Regulation 
and 
Spinning 
Reserves 

None Forward 
Reserve and 
Regulating 
Reserve 

Regulation, 
Spinning and 
Non-spinning 
Reserves 

None Regulation, 
Spinning 
and Non-
spinning 
Reserves 

Resource 
Adequacy 

Installed 
Capacity  

None Installed 
Capacity 

Zonal 
Capacity 
Obligations 

None None 
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SPP Today 
 
As an RTO, SPP manages reliability, markets and transmission services on behalf of its 
members, using the transmission systems of its members. SPP’s members cover a 255,000 
square mile region over all or part of eight states containing approximately 4 million customers. 
SPP currently has forty-six members, and its footprint includes seventeen separate control area 
operators that individually are responsible for matching electricity supply and demand within 
their territories. The peak electric demand in the SPP footprint in 2006 was 42,227 MW,  
approximately 5% higher than in 2005. 
 
Electric energy usage also increased. In 2005 it was 202.1 million MWh, an increase of 4.2% 
over 2004. Customers within the five largest control areas in SPP (American Electric Power 
West, Oklahoma Gas and Electric, Westar Energy, Inc., Southwestern Public Service Company, 
and Kansas City Power and Light)  account for 72.1% of the total electric energy usage in SPP. 
 
At the end of 2005, the total generating capacity in the SPP region was 55,023 MW, resulting in 
a significant resource margin (generation capacity in excess of peak demand) of 14,836 MW or 
36.9%, presuming all generating capacity would be deliverable when the peak electricity demand 
occurs. Since 2000, there has been a significant amount of construction of new natural gas-fired 
generating plants. Of the total generating capacity in SPP, 54% is natural gas-fired; 92% of 
capacity in SPP is either coal- or natural gas-fired.3   
 
There are 52,301 circuit miles of transmission in the SPP footprint. These facilities are owned by 
eleven utilities. Approximately 120 transmission customers seek service on the system managed 
by SPP, averaging 650 schedules daily.  
 
The number of transmission service requests in 2004 and 2005 were about the same. On average 
there were 15,317 requests per month in 2004 and 15,386 requests per month in 2005. However, 
the number of confirmed requests increased significantly in 2005 as compared to 2004. As 
measured by the number of requests, the number confirmed in 2005 was 20% higher than 2004.  
As measured by the MWh volume of requests, MWh in confirmed requests in 2005 were 44% 
higher than 2004. The increase in confirmations generally indicates improved performance.   

 
Overall levels of TLR curtailment had been increasing over the three-year period from 2002 to 
2004. However, in 2005, the MWh curtailed were 25% lower than in 2004. Of this total, 
approximately 98% of the curtailments were from non-firm sales. Non-firm curtailments are 
highest in off-peak hours. Firm curtailments were just a small share of the total and also were at 
their lowest level in four years. 
 
Only limited transmission expansion occurred in SPP until recently. In 2005, $152 million was 
spent on transmission lines and transformers. In 2006, $90 million is expected to be invested.  
These investments have had a notable impact by reducing congestion on specific flowgates.4   

                                                 
3 SPP 2005 State of the Market Report, Boston Pacific (paragraphs 1-3) 
4 SPP 2005 State of the Market Report, Boston Pacific (paragraphs 5-7) 
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In 2005, the Board of Directors approved a strategic plan that included six primary areas of 
focus:  

1. markets development 
2. transmission expansion 
3. administrative processes  
4. retention and addition of participants 
5. enhanced regional planning 
6. long-range planning 

 
SPP has made significant progress toward these goals. The Energy Imbalance Service market is 
scheduled to go-live in 2006, and work has begun on the next phases of market development. 
SPP members are investing almost a quarter of a billion dollars in transmission expansion 
projects to be completed in 2006-2007. In addition to reliability projects, members are 
sponsoring system upgrades to mitigate congestion and improve economic efficiencies. The 
Strategic Planning Committee has initiated an annual organizational effectiveness review, 
including data on each organizational group and a survey of members. This is presented at a 
Board of Directors meeting in December each year dedicated to an organizational review of the 
company. SPP continues to pursue new and expanded opportunities for membership. Enhanced 
regional planning will be further developed. Finally, this 2006 Strategic Plan was developed in 
response to the organization’s desire to engage in a longer-term planning horizon. 
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The Outlook for SPP 
 
This section highlights some of the major issues that are facing SPP and its members. These 
issues can impact or influence the business plans, effectiveness or efficiency of SPP and its 
members in providing reliable and cost effective services to their respective customers. 
 
Regulatory and Legislative Drivers 
As a public utility, SPP is subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission and the limited jurisdiction of some states’ retail regulatory commissions. As such, 
state and federal regulators have significant impact on SPP’s business, as can the state and 
federal legislatures. There is a high degree of turnover in these constituencies as some 
commissioners serve by appointment while others by election. Prior to the end of 2007, terms 
will expire for 48% of the commissioners who have authority over SPP and its members. Also, 
these commissions regulate much more than just the electric utility industry, including such 
complex industries as gas, water, telecommunications, and transportation. High turnover, steep 
learning curves, and numerous and diverse demands create a formidable challenge to developing 
and maintaining an adequate level of understanding of SPP and its values. This is particularly 
significant as members are under increased scrutiny and pressure to justify investments in the 
transmission system. 
 
Human Resources 
The pipeline of qualified technical resources electing a career in the utility sector is waning and 
causing a shortage in terms of human capital. This issue is not isolated to SPP’s region and is 
impacting both SPP and its Members.  
 
Mandatory Reliability Standards 
The Energy Policy Act of 2005 requires both SPP and its Members to comply with new 
mandatory reliability standards as well as to address other technical issues such as demand side 
management, interval metering and investments in renewable resources among others. Under the 
new electric power reliability system enacted by the Congress, the United States will no longer 
rely on voluntary compliance by participants in the electric industry. Congress directed the 
development of mandatory, FERC-approved, enforceable electricity Reliability Standards.  
FERC certified the North American Electric Reliability Council (NERC) to be the single Electric 
Reliability Organization, the ERO, to oversee the reliability of the United States’ portion of the 
interconnected North American Bulk-Power System, subject to Commission oversight. The ERO 
is responsible for developing and enforcing the mandatory Reliability Standards. The Reliability 
Standards will apply to all users, owners and operators of the Bulk-Power System. The 
Commission has the authority to approve all ERO actions, to order the ERO to carry out its 
responsibilities under these new statutory provisions, and also may independently enforce 
Reliability Standards.  
 
The ERO may delegate its compliance and enforcement responsibilities to a Regional Entity 
(RE). The ERO may also delegate to an RE authority to propose Reliability Standards to the 
ERO. A delegation agreement sets out the role of an RE in relationship to the ERO, concluding 
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that the ERO holds the primary responsibility for enforcement of Reliability Standards and that 
any delegation of this responsibility to a Regional Entity is subject to ERO oversight. Delegation 
is effective only after FERC approves the Delegation Agreement.   
SPP intends to be a Regional Entity under the ERO and has worked with NERC to modify its 
governance to accommodate fulfilling the delegated responsibilities of standards development 
and compliance enforcement.  
  
Coordination of Regional Reliability 
Maintaining and monitoring the reliability of the transmission system has become more regional 
in nature as the number of transactions involving multiple Balancing Authorities has increased. 
There are currently 17 Balancing Authorities within SPP. As the markets evolve within the 
region, there is merit to consolidating the number of Balancing Authorities to facilitate a more 
efficient market. 
 
Expansion of SPP Services and Cost Containment 
Implementing SPP’s current mandates from members and regulators will put upward pressures 
on its costs and its administrative fees to its Members, primarily due to investments in 
infrastructure.   
 
There are a number of entities within the current geographic footprint or in neighboring 
jurisdictions that are interested in retaining SPP to provide certain services but are not interested 
in full SPP Membership at this time; this offsets some of that upward pressure. However, 
providing these services must be balanced with maintaining a high level of support to the SPP 
Membership. 
 
Transmission Expansion 
Although recent emphasis has been on establishing a sound transmission expansion and planning 
process, the region must also have in place a means by which to implement these plans and get 
the transmission facilities built. Members are under increased scrutiny and face significant 
hurdles in the approval and cost recovery process. The approval and implementation processes 
are complicated and require significant time and resources, which only adds to the delay in 
getting additional facilities built.  
 
In addition, the development and construction of economic upgrades has been hampered by a 
number of policy and technical issues. SPP’s current policies do not easily permit non-
Transmission Owners from investing in expansion of the transmission system. Ensuring cost-
recovery (i.e. regulatory approval of cost recovery), better enabling 3rd party project sponsorship, 
and equitable cost allocation (i.e. who pays for this facility) are key to moving economic 
upgrades forward particularly when the proposed project impacts multiple jurisdictions. SPP 
must continue to refine the process of determining whether a project is a reliability or economic 
upgrade to facilitate funding and construction. 
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SPP Markets 
While the current emphasis has been on implementing the Energy Imbalance Services market, 
the overall direction of market policy is not yet defined. This lack of overall policy may be 
causing uncertainty and a lack of confidence in the future of SPP’s markets. The RSC has been 
given primary responsibility for the development of market-related transmission rights and 
resource adequacy requirements in the region, but has not yet addressed these issues explicitly. 
There is a concern that the overall implementation costs may be higher than necessary if a long-
term vision and understanding of market design is not more clearly defined. That is, information 
systems may have to be unnecessarily redesigned if a piecemeal approach is taken. 
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The Strategic Plan 
 
 
COMMUNICATION AND EDUCATION 
In an effort to further enhance credibility and to align its mission with its members, SPP will 
have in place a systematic program to communicate with and educate the region’s federal/state 
regulatory and legislative constituencies. The purpose of this is to build relationships and 
enhance credibility for the organization with these constituencies. This will allow SPP to better 
assist its members in advancing projects in the region. When appropriate, execution of this 
initiative will be coordinated with the Regional State Committee. 
 
The following steps should be taken: 

1. SPP will develop a systematic approach to communicate and educate these 
constituencies. 

2. SPP will continue to be proactive in assisting its Members on these fronts on issues that 
impact the region’s transmission system or markets. 

 
Assigned to: SPP Staff 
 
 
CENTER OF EXCELLENCE 
SPP will establish a Center of Excellence (COE) to leverage collective knowledge and provide 
thought, leadership and shared services to its members in areas such as: a) enhancement of 
reliability operations; b) compliance programs; c) conservation and efficiency (IRP,DSM); d) 
best practices (including the development and use of enhanced metrics); e) training; and f) 
regional transmission planning. This will provide a significant point of differentiation for SPP as 
a regional organization. 
 
The following steps should be taken: 

1. SPP Staff will identify specific topics or areas of interest that may be topical for the COE, 
distribute these suggestions to stakeholders in an effort to broaden and prioritize the areas 
of interest, and collectively report to the Board of Directors the results of this survey. 

2. The Board of Directors will then assist SPP Staff in establishing and measuring the 
progress being made in the selected topic areas.  

3. An assessment will be made concerning the possible participation of a university (ies), 
interest groups, etc. as an integral part of the COE. 

4. Assess availability of member R&D monies/staff to support the COE. 
 
Assigned to: SPP Staff; Strategic Planning Committee members 
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BALANCING AUTHORITY 
SPP will offer Balancing Authority (BA) services to its members to facilitate ancillary services 
market development and compliance efforts in the region.  
 
The following steps should be taken: 

1. SPP will offer Balancing Authority Services on a fee basis to any Member organization 
that wishes to enter into a contractual arrangement for the services. 

2. SPP will continue to assist and evaluate alternatives that may lead to greater efficiencies 
within existing BAs including the possibilities of further consolidation of the number of 
BAs. 

3. As provision of Balancing Authority services reaches a critical mass, this will be 
converted to service under the SPP OATT. 

 
Assigned to: Operations Reliability Working Group; SPP Staff 
 
 
MEMBERSHIP DEVELOPMENT 
SPP will continue to pursue expansion of its membership and geographic footprint to further 
leverage its capabilities and lower costs.   
 
The following steps should be taken: 

1. The Board of Directors will receive a quarterly report from the President on Membership 
status, pending opportunities for Membership expansion and/or the provision of Contract 
Services. 

2. Existing Members will be engaged in the recruitment of new members. 
3. Develop a communications piece focused on the benefits of membership in SPP. 

 
Assigned to: SPP Officers 
 
 
TRANSMISSION EXPANSION/ PROJECT TRACKING 
SPP will put in place a program to actively monitor and support the progress of approved 
transmission expansion projects, emphasizing the necessity to initiate, seek regulatory approval, 
construct and operate approved projects. Additionally, SPP will endeavor to find ways to 
streamline the processes necessary for the development and completion of transmission 
upgrades. 
 
The following steps should be taken: 

1. SPP staff will develop a tracking and reporting tool for transmission expansion projects 
for quarterly reporting to the Board of Directors, Members Committee and Regional State 
Committee. 

2. SPP Staff will be proactive in its support of the Membership in terms of Project approval, 
siting and cost recovery. 
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3. SPP Staff will report to the Board of Directors annually on its evaluation of the processes, 
planning, approval and construction of needed transmission, emphasizing areas of 
strength and weakness resulting in enhanced processes to streamline these efforts. 

 
Assigned to: Transmission Working Group 
 
TRANSMISSION EXPANSION/ECONOMIC UPGRADES   
SPP will continue to identify potential economic upgrades and develop a more direct means to 
decouple the ownership and operation. SPP will develop a mechanism to allow the recovery of 
the costs of approved economic upgrades. 
 
The following steps should be taken: 

1. SPP, through the Regional State Committee, will develop and implement a methodology 
to provide for the recovery of the cost of an approved level of economic upgrades. 

2. The adopted methodology will provide a mechanism that allows all interested parties to 
submit financing options so that the capital portion of the facilities requirements are 
provided in a reasonable and prudent manner.  

3. SPP, through the RSC/MWG/TWG, will enhance its abilities to quantitatively and 
qualitatively identify all benefits potentially associated with economic upgrades.  

 
Assigned to: Cost Allocation Working Group; Regional Tariff Working Group 
 
 
MARKET DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN 
SPP will evaluate a comprehensive market services design for the region including the requisite 
cost/benefit studies. A strategic decision will then be made concerning further market services 
development in the region. 
 
The following steps should be taken: 

1. Develop a comprehensive market services assessment to be presented to the RSC and 
Board of Directors considering the next steps to be taken, estimated costs and a timeline 
for the evaluation. 

2. The RSC and Board will approve the next steps; i.e. strawman approach, cost/benefit 
analysis and approach. 

 
Assigned to: Market Working Group 
 
 
CONTRACT SERVICES 
SPP will continue to offer services on a contract basis, pursuant to Board-approved assessment 
criteria, in order to increase revenues, further membership in SPP, and enhance the quality of 
existing services. 
 
The following steps should be taken: 
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1. SPP will continue to provide services to non-SPP Members that leverage SPP’s existing 
infrastructure. 

2. SPP will continue to evaluate these opportunities as they arise to ensure they fit within 
SPP’s Mission and Value Statements and provide benefits to the existing SPP Members 
(in terms of reduced administrative fees). 

 
Assigned to: SPP Contract Services Staff 
 
 
SPP REGIONAL ENTITY 
SPP will seek to become a Regional Entity (RE) under the new Electric Reliability Organization 
(ERO) in order to continue offering reliability and transmission services to its members in an 
efficient and cost effective manner.  
 
The following steps should be taken: 

1. SPP will work with the ERO to successfully complete the RE application process at 
FERC. 

2. SPP will pursue the necessary governance, standards setting and compliance program 
changes to achieve recognition as the RE for the region. 

 
Assigned to: Strategic Planning Committee, Compliance Committee, SPP Staff 
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Recommendation 
 
The Strategic Planning Committee recommends that the SPP Board of Directors adopt the 
proposed Strategic Plan included in this report, and authorize the delegation of responsibilities to 
SPP organizational groups also contained herein under the coordination oversight of the Strategic 
Planning Committee and the Markets and Operations Policy Committee. 
 
Upon approval by the Board of Directors, the Committee will prioritize the initiatives in the 
Plan.  After the Committee prioritizes the initiatives in the Strategic Plan, SPP Staff will develop 
an implementation plan for approval by the Board.  The implementation plan will include 
quarterly reporting regarding the progress of these strategic initiatives.  



 
 

Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 
COMPLIANCE COMMITTEE 

Report to the Board of Directors/Members Committee 
October 24, 2006 

 
REGIONAL ENTITY DELEGATION AGREEMENT FILING 

 
Organizational Roster 
The following members represent the Compliance Committee: 

Josh Martin, Chair 
Phyllis Bernard 
Quentin Jackson 
Stacy Duckett 
 
 

Director 
Director 
Director 
SPP Staff Secretary 
 

Background 
NERC has been approved as the Electric Reliability Organization (ERO). The ERO has 
authority to delegate certain functions to Regional Entities (REs) to carry out its responsibilities. 
A Delegation Agreement (DA) will be developed and filed for each proposed RE. One exhibit to 
the DA includes the appeals process related to compliance enforcement that is to be 
administered by the RE.  
 
 
Analysis 
The proposed appeals process for the RE requires significantly more administration and 
resources (time and expense) than the current process SPP utilizes. NERC believes such a 
formal process is necessary to meet the FERC Order; SPP does not interpret FERC’s Order as 
requiring such rigid requirements for a regional hearing process. Beyond the RE level, an entity 
has several steps it can pursue through NERC and FERC. Given this, the process at the RE 
level need not be overly burdensome. The proposed process includes a formal hearing with a 
court reporter and procedural rules. It is anticipated that most appeals will be of a 
technical/clarifying nature, making an extensive formal process unnecessary at the RE level. A 
more formal process is proposed at the NERC level, which is appropriate when appealing from 
the RE level.  
 
 
Recommendation 
The Compliance Committee recommends authorization to staff to file appropriate comments 
related to the appeals process proposed by NERC for the Regional Entity.  
 
Action Requested 
Approval 

 
Approved 
Compliance Committee  October 17, 2006 
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Executive Summary 

SPP Management believes that a December 1 launch of the SPP Energy Imbalance Services (EIS) Market is 
achievable: 
 

• Recent deployment tests have shown significant improvement in operational effectiveness.  The October 
11, 12, and 17 tests also demonstrated the ability of SPP’s market processes and systems to reliably 
operate under multiple TLR and reserve sharing scenarios.  Patches for deficiencies identified prior to 
these tests were implemented and tested successfully.  SPP does not believe that the remaining system 
and procedural issues that have been identified as a result of the deployment tests would prevent a 
December 1 launch.   

 

• SPP has observed improved stability of its market systems.  Since October 10, SPP had achieved a 
period of 8 consecutive days without a loss of market dispatch solutions.  SPP experienced two separate 
events on October 18, the longest of which resulted in a 45 minute failure to produce dispatch solutions.  
SPP is investigating these events. 

 
• The findings of the market participant task forces were completed and presented to the MOPC on 

October 19.  The task forces did a commendable job of reviewing processes, data, and system 
performance over a short period of time.  SPP appreciates the concerns listed in the report from the 
combined Deployment/CAT/Load Forecasting task force and will consider enhancements needed to 
address these concerns.  SPP does not now believe these issues to be detrimental to a market start of 
December1. 

 
• SPP has observed improved accuracy of the short-term load forecast yet remains concerned about its 

ability to meet the metric associated with the Short-Term Load Forecast tool.  SPP believes that the 
improvements made to date are sufficient to maintain reasonably accurate forecasts.  SPP will continue 
to investigate further post-market improvements including those suggested in the combined 
Deployment/CAT/Load Forecasting task force report. 

 
• The potential for excessive LIP volatility remains a concern of SPP and its market participants.  SPP 

awaits the assessment of its External Market Monitor in this regard. 
 

• The issue of market participant readiness needs to be carefully considered and explored.  Several market 
participants have indicated that they will not be ready for a December 1 launch. 
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Status 

 

 

 

 

 

Policy and Regulatory 
  

Area R/Y/G Comments 

FERC Y • SPP currently has pending the following filings:  05/22/2006 compliance 
filing from Commission’s 03/20/2006 order (division of responsibilities 
between SPP and its Balancing Authorities); 08/21/2006 compliance 
filing from Commission’s 07/20/2006 order (modifying tariff provisions 
relating to EIS market); 08/21/2006 request for clarification or rehearing 
of Commissions’ 07/20/2006 order (dealing with offer caps); and 
09/01/2006 filing of new tariff provisions, including new effective date, 
and compliance materials currently pending. 

• 60 days prior to implementation filing was submitted.  
• 30 days prior to implementation certification filing - pending.  
• Additional compliance filings are due on 2/1/2007 (Tariff provisions 

dealing with inclusion of external generators into market) and 12/1/2007 
(design of automated systems check for transmission reservations to 
settlement locations; evaluation of TDUs participating in consolidated 
settlement location; and report dealing with incorporation of demand 
response into market). 

• On 10/13/2006, FERC issued Letter Order accepting EMM Tariff 
revisions filed by SPP on August 25, 2006. 

• While not a FERC certification requirement, there are three dates on 
which the Go-No-Go Advisory Team will re-evaluate readiness (11/27/06, 
11/29/06, and 11/30/06) 

• Appendix H includes information on the emergency service rates 
applicable to the SPP reserve sharing program. 

NERC G • No change in status.  

State Regulatory G • No change in status. 

MOPC / MITF Y • The metrics task force results are expected to be presented separately 
from this status report. 

 

Legend 

R An issue that if not corrected would prevent a December 1 implementation 

Y An issue that may be worked around or completed in the timeline that creates 
additional risk; however, the December 1 go-live is still anticipated to be viable 

G Item is ready to go-live on December 1 
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Testing 
 

 

Market Trials 
    

Area R/Y/G   Comments 

Certification (to 
Offer into the 
Market) 

G • No change in status. 

Deployment Tests Y • On 10/11, SPP conducted a 4 hour Deployment test:  
o 7 CPS2 violations occurred (average of 1.75 violations per hour)  
o 1 real-time loading event occurred during the test (CAT utilized to 

provide relief)  
o 2 additional CAT scenarios tested  

• On 10/12, SPP conducted a 15 hour Deployment test, the longest test to 
date.  

o 16 CPS2 violations occurred (average of 1.06 violations per hour) 
o 1 real-time loading event occurred during the test (CAT utilized to 

provide relief  
o 6 additional CAT scenarios tested  
o 1 RSS scenario tested in conjunction with CAT  

• On 10/17, SPP conducted an 8 hour Deployment test  
o 9 CPS2 violations occurred (average of 1.13 violations per hour)  
o 3 CAT scenarios tested 
o 1 IPP RSS scenario tested in conjunction with CAT  

• 3 more deployment tests are planned  

Structured 
Scenario Tests / 
Parallel 
Operations 

Y • No change in status. 

Settlements Y • Settlement Statement verification forms are not due to be returned to 
SPP until 10/24.  We have received less than ½ of the forms requested in 
the past. 

Area R/Y/G Comments 

Testing G • There are 14 open system issues that need to be resolved prior to go-
live.  Of the 14 issues, 8 were identified during market trials and the 
remaining 6 have been requested by SPP staff based on market trials 
experience. 
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Applications and Infrastructure 
   

Area R/Y/G   Comments 

Architecture Y • The standby database was installed in the production environment.  It is 
currently operational and is receiving regular updates from the primary 
database.  A successful test was executed where SPP failed-over to the 
standby database on October 5 and 6 and ran successfully for 
approximately 14 hours.  SPP is working on scheduling an additional 
unplanned failover test, involving market participants, before the 
proposed December 1 market implementation date. 

• The DBA team is currently in the process of creating criteria outlining 
when the standby system should be used.  These criteria will define the 
exact situations that will trigger the team to fail the database cluster over 
to the standby system, and will highlight the expectations for outage 
times during those events. 

• Between 9/26 and midnight 10/10, additional patches were applied to 
address the issue of slow running studies.  The systems ran successfully 
since then with the first issue occurring between 12:00 noon and 12:50 
pm on Wednesday, 10/ 18.  This issue is currently under investigation.   

• On 10/18 around 4:00 PM, SPP began witnessing errors resulting from 
an apparent hardware problem with one of the servers in the primary 
database cluster.  SPP began taking steps to address these errors 
without impacting the applications, but made an error while following the 
process resulting in an outage of 7 intervals. 

Applications Y • Since Midnight on October 10th; 2574 of 2592 (99.3%) of planned five-
minute cases solved successfully.  3651 of 3699 (98.7%) of all other 
types of studies solved successfully.  99.3% of all dispatch instructions 
were sent successfully from SPP and the portal was available 100% of 
the time.     
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Market Participant Readiness (As reported by Market Participants)* 
     

Area R/Y/G   Comments 

Market 
Participants 
Ready to Go-live 
Now 

G • Calpine Energy Services 
• Tenaska Power Services 

Market 
Participants 
Expected to be 
Ready to Go-live 

Y • American Electric Power 
• Arkansas Electric Cooperative Corporation 
• Exelon Generation Company 
• Grand River Dam Authority 
• Kansas Electric Power Coop 
• Kansas Power Pool 
• Oklahoma Gas and Electric 
• Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority 
• Redbud Energy 
• Western Farmers Electric Cooperative 
• Westar Energy 

Market 
Participants that 
Do Not Expect to 
be Ready 

R • Aquila Inc  
• Coral Power  
• Empire District Electric (Note:  interpreted from their letter) 
• Entergy Power Ventures 
• Kansas City Board of Public Utilities  
• Kansas City Power & Light 
• ONEOK Energy Marketing and Trading  
• Southwestern Public Service Company 
• Sunflower Electric Power Corporation 

Market 
Participants Not 
Responding 

Y 
 
 

• Golden Spread Electric Cooperative 
 

*See Appendix F for specific comments received by Market Participants 
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Appendix A:  Market Footprint Report 
Market Footprint Report 

Market Participant Max Generation in MW Number of 
Assets 

Certified 
Assets 

Number of 
Load Points 

Arkansas Electric 
Cooperative Corporation 657 4 X 1
American Electric Power 10929 41 X 2
Calpine Energy Services 1244 3 X 0
Coral Power 2282 3   0
Empire District Electric 1620 16 X 1
Entergy Power Ventures 580 1 X 0
Exelon Generation Company 894 1 X 0
Grand River Dam Authority 1504 5 X 3
Golden Spread Electric 
Cooperative 630 2 X 3
Kansas City Board of Public 
Utilities 622 7 X 1
Kansas Electric Power Coop N/A 0 N/A 1
Kansas City Power & Light 4347 25 X 1
Kansas Power Pool N/A 0 N/A 7
Oklahoma Gas and Electric 7042 26 X 1
Oklahoma Municipal Power 
Authority 200 3 X 3
ONEOK Energy Marketing 
and Trading 336 1   0
Redbud Energy 1264 1 X 0
Sunflower Electric Power 
Corporation 570 5 X 1
Southwestern Public Service 
Company 5825 45 X 1
Tenaska Power Services 260 1 X 0
Aquilia Inc 785 9 X 1
Western Farmers Electric 
Cooperative 1349 7 X 3
Westar Energy  6176 35 X 4

Total 49116 241 237 33
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Appendix B:  System Wide Deployment Test Statistics 
 System-Wide Deployment Control Test 

Date Scenario Peak Load 
Total MW 

Level 
Offered 

Total MW 
Level 

Deployed 
Min LIP Median 

LIP Max LIP Market Participants 
Not Participating 

10/17/06 Peak Load/Lighting 
Load/CAT/RSS 

Scenarios: 
8 Hours 

12 noon to 8 PM CDT 

20,095 MW 8,994 MW 13,680 MW $37.83 $51.27 $142.14 •  

10/12/06 Peak Load/Lighting 
Load/CAT/RSS 

Scenarios:  
15 Hours 

5 AM to 8 PM CDT 

18,941 MW 9,309 MW 14,490 MW $(158.75) $43.75 $377.26 •  

10/11/06 Peak Load/CAT 
Scenarios:   

4 Hours 
10 AM to 2 PM CDT 
(Note:  Test started 1 

hour late due to a 
Balancing Authority 

having technical issue 
switching NSI control) 

18,699 MW 9,392 MW 13,208 MW $(18.60) $43.98 $147.41 •  

9/27/06 Evening Drop-off/CAT 
Scenarios:   

8 Hours 
9 PM to 5 AM CDT 

20,928 MW 9,006 MW 12,941 MW $0 $13.61 $3324.25 •  

9/20/06 CAT/RSS/OOME 
Scenarios:   

8 Hours 
10 AM to 6 PM CDT 

21,848 MW 8,074 MW 12,988 MW $14.83 $36.04* $2089.62* • KPP (Load Only) 

9/18/06 CAT/OOME 28,935 MW 6,720 MW 9,707 MW $28.16 $35.30 $39.24* • KPP (Load Only) 
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 System-Wide Deployment Control Test 

Date Scenario Peak Load 
Total MW 

Level 
Offered 

Total MW 
Level 

Deployed 
Min LIP Median 

LIP Max LIP Market Participants 
Not Participating 

Scenarios:  
4 Hours 

5 PM to 9 PM CDT 
9/13/06 CAT/RSS Scenarios:  

4 Hours 
10 AM to 2 PM CDT 

21,532 MW 9,416 MW 12,530 MW $(631.37) $48.97* $757.93*  

9/10/06 Evening Drop Off:   
4 Hours 

9 PM to 1 AM CDT 

22,742 MW 9,583 MW 14,345 MW $(450.87) $24.48 $57.07  

9/6/06 CAT Scenario:  
3 Hours 

12 noon – 3 PM CDT 
23,586 MW 8,915 MW 14,297 MW $(25.18)* $55.58* $299.68* 

 

8/30/06 Morning Ramp:  
4 Hours 

5 AM – 9 AM CDT 
19,879 MW 8,050 MW 10,032 MW $(463.06) $24.80 $130.50* 

 

8/15/06 Evening Drop Off:   
4 Hours 

9 PM to 1 AM CDT 

27,468 MW 10,565 
MW 

13,674 MW $(2,615.71) $43.96 $679.57 • Coral Power 
• Entergy Power Ventures 
• Exelon Generation Company 
• Golden Spread Electric 

Cooperative 
• ONEOK Energy Marketing & 

Trading 
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 System-Wide Deployment Control Test 

Date Scenario Peak Load 
Total MW 

Level 
Offered 

Total MW 
Level 

Deployed 
Min LIP Median 

LIP Max LIP Market Participants 
Not Participating 

8/11/06 Peak Load:   
3 Hours 

11 AM to 2 PM CDT 

31,216 MW 8,552 MW 12,318 MW $(49.63)* $68.20 $406.06* • Coral Power 
• Entergy Power Ventures 
• Exelon Generation Company 
• Golden Spread Electric 

Cooperative 
• ONEOK Energy Marketing & 

Trading 
6/28/06 Summer Peak:  3 

Hours (Note:  test 
terminated early after 

2 hours) 
11 AM to 2 PM CDT 

24,961 MW 12,122 
MW 

12,367 MW $(4.19) NA $114.84 • Arkansas Electric Cooperative 
Corporation 

• Calpine Energy Services 
• Coral Power 
• Entergy Power Ventures 
• Exelon Generation Company 
• Oklahoma Municipal Power 

Authority 
• ONEOK Energy Marketing & 

Trading 
• Tenaska Power Services 

6/21/06 Summer Peak:  2 
Hours 

12 PM to 2 PM CDT 

29,870 6,306 MW 7,974 MW $(38.73) NA $854.99 • Arkansas Electric Cooperative 
Corporation 

• Calpine Energy Services 
• Coral Power 
• Entergy Power Ventures 
• Exelon Generation Company 
• Oklahoma Municipal Power 

Authority 
• ONEOK Energy Marketing & 

Trading 
• Tenaska Power Services 
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 System-Wide Deployment Control Test 

Date Scenario Peak Load 
Total MW 

Level 
Offered 

Total MW 
Level 

Deployed 
Min LIP Median 

LIP Max LIP Market Participants 
Not Participating 

5/9/06 Flat Load:  1 Hour  
12 PM to 1 PM CDT 

27,769 4,150 MW 5,332 MW $53.85 $53.85 $53.85 • Data not available 

 
 

Legend 

Peak Load Peak SPP market footprint load during the test.   

Total MW Level Offered Peak range of MWs deployable by the market system 
(technical explanation:  resource plan maximum minus 
resource plan minimum for available resources with ramp rate 
not equal to zero). 

Total MW Level Deployed Peak sum of deployment instructions for those resources that 
were deployed. 

Min, Median and MAX LIP Hourly minimum, average and maximum locational imbalance 
prices. 

* LIPs (prices) were changed since the last BOD packet to 
more accurately reflect prices used in settlements rather than 
the elemental prices that are aggregated to create settlement 
prices.  Settlement prices are composed of one to many 
elemental prices with load prices, in particular, being 
composed of multiple elemental prices.   
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Appendix C:  Management Response to Failed and Late Metrics* 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Note:  Full metrics are provided separate from this status document.  If more information is desired, the 
management response can be cross-referenced to the actual metric using the Metric Reference column. 

 
Metric 

Reference 
Readiness Metric Status Management Response Risk 

14.8 Market Participant readiness 
certification Filed with FERC 

Failed 
Release 3 

Metrics 

• Certification will be filed based on a 
decision from the SPP Board of Directors. 

 

14.9 Control Area readiness 
certification Filed with FERC 

Failed 
Release 3 

Metrics 

• Information was gathered to support prior 
item, but is not technically required. 

 

14.10 SPP readiness certification 
Filed with FERC 

Late 
Release 3 

Metrics 

• Same as 14.8.  

14.11 30 Days Prior responses 
Filed with FERC 

Late 
Release 3 

Metrics 

• Same as 14.8.  

14.14 Tariff Updates Approved by 
FERC with no conditions 
impacting the market go-live 

Late 
Release 3 

Metrics 

• Response is expected 10/31.  

14.18 Market Participant 
Certification due to SPP 

Failed 
Release 3 

Metrics 

• Same as 14.9.  

17.17 FERC Reports Completed Late 
Release 3 

Metrics 

• Testing of one report is remaining.  

Legend 
R Continued failure or lateness of task 

measured by metric has a significant 
impact to the ability to go-live December 1. 

Y Failure or lateness of task measured by 
metric is not yet resolved; however, task is 
expected to be complete or there is a 
viable work around so as not to impact a 
December 1 go-live. 

G Failure or lateness of task measured by 
metric has since been resolved or does not 
present a risk to go-live on December 1. 
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Metric 

Reference 
Readiness Metric Status Management Response Risk 

18.3 All 5-minute Real-time 
Balancing Studies solve in 
less than 5 five minutes for 
the duration of the test 

Failed 
Release 3 

Metrics 

• See infrastructure status section.  

18.7 The Market Metrics 
Deployment Task Force 
renders an opinion that 
constraints managed in 
accordance with NERC 
priorities and SPP protocols 
and tariff, and CAT working 
effectively to issue 
curtailment instructions 

Late 
Release 3 

Metrics 

• SPP is expecting this to be included in the 
MOPC materials at the 10/24 SPP Board 
of Directors status. 

 

18.8 The Market Metrics 
Deployment Task Force 
renders an opinion that No 
line limits violated 

Late 
Release 3 

Metrics 

• Same as 18.7.  

18.58 No single Control Area can 
exceed 5 CPS2 violations for 
the duration of the 9/27 
deployment testing period 

Failed 
Release 3 

Metrics 

• There were 15 CPS2 violations during this 
test (10 were related to a unit outage).   

• This metric has been passed in a prior 
test cycle and is also tracked in future 
cycles 

 

18.59 Market transition and 
reversion plan successfully 
executed 

Late 
Release 3 

Metrics 

• This was completed successfully late.  
There was a delay following the 
settlements process. 

 

18.63 At least 90% of the online 
market footprint generation 
remains within 10% of 
deployment instructions (or 5 
MW, whichever is greater) 
for at least 85% of the 10/4 
deployment test duration 

Failed 
Release 3 

Metrics 

• Test was cancelled so metric failed (due 
to reliability concerns around a congestion 
management system issue). 

 

18.64 No more than 18 CPS2 
violations across all Market 
Footprint Control Areas for 
the duration of the 10/4 
deployment testing period 

Failed 
Release 3 

Metrics 

• Same as 18.63.  

18.65 No single Control Area can 
exceed 2 CPS2 violations for 
the duration of the 10/4 
deployment testing period 

Failed 
Release 3 

Metrics 

• Same as 18.63.  
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Metric 

Reference 
Readiness Metric Status Management Response Risk 

18.66 Dispatch instructions that 
relieve a constraint have 
been sent out within 15 
minutes of reporting the 
constraint (if applicable) for 
the duration of the 
deployment test. 

Failed 
Release 3 

Metrics 

• Same as 18.63.  

18.69 

No single Control Area can 
exceed 3 CPS2 violations for 
the duration of the 10/11 
deployment testing period 

Failed 
Release 3 

Metrics 

• One control area had 4 CPS2 violations 
during this test, all other control areas 
passed.   

• This metric has been passed in prior and 
subsequent test cycles and is also tracked 
for all deployment tests. 

 

20.16 System Freeze Date 
Milestone Met 

Late 
Release 3 

Metrics 

• There are some outstanding system bugs, 
resulting from deployment tests that are 
being evaluated.  Additionally, one report 
is late.  This item is not expected to 
impact go-live. 

 

21.11 Initial, Final, and 
Resettlement Statements 
are validated and posted for 
each Operating Day  of the 
Structured Scenario testing 
cycle 

Failed 
Release 3 

Metrics 

• There were missing settlements 
statements for two market participants.  
Additional process checks and balances 
have been implemented since so that this 
does not happen again. 
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Metric 

Reference 
Readiness Metric Status Management Response Risk 

21.12 
 

Invoices that contain all 
Settlement Statements from 
the testing cycle are 
published during the 
Structured Scenario testing 
cycle 

Failed 
Release 

3 
Metrics 

• Same as 21.11.  

21.19 At least 80% of Market 
Loads have meter data 
submitted for each 
settlement statement 
produced during the Parallel 
Operations IV testing cycle 

Failed 
Release 

3 
Metrics 

• 77% of market participants submitted meter 
data throughout the phase.  SPP believes 
that this issue will not be significant after we 
go-live.   

 

21.20 At least 10 Control Areas 
submit Interchange Meter 
data for each settlement 
statement produced during 
the Parallel Operations IV 
testing cycle 

Failed 
Release 

3 
Metrics 

• 8 submitted data.  SPP believes that this 
issue will not be significant after we go-live.   

 

21.21 Market Participants 
representing at least 80% of 
Market Footprint Generation 
return completed settlement 
statement and invoice 
verification spreadsheet 
acknowledging retrieval and 
review of applicable 
settlement statements and 
invoices 

Failed 
Release 

3 
Metrics 

• 67.4% returned the requested data (9 out of 
23).   

 

21.25 "The Market Metrics 
Settlements Task Force 
renders an opinion that 75% 
of Market Participants certify 
that they are able to 
download settlement 
statements and invoices or 
payout reports" 

Failed 3 
Metrics 

• Same as 18.7.  

21.34 The Market Metrics 
Settlements Task Force 
renders an opinion that all 
adjustments on the payout 
report are properly allocated 

Late 
Release 

3 
Metrics 

• Same as 18.7.  
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Metric 

Reference 
Readiness Metric Status Management Response Risk 

21.39 Initial, Final, and 
Resettlement Statements 
are validated and posted for 
each Operating Day of the 
Parallel Operations V testing 
cycle 

Failed 3 
Metrics 

• These settlements runs will be completed 
but late.  This is due to the breadth of work 
required to achieve market trials and project 
objectives. 

 

24.2 Performance Testing 
Executed Successfully 

Late 
Release 

3 
Metrics 

• Open item was waiting on a server upgrade, 
which occurred last week. 

• This test is being rescheduled prior to go-
live. 

 

24.14 SPP Business Owners sign 
off on operational readiness 
testing as validating key 
performance areas working 
to specifications necessary 
for market go live 

Late 
Release 

3 
Metrics 

• Same as 24.2.  

25.4 Integration Test Release 3.1 
High and Critical SIRs 
resolved 

Late 
Release 

3 
Metrics 

• Market trials bugs are not fully resolved.   
• SPP believes known issues are solve-able 

prior to December 1st. 

 

26.3 At least 97.5% of Hour 
Ahead Balancing Studies 
solve within 30 minutes for 
the duration of the testing 
cycle 

Failed 3 
Metrics 

• This process requires the submission of 
data from market participants, which did not 
happen for the duration of the testing cycle 
but rather only happened during deployment 
tests. 

 

26.4 At least 99% of 5-minute 
Real-time Balancing studies 
solve in less than 5 five 
minutes for  the duration of 
the testing cycle 

Failed 3 
Metrics 

• Numerous changes were implemented to 
address this item and the failure was prior to 
these changes. 

 

26.5 No more than 3 Real-time 
Balancing studies fail in a 
row for the duration of the 
testing cycle 

Failed 3 
Metrics 

• Same as 26.4.  

26.7 State Estimator has ninety-
seven percent (97%) 
availability of five (5) minute 
solutions for the duration of 
the testing cycle 

Failed 3 
Metrics 

• Metric passed 19 out of 20 days.   
• This is a MOTRTF Metric, which has 

passed the metric as defined (which 
requires only 7 days) but has not passed 
how it was applied to market trials (for a 
longer period of time). 
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Metric 

Reference 
Readiness Metric Status Management Response Risk 

26.9 Short term load forecast 
solves 97% of time with high 
accuracy (+/- 1%) 
throughout the testing cycle 
and Mid term load forecast 
solves 95% of time with high 
accuracy(+/- 3%) for the 
duration of the testing cycle 

Failed 3 
Metrics 

• See appendix.  

26.11 Real-Time EIS Calculations 
successful ninety-nine 
percent (99%) of five (5) 
minute solutions for the 
duration of the testing cycle 

Failed 3 
Metrics 

• Passed 6 out of 8 days.   
• Numerous changes were implemented to 

address this item and the failure was prior to 
these changes. 
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Metric 

Reference 
Readiness Metric Status Management Response Risk 

26.12 Market Flow Calculations 
successful ninety-seven 
percent (97%) of fifteen (15) 
minute solutions for the 
duration of the testing cycle 

Failed 3 
Metrics 

• Passed 9 out of 9 days.  However, 13 
days of data were missing since job that 
captured data was turned off to work on 
stability issue. 

• Numerous changes were implemented to 
address stability and the failure of the 
other days was reflected in this metric. 

 

27.1 The Market Metrics 
Curtailment Adjustment 
Tool/ Deliverability Analysis 
Task Force renders an 
opinion that during 
constrained conditions, 
100% of constraints were 
relieved strictly in 
accordance with Market 
Protocols and the CAT/DA 
Design 

Late 
Release 3 

Metrics 

• Same as 18.7.  

27.2 The Market Metrics 
Curtailment Adjustment 
Tool/ Deliverability Analysis 
Task Force renders an 
opinion that all applicable 
MPs received appropriate 
communications directing 
relief or need for relief of a 
constraint for the appropriate 
time period 

Late 
Release 3 

Metrics 

• Same as 18.7.  

27.3 The Market Metrics 
Curtailment Adjustment 
Tool/ Deliverability Analysis 
Task Force renders an 
opinion that identified 
constraints were relieved in 
accordance with Market 
Protocols and the CAT and 
DA designs. 

Late 
Release 3 

Metrics 

• Same as 18.7.  

27.4 The Market Metrics 
Curtailment Adjustment 
Tool/ Deliverability Analysis 
Task Force renders an 
opinion that appropriate 
Tagged and NLS schedules 
were curtailed 

Late 
Release 3 

Metrics 

• Same as 18.7.  
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Metric 

Reference 
Readiness Metric Status Management Response Risk 

27.5 The Market Metrics 
Curtailment Adjustment 
Tool/ Deliverability Analysis 
Task Force renders an 
opinion that curtailed 
schedules were removed 
from the Market engine and 
that the curtailments were 
appropriately reflected in the 
Balancing Area NSI 

Late 
Release 

3 
Metrics 

• Same as 18.7.  

27.6 The Market Metrics LIPs 
Task Force renders an 
opinion that LIPs calculated 
manually must be identical 
to LIPs calculated by MOS 

Late 
Release 

3 
Metrics 

• Same as 18.7.  

27.7 The Market Metrics Load 
Task Force renders an 
opinion that Day ahead 
forecasts developed by MPs 
serving load and SPP fall 
within a range of ±10% for 
90% of hours during Parallel 
Operations IV - Release 3. 

Late 
Release 

3 
Metrics 

• Same as 18.7.  

27.8 The Market Metrics Load 
Task Force renders an 
opinion that SPP day ahead 
load forecasts must be 
within 4% of the load 
calculated in SPP settlement 
statement reported load for 
90% of hours during Parallel 
Operations IV - Release 3 

Late 
Release 

3 
Metrics 

• Same as 18.7.  
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Appendix D:  Metrics Due in Next 2 Weeks (October. 18th thru October 31st) 
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Appendix E:  Market Participant Readiness Comments 

Summary  
The following comments are reported as received by SPP from Market Participants when collecting Market 
Participant readiness information.  

Market Participant Submitted Comments on Readiness 
Market Participant Comments 

Arkansas Electric Cooperative 
Corporation 

No change from previous survey 

American Electric Power See comments below. 
Calpine Energy Services   
Coral Power Coral Power has no changes since last survey. 
Empire District Electric See attached letter. 
Entergy Power Ventures Our status could change.   In essence we will be ready but in a limited 

capacity, but have concerns over SPP readiness mainly centered around 
SPP systems.  Yesterday was a good example, 2 outages where SPP 
systems were not available for about 3 hours. 

Exelon Generation Company No change for Exelon. 
 

Grand River Dam Authority GRDA is still in the process of checking out the settlement process and data. 
The pump storage issue seems to be resolved.  

Golden Spread Electric 
Cooperative  

  

Kansas City Board of Public 
Utilities 

No change 

Kansas Electric Power Coop   
Kansas City Power & Light  See comments below 
Kansas Power Pool  
Oklahoma Gas and Electric OG&E continues to test our Settlement and Operation systems and is actively 

working on several issues both internal to OG&E and external with SPP.  
 OG&E has submitted Service Requests in regards to the issues with SPP 
and expects a resolution will be communicated soon.  OG&E continues to 
work with our software vendor on several small issues, but is concerned 
about programmatic changes from SPP that are being communicated with 
such a short notice.  OG&E is not able to successfully implement these 
changes due to the lead-time needed to make the necessary software 
modifications and perform the internal testing before implementing the update 
to OG&E’s production systems. 
 
The training of our operations and settlements staff continues to progress.  
The several rounds of deployment testing have allowed more “real world” 
experience for both groups.  OG&E’s core group is fully engaged in the 
continual training of the larger group of operating and settlement personnel 
while participating in the numerous MITF, MWG, and Market Testing 
conference calls.  OG&E continues to address the JOU issues for its 
participation in the EIS Market.  A few contractual and scheduling procedures 
are outstanding. 
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Market Participant Comments 

Oklahoma Municipal Power 
Authority 

  

ONEOK Energy Marketing and 
Trading 

The sale of SpringCreek plant to Westar should be completed by Dec 31, 
2006 (hopefully before) 
 

Redbud Energy Redbud is “Yellow,” “Market Participant Expects To Be Ready To Go Live.” 
Sunflower Electric Power 
Corporation 

No change 

Southwestern Public Service 
Company  1. Based on the problems with the market flow calculator that became 

apparent last week and outages experienced last week, the scope of SPP 
systems for readiness remain at the forefront of SPS's concerns.  

2. SPS acknowledges SPP's movement to obtain market readiness and 
market sustainability analyses from third parties. SPS has articulated a 
number of times and in various forums that such analysis should be by 
"independent" third party(ies). In SPS's view, neither Boston Pacific nor 
Gestalt provide that level of independence from SPP's market. Both have had 
significant involvement in market design and implementation, and both have 
filed testimony with FERC in the pending EIS docket. This makes them 
involved parties and not independent.   

Tenaska Power Services   
Aquila Inc No change from the previous survey 
Western Farmers Electric 
Cooperative 

By Dec 1 (not nov 1 as noted below) 
 

Westar Energy  Still have concerns with the SPP STLF and congestion management 
software. Also want to see the analysis of the LIP volatility/market prior to 
going live. 
 
We are working through bugs and training issues with our API, but are 
confident those will be corrected in time to go live Dec 1, based on known 
issues today 
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American Electric Power Comments 
 
AEP is expected to be ready to go live. 
 
AEP has the following comments related to Market Readiness: 
 
i) LIP Volatility - AEP was initially less concerned about the LIP volatility being seen during the early deployment 
tests.  This lack of concern stemmed from AEP's experience in other markets and knowledge that some price 
volatility is to be expected.  Additionally, AEP recognized that during testing some scripted conditions could 
produce results which are beyond what would occur under live operations. However, the LIP volatility during 
deployment tests have not declined as the tests have progressed; the initial findings of the LIPS Market metrics 
Task Force (TF)  raise new perspectives on the issue; and SPP staff has recently indicated to the MITF that this 
volatility is expected to continue.  All of these have caused AEP to question its    initial assessment.  AEP is 
continuing to analyze the information from the deployment tests and the LIPS TF to determine possible sources 
for the volatility. 
ii.) Schedule Curtailment Notification - AEP is currently building and implementing the new functionality 
associated with receiving the NLS curtailments.  Given the recent release of this functionality AEP has not yet 
fully tested or verified the timeliness and accuracy of the data being provided by the SPP systems.  Since Market 
Participant involvement and awareness of the design aspects of this SPP work around was limited, AEP is only 
now able to begin evaluating the systems and staffing  impacts. Without full automation of  the NLS curtailments, 
AEP may be  unable to respond quickly to schedule changes thus leading to an exposure to imbalance cost and 
under scheduling charges which were not anticipated and may be in excess of its own fuel costs. 
 
iii.)Day Ahead Simultaneous Feasibility Test - What guidelines should MP's, BA's and CA's use to interpret and 
apply the information from the Day Ahead Deliverability Analysis?  AEP continues to review the results of the 
Deliverability Analysis studies on a daily basis.  On some days the deliverability analysis returns a result of “No 
data returned” and on others the reported information remains unclear.  SPP needs to provide more guidance to 
MP’s, BA’s and CA’s the report.  On October 12, 2006 during parallel operations testing, AEP submitted a 
Resource Plan for the following day which it fully expected, if taken to real time, would produce an unreliable 
condition.  Although AEP never intended to actually operate the units in the manner outlined in the Resource 
Plan, it was hoped that this would provide AEP insight regarding the process that would be used upon market go 
live.  While AEP did received a SFTDA report indicating numerous problems, the confusion regarding what 
actions should be taken based on the report are still present.  As a result, AEP took no action to revise the 
Resource Plan.  AEP was never contacted by any member of SPP staff regarding the proposed Resource Plan 
configuration. 
 
iv.) Curtailment Adjustment Tool (CAT)- AEP remains concerned about the CAT and Market Flow Calculator 
anomalies experienced during deployment tests.   AEP is unable to verify that the problems experienced to date 
have been resolved.  AEP has been unable to determine if CAT is functioning properly given the testing that has 
occurred. 
 
v.) Short-Term Load Forecast - SPP continues to fail the metric associated with the short-term load forecast.  The 
short-term load forecasting error has a direct impact on the regulation burden of both large and small Balancing 
Authorities.  If the error level with the short-term load forecast is not reduced AEP may be required to maintain 
amounts of regulation significantly higher than the levels required for today’s operation.  Such actions will result in 
either higher cost, due to additional regulation capability being made available on line, or lower EIS benefits, due 
to the need to reduce the dispatchable range of units being offered for SPP dispatch. 
 
vi.) AEP is encouraged that the Task Forces are reconvening at the SPP offices this week to complete the 
analysis that was started last month. AEP continues to support the work of the TFs to help test the SPP systems. 
 
vii.) SPP system stability and market functionality remain critical path issues for Market Readiness.  On 10-4 SPP 
canceled a system wide deployment test because of concerns related to functionality with the CAT and Constraint 
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Manager systems.  SPP has also continued to experience unplanned system outages even after the latest fixes 
have been applied.  
 
A clear and deliberate plan, including tests with defined objectives, must be put in place to bring closure to the 
outstanding issues associated with system stability and market functionality so that a timely and successful 
market launch can be achieved 
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Kansas City Power and Light Comments 
 
At this time, KCPL still has issues that need to be tested and/or addressed.  Those issues include (but are not 
limited to): 
1)  Widely fluctuating LIPs probably due to inaccurate calculated flows from the real-time balancing system during 
TLRs; 
2)  We have not successfully tested our settlement statements due to numerous changes to the settlement 
software by SPP and our vendor, and our inability to submit actual meter data which was not resolved timely by 
SPP's contractor; 
3)  Disgorgement due to curtailment of schedules from our load while at the same time the LIPs did not properly 
diverge to lower our generation.  This resulted in overscheduling generation to load; 
4)  KCPL does not fully understand the CAT process and needs additional information and training; 
5)  We have not had sufficient time to develop joint owned unit interfaces to enable us to make our JOUs 
available to the market.  SPP decided that market participants (MPs) were responsible for independently 
developing these processes; 
6)  SPP short-term load forecast variations; 
7)  Insufficient testing of losses and insufficient time to review losses in settlement statements; 
8)  SPP's process for implementing offer caps is not in compliance with the market protocols; 
9)  Schedule changes including native load schedule changes are reflected in RTOSS but are not communicated 
to MOS; 
10) SPP's development system is not ready for parallel operation after go-live resulting in SPP's and MPs' inability 
to test changes that need to be implemented after the market starts.  
These unresolved issues pose potentially significant financial risk with no proven ability to resolve them before our 
year-end financial reporting deadlines. 
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Appendix F:  Workarounds for a December 1 Implementation 

Summary  
As requested by the SPP Board of Directors, below are the operational issues that have work-arounds for a 
December 1 go-live date.   
 

I. Treatment of Recallable Reserves for One Specific Balancing Authority 
 

A single Balancing Authority sells energy in contracts that can be cancelled if the same energy is required 
for reserves.  In order to accommodate this particular Balancing Authorities practice, schedules need to 
be down-adjusted while still maintaining the current deployment levels.  The Market design does not 
currently support this functionality so SPP is working with the Balancing Authority to develop a 
mechanism to handle this situation.  It is not anticipated that any system or Market design changes will be 
made prior to December 1 in support of this item.  
 

II. Ability to Provide Economic Max / Min 
 

The system supports one set of maximum and minimum operating parameters for generation, which are 
expected to be set based on actual operating capabilities.  However, there are circumstances where a 
Market Participant may want to operate in a tighter bandwidth due to economic reasons.  The Market 
design does not currently support this functionality so SPP has recommended that the regulation reserves 
(up reg and down reg) be used to further narrow this bandwidth when required. 
 
10/24 STATUS UPDATE:  An enhancement request will be developed for this item. 
 

III. Manual Treatment of Reverse Flowgates 
 

CAT does not correctly handle TLR called in a reverse direction from that in which a particular flowgate is 
defined. Until the appropriate system patch is installed, SPP will follow the workaround of creating a real-
time flowgate (“on the fly”) in the opposite direction of that which is defined.  This functionality can be 
exercised within an hour and will allow SPP to use this functionality for non-emergency relief of a flowgate 
in the reverse direction.  Emergency relief will be obtained pursuant to the Market Protocols through the 
issuance of manual (e.g. – OOME) instructions. 
 
10/24 STATUS UPDATE:  Historically, there has only been one SPP flowgate with this situation.  
Currently, there are two SPP flowgates with this situation.  Therefore, the "work around" is considered low 
risk and cost effective. 
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Appendix G:  Readiness Issues Update 

Short Term Load Forecasting (Results from 10/17 Deployment Test) 

Load Forecast Accuracy By Control Area
October 17, 2006 (1200 - 1955)
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GRDA Forecasted Vs. Actual
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EDE Forecasted Vs. Actual
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KACY Forecasted Vs. Actual
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KCPL Forecasted Vs. Actual
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OKGE Forecasted Vs. Actual
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SECI Forecasted Vs. Actual
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SPS Forecasted Vs. Actual
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WFEC Forecasted Vs. Actual
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WPEK Forecasted Vs. Actual
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WR Forecasted Vs. Actual
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CSWS Forecasted Vs. Actual
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Congestion Management Processes / CAT  

Congestion Management Test Scenarios for 10/11, 10/12, & 10/17 Deployment Tests 

Date 
TLR 
type 

Effective 
Time Flowgate 

Total 
Requested 

Relief 
Market Relief 

Responsibility
Approximate 
Actual Relief 

3B 1225 OneBanNesTul 5 3 3 
3B 1235 OneBanNesTul 10 8 8 
3B 1255 SPSNorth_Sth 10 0 0 
3A 1300 SPSNorth_Sth 17 0 0 
5B 1325 SPSNorth_Sth 5 4 9 
0 1400 OneBanNesTul N/A     
0 1400 SPSNorth_Sth N/A     

3B 1450 OneBanNesTul 10 8 8 
3B 1455 OneBanNesTul 15 13 13 

10/11/2006 

0 1505 OneBanNesTul N/A     

3A 1000 
Temporary 1 (same elements as 

OneBanNesTul) 15 10 10 

3A 1100 
Temporary 1 (same elements as 

OneBanNesTul) 25 15 17 

0 1200 
Temporary 1 (same elements as 

OneBanNesTul) N/A     
3B 1145 SPSNorth_Sth 10001 0 0 
5B 1240 SPSNorth_Sth 10 8 9 
5B 1345 SPSNorth_Sth 50 42 34 
5B 1350 SPSNorth_Sth 88 69 552 

5A 1355 SPSNorth_Sth 110 86 552 

5A 1400 SPSNorth_Sth 130 171 552 

5A 1405 SPSNorth_Sth 145 163 552 

3B 1435 SPSNorth_Sth 20 0 0 
0 1500 SPSNorth_Sth N/A     

3A 1610 MusXfrYoaLea 5 143 53 

10/12/2006 

0 1630 MusXfrYoaLea N/A     
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Congestion Management Test Scenarios for 10/11, 10/12, & 10/17 Deployment Tests 

Date 
TLR 
type 

Effective 
Time Flowgate 

Total 
Requested 

Relief 
Market Relief 

Responsibility
Approximate 
Actual Relief 

3A 1710 SPPSPSTIES 20 793 Increased 203 
0 1810 SPPSPSTIES N/A     

3B 1340 MusXfrYoaLea 5 4 4 
0 1500 MusXfrYoaLea N/A     

3A 1500 GenTlmRedWil 0 913 03 
0 1600 GenTlmRedWil N/A     

3B 1650 SPSSPPTIES 5 03 203 
3A 1800 SPSSPPTIES 5 03 163 

10/17/2006 

0 1900 SPSSPPTIES N/A     
Note1 – Scenario executed to demonstrate handling of request for an unreasonable amount of relief, system performed as expected 
Note2 – Scenario was executed to demonstrate ability to cut Native Load Schedules, so MP did not respond to curtailment causing requested relief not to be 
achieved 
Note3 – Actual relief based on restriction of additional market flow expected at effective time of TLR, system performed as expected.  For all TLRs with type A 
(next hour TLR), the Market Relief Responsibility is based on predicted next hour flow.  For Example, if SPP requests zero relief on a TLR A and the predicted next 
hour flow increases, the flowgate flow should remain unchanged, essentially preventing the next hour increase to happen.  Another Example, SPP requests 20MW 
on a TLR 3A and predicted next hour flow increases by approximately 80MW, the flowgate flow should increase, but only by 60MW or less. 
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Flowgate Differences between Estimate and Actual 

Issue Description 

The market systems estimate energy levels on all market flowgates 15 minutes in advance.  When this estimate is 
compared to the actual values that occur 15 minutes later, one flowgate was identified in the recent deployment 
tests with a larger discrepancy than expected by SPP.  Although there will be variances in the comparison 
between estimate and actual – and there is a manual process in place for dealing with these variances – SPP 
expects the variance to fall within a reasonable range.  If the estimate is significantly different, there is the 
potential for an alteration in the deployment order of market resources, thus affecting market prices. 

Management Response 

SPP has made significant progress concerning the identified flowgate discrepancy.  The issue was recreated 
using the production data from the deployment test, and the problem was traced to a sign issue (negative instead 
of positive) on the production data model.  Upon correction of the difference and re-running the test with 
production data, the variance was reduced from roughly 120MW to 10 MW on a flowgate with a 278 MW flow.   

SPP is reviewing remaining flowgate results from the most recent deployment test to determine if there are any 
similar issues.   
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Appendix H:  Reserve Sharing Agreement Status Update 
In its July 20, 2006 order on SPP’s Proposed Energy Imbalance Market Provisions and Compliance Filing, FERC 
required jurisdictional entities and entities with reciprocal tariffs participating in the reserve sharing program to 
develop new emergency service rates applicable to energy sold through the SPP reserve sharing program and 
required SPP to modify its OATT to reflect a pass-through of costs charged under these new emergency service 
rates of  the reserve sharing program participants.  These new rates are to be used in lieu of rates, tariffs or 
contracts currently used by reserve sharing participants in bi-lateral transactions between themselves. Currently 
there are 25 parties participating in the reserve sharing program for the deployment of emergency energy. The 
program includes: (1) jurisdictional members, (2) non-jurisdictional members,  (3)  parties such as Cleco and 
Entergy who are members of SPP but who are neither participants in the EIS market nor Transmission Owners 
under the SPP tariff, and (4) non-jurisdictional utilities that are outside the SPP footprint. 
 
The order notes “that entities that are not members of a reserve sharing group may contract for reserve services 
and avoid charges from balancing authorities by operating pursuant to SPP’s section 4.2(c) of Attachment AE 
which allows for the use of specific default schedules in the event of a reserve sharing activation”. SPP’s proposal 
to rely on contracts between balancing authorities as the filed rate for emergency energy was rejected. The 
Commission ordered that tariff rates must be on file with the Commission and “specific enough for any reasonably 
knowledgeable party to be able to calculate for itself what charge will be produced by the formula.” SPP was 
directed to “modify its OATT to provide that rates for emergency energy will reflect a pass-through of costs 
charged to SPP pursuant to a new emergency energy ancillary service schedule in the affected public utilities’ 
OATTs or utilities’ reciprocal tariffs”. The order also specified that the “just and reasonable rate for emergency 
energy should reflect the actual costs of emergency energy and should not include capacity costs”. 
 
Six FERC jurisdictional members of the reserve sharing program have filed in compliance with the order. The 
process for compliance by non-jurisdictional members is expected to be abbreviated, requiring that they only need 
to post a rate schedule. Constellation Energy is acting as agent for four of the municipal program participants. 
 
Sixteen program participants met via teleconference on October 17, 2006. Call participants had available the 
present order and the filings of the six members that had already filed rates in compliance with the order. Various 
pricing approaches were discussed including LIPs, market based rates, cost of service rates or an approach 
seeking the higher of cost between alternatives. The consensus among the call participants is that the FERC 
expected cost based rates to be filed. Although call participants discussed possible courses of action from taking 
no action to the filing of a default schedule, most agreed that the outcome that would provide the participants with 
the greatest certainty in terms of billing, collecting and cost recovery is for each participant to make a specific 
filing or posting as necessary. Parties are expected to make the requisite filings as a compliance filing required by 
the Order and as such can seek an effective date concurrent with the anticipated market start with an expectation 
that FERC will render a decision within 60 days of the filing. 
 
Call participants asked SPP Staff to prepare specific examples of the billing scenarios associated with this 
service. The order clearly charges SPP with administering the billing in connection with this revised program for 
SPP members. Staff is to report back to the group on the provision of billing services to non-SPP members. Staff 
is also to continue to contact and encourage parties to the reserve sharing program that were non-participants 
during the October 17th call. 
 
In summary, most if not all, reserve sharing program participants are expected to have taken the actions 
necessary to ensure continued recovery of their charges under the reserve sharing program by the time that the 
SPP Energy Imbalance market is initiated, thus assuring their ability to continue participation in the program.  

 



Market Readiness Metric Statistics Revised 10/17/2006

Phase Total Complete
On 

Schedule
Behind 

Schedule Target Date Expected Date Comments Regarding Metrics Behind Schedule
Market Trials Participant Readiness
ICCP/XML Connectivity - Release 2 2 2 2 0 9/30/2005 9/30/2005
Day in the Life thru RPV Market Trials - 
Release 2 4 4 4 0 12/2/2005 12/2/2005
NSI / Control Testing - Release 2 3 3 3 0 12/22/2005 12/22/2005
DILE Market Trials - Release 2 8 8 8 0 2/10/2006 2/10/2006
Unscripted Testing - Release 2 1 1 1 0 3/3/2006 3/3/2006

Parallel Operations - Release 2 17 16 16 1 3/24/2006 8/1/2006

The archiving and data retention plan metric is being tracked 
as part of Operational Readiness - Release 3 and is not yet 
complete.

Factory Acceptance Test - Release 2 10 10 10 0 11/11/2005 11/11/2005
Integration Test - Release 2 9 9 9 0 1/13/2006 1/13/2006

Technical Test - Release 2 2 1 1 1 2/16/2006 9/1/2006

The 24X7 Technical Test Metric is not yet complete.  This 
metric is being tracked as part of Parallel Operations IV - 
Release 3

Business and Regulatory - Release 2 14 13 13 1 4/20/2006 7/22/2006

The NERC waiver for the Congestion Management Process 
has not yet been received.  This metric is being tracked as 
part of Business and Regulatory - Release 3.

Operational Readiness - Release 2 19 19 19 0 5/15/2006 5/15/2006
QA Testing - Release 2 9 9 9 0 3/17/2006 3/17/2006
Parallel Operations II - Release 2 4 4 4 0 5/5/2006 5/5/2006

Business and Regulatory - Release 3 18 13 8 10 9/25/2006 10/24/2006 Certification will be evaluated during the 10/24 BOD Meeting

Parallel Operations III - Release 3 19 19 18 1 6/15/2006* 9/1/2006
The market trials approach was approved during the 9/1/2006 
MITF Meeting.

Structured Scenario Testing - Release 3 23 23 1 22 9/1/2006 9/20/2006

Structured Scenario Testing began 1 week late.  The 
schedule was adjusted to reflect this.  In regards to the 
partication metrics, participants during the MITF meeting 
requested to return completed verification forms by 9/20

Parallel Operations IV - Release 3.1 19 18 17 2 9/20/2006 9/29/2006

Only one part of 1 FERC report is outstanding.  Solution is in 
place but data currently under investigation.  24X7 testing 
was completed on 9/24

Deployment Test 80 73 68 12 8/9/2006 TBD

The 8/9 Deployment test was rescheduled for 8/11.  The 8/23 
deployment test was cancelled due to Production Issues.  All 
of the metrics noted as part of the Deployment Test Task 
Force have been marked as late.  Only 2 of these metrics are 
still outstanding

Parallel Operations Days 5 5 5 0 10/16/2006 10/16/2006
Final Trials - Release 3.1 17 0 16 1 TBD TBD

Settlements - Release 3 47 34 33 14 TBD TBD
The metrics marked as late were completed on 9/20 when 
settlement verification forms were submitted.  

Factory Acceptance Test - Release 3 10 10 2 8 6/9/2006 9/22/2006*

The following FAT metrics were behind schedule: SPP code, 
AREVA code, Accenture Code, and DSS code.  The late 
delivery of code was caused in part by the late addition of 
scope, which was approved through the stakeholder process.  
Additionally, SPP code, AREVA code, and Accenture code 
which was in scope, was delivered later in the process, but 
was successfully test as part of Integration Test - Release 3.  
The DSS code was delivered on 9/26 but this is only required 
for internal monitoring needed for market start.

Integration Test - Release 3 7 7 6 1 7/21/2006 10/4/2006 The 1 High/ Critical SIR openned was closed on 10/4/2006

Operational Readiness - Release 3 16 14 10 6 7/21/2006 10/25/2006

The 24X7 Technical Test Metric iwas completed on 9/24.  
This metric is being tracked as part of Parallel Operations IV - 
Release 3.  The completion of performance test is dependent 
upon the migration of LIPS, SLIPS, and Offer Caps (on 
SPP.org) to Production.  Once this is complete, performance 
test can be fully executed and signed off by the business 
owners.  The infrastructure freeze date has not been met due 
by issues with the MOS standby system.

Integration Test - Release 3.1 4 3 3 1 8/17/2006 TBD
Around 18 High/ Critical SIRs remain open, some of which 
are scheduled for Market Launch

Parallel Operations V - Release 3.1 14 14 14 0 10/6/2006 10/17/2006
Market Metrics Task Force Operational 
Metrics 9 1 0 9 9/13/2006 TBD Still awaiting presentation of final results 
Market Release - Release 3 16 0 16 0 TBD TBD
Totals 406 333 316 90

© 2006 Accenture LLP.  All Rights Reserved. 1
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Market Readiness Metrics - Release 3 DRAFT
Revised 10/17/2006

Reference 
Number Type Readiness Metric  Comments Target Actual

14. Business and Regulatory - Release 3
14.1 Exit Market Protocols Updated For Release 3 5/9/2006 5/8/2006

14.2 Exit
Transition & Reversion Plan Published & Included in 60 Days Post-
Tariff Ruling Response Includes Sign Off 5/19/2006 5/19/2006

14.3 Exit 60 Days Post-Tariff Ruling responses Filed with FERC 5/19/2006 5/19/2006

14.4 Exit 60 Days Prior responses Filed with FERC

A letter notifying the commission of the 11/1/2006 Market 
Implementaiton Date was filed with FERC on 8/2.   Other 
compliance items related to the 60 days prior response are 
scheduled to be submitted prior to 8/31 8/16/2006

Complete - 
9/1/2006

14.5 Exit Independent Metrics Filed with FERC The Independent Metrics are to be filed with FERC prior to 8/31 8/16/2006
Complete - 
9/1/2006

14.6 Exit Pro-Forma Reserve Sharing Agreement Filed with FERC
The Reserve Sharing Agreement is scheduled to be filed with 
FERC prior to 8/31 8/16/2006

Complete - 
9/1/2006

14.7 Exit Standard Metering Agent Agreement Filed with FERC
The Metering Agent Agreement was approved by Board and is 
scheduled to be filed prior to 8/31 8/16/2006

Complete - 
9/1/2006

14.8 Exit Market Participant readiness certification Filed with FERC Participants representing 80% of generation 10/2/2006

Failed - 
Based on 
Results of 

14.18

14.9 Exit Control Area readiness certification Filed with FERC 100% of Control Areas 10/2/2006

Failed - 
Based on 
Results of 

14.18

14.10 Exit SPP readiness certification Filed with FERC

Certification was not approved during the 9/29/06 Board Meeting.  
The Board will determine if certification will be filed during the 
next Board Meeting on 10/24/2006 10/2/2006

Late - 
Anticipated 
10/24/2006

14.11 Exit 30 Days Prior responses Filed with FERC

Certification was not approved during the 9/29/06 Board Meeting.  
The Board will determine if certification will be filed during the 
next Board Meeting on 10/24/2006 10/2/2006

Late - 
Anticipated 
10/24/2006

14.12 Exit IDCWG Evaluation of SPP Market Filed with FERC 10/25/2006
14.13 Exit NERC Readiness Recommendation of SPP Market Filed with FERC 10/25/2006

14.14 Exit
Tariff Updates Approved by FERC with no conditions impacting the 
market go-live

Updated protocols and 60 day prior responses filed with FERC 
on 9/1/06.  SPP is expecting a response from FERC on 

10/31/2006 10/1/2006

Late - 
Anticipated  

10/31

14.15 Exit
SPP submits written response to NERC addressing the concerns 
identified in the initial NERC verification team report. 9/20/2006 Complete 

14.16 Exit
NERC Waiver Received for Updated Congestion Management 
Process. 7/22/2006

Complete - 
8/2/2006

14.17 Exit Compliance filing due addressing FERC response to 5/19 filing The Compliance Filing is scheduled to be filed prior to 8/31 8/21/2006
Complete - 
9/1/2006

14.18 Exit Market Participant Certification due to SPP

As of 10/4/2006: 6 Participants Certified, 8 Participants 
responded that they couldn’t/wouldn’t sign the “Certification” 

document. 9/25/2006
Late - Failed -

9/27/2006
15. Parallel Operations III - Release 3 (8/7 - 8/17)

15.1 Entry MITF approval of Market Trials Parallel Operations II

One participant had observations related to using the POC forms 
submitted by participants, and also requested more robust 

testing in the future. The MITF agreed to close Parallel 
Operations II noting Market Implementation should not proceed 

without fixes to the noted system issues.
15.2 Entry Market Trials Approach Completed 6/8/2006 Complete
15.3 Entry Market Trials Success Criteria Defined 6/7/2006 Complete

15.4 Entry Market Trials Approach Approved by MITF Approved during 9/1/2006 MITF Meeting 6/15/2006
Complete - 
9/1/2006

15.5 Tracking

Market Participants representing at least 80% of Market Footprint 
Generation submit Market and schedule data consistent with SPP 
protocols and timelines, using their expected production submission 
methods, for at least 3 consecutive days

SPP assumes that participants are using their expected 
production submission methods

15.6 Tracking
Model updates made based on returned registration packages as of the 
6/21 freeze date All registration packets were received by 6/21

15.7 Tracking
At least 97.5% of Hour Ahead Balancing Studies solve within 30 
minutes for the duration of the testing cycle

15.8 Tracking
At least 99% of 5-minute Real-time Balancing studies solve in less than 
5 five minutes for  the duration of the testing cycle

15.9 Tracking
No more than 3 Real-time Balancing studies fail in a row for the 
duration of the testing cycle Only on August 16th - 11 cases failed

15.10 Tracking
Market Operations Portal functionality is available at least 99.5% of the 
time for the duration of the testing cycle

15.11 Tracking
State Estimator has ninety-seven percent (97%) availability of five (5) 
minute solutions for the duration of the testing cycle

15.12 Tracking
State Estimator solves 90% of the time with Mismatch level lower than 
50 MW and with high accuracy throughout the testing cycle

The following measurement failed: State Estimator solves 90% of 
the time with high accuracy (SE MW within 5% of the base rating 

or < 50 MW (larger of 2 values is target)) for 50 largest units.

Passed - 99.13%

Passed - ~99.6%

Passed - 100%

Failed

Complete

Failed

Complete - 85.1%

Complete

Passed

© 2006 Accenture LLP. All Rights Reserved. 1



Market Readiness Metrics - Release 3 DRAFT
Revised 10/17/2006

Reference 
Number Type Readiness Metric  Comments Target Actual

15.13 Tracking

Short term load forecast solves 97% of time with high accuracy (+/- 1%) 
throughout the testing cycle and Mid term load forecast solves 95% of 
time with high accuracy(+/- 3%) for the duration of the testing cycle

15.14 Tracking ICCP availability of 99.5% throughout the testing cycle

15.15 Tracking
Real-Time EIS Calculations successful ninety-nine percent (99%) of 
five (5) minute solutions for the duration of the testing cycle Only failed for August 16th.

15.16 Tracking
Market Flow Calculations successful ninety-seven percent (97%) of 
fifteen (15) minute solutions for the duration of the testing cycle Only failed for August 16th.

15.17 Tracking

Dispatch instructions that relieve a constraint have been sent out within 
15 minutes of reporting the constraint (if applicable) for the duration of 
the testing cycle

15.18 Entry Market Trials Success Criteria Approved by MITF 7/14/2006 Complete

15.19 Exit

Market Participants representing ≥ 80% of Market Footprint Generation 
Successfully Completed Parallel Operations III based upon Market 
Trials Success Criteria

16. Structured Scenario Testing - Release 3 (8/28 - 9/7)
16.1 Entry MITF approval of Market Trials Parallel Operations III MITF approval of close of cycle

16.2 Exit

Market Participants representing at least 80% of Market Footprint 
Generation return completed test scripts as prescribed in the Market 
Trials Approach document Dates of SST were moved from 8/21 - 9/1 to 8/28 - 9/7

16.3 Exit

Market Participants representing at least 80% of Market Footprint 
Generation successfully test $400 offer cap safety net functionality 
based on SPP provided test script and expected results Dates of SST were moved from 8/21 - 9/1 to 8/28 - 9/7

16.4 Exit

Market Participants representing at least 80% of Market Footprint 
Generation successfully test MP Level Load Forecast functionality 
based on SPP provided test script and expected results Dates of SST were moved from 8/21 - 9/1 to 8/28 - 9/7

16.5 Exit

Market Participants representing at least 80% of Market Footprint 
Generation successfully test over/under commitment functionality 
based on SPP provided test script and expected results Dates of SST were moved from 8/21 - 9/1 to 8/28 - 9/7

16.6 Exit

Market Participants representing at least 80% of Market Footprint 
Generation successfully view Offer Cap data on SPP.org based on 
SPP provided test script and expected results Dates of SST were moved from 8/21 - 9/1 to 8/28 - 9/7

16.7 Exit
At least 75% of Market Control Area Operators successfully access the 
backup EI NSI values from OPS1 Dates of SST were moved from 8/21 - 9/1 to 8/28 - 9/7

16.8 Exit

At least 75% of Market Control Areas that have multiple MPs within 
their area of responsibility successfully test availability of MP related 
data for those participants within their respective Control Areas based 
on SPP provided test script and expected results:
- Hourly Resource Plan
- Ancillary Service Plan
- Hourly load forecast
- 5-minute dispatch instruction, excluding price
- Schedules (if any)
- Native Load Schedules (if any)
- Energy Imbalance calculation for each Settlement Area
- Scheduled and Actual Settlement Area Load and/or Generation
- Registration information consisting of unit-to-plant groupings and 
associated settlement location names as well as information needed to 
associate SPP’s network and SCADA models with the corresponding 
models maintained by the host Balancing Authority Dates of SST were moved from 8/21 - 9/1 to 8/28 - 9/7

16.9 Exit

At least 80% of Market Participants registered to use NLS successfully 
test enforcement of submission timing rules based on SPP provided 
test script and expected results Dates of SST were moved from 8/21 - 9/1 to 8/28 - 9/7

16.10 Exit

Market Participants representing at least 80% of Market Footprint 
Generation successfully view substituted LIPs on SPP.org based on 
SPP provided test script and expected results Dates of SST were moved from 8/21 - 9/1 to 8/28 - 9/7

16.11 Exit

Market Participants representing at least 80% of Market Footprint 
Generation successfully view additional LIP data elements on SPP.org 
based on SPP provided test script and expected results Dates of SST were moved from 8/21 - 9/1 to 8/28 - 9/7

16.12 Tracking
At least 97.5% of Hour Ahead Balancing Studies solve within 30 
minutes for the duration of the testing cycle Dates of SST were moved from 8/21 - 9/1 to 8/28 - 9/7

16.13 Tracking
At least 99% of 5-minute Real-time Balancing studies solve in less than 
5 five minutes for  the duration of the testing cycle Dates of SST were moved from 8/21 - 9/1 to 8/28 - 9/7

16.14 Tracking
No more than 3 Real-time Balancing studies fail in a row for the 
duration of the testing cycle Dates of SST were moved from 8/21 - 9/1 to 8/28 - 9/7

16.15 Tracking
Market Portal is available at least 99.5% of the time for the duration of 
the testing cycle Dates of SST were moved from 8/21 - 9/1 to 8/28 - 9/7

16.16 Tracking
State Estimator has ninety-seven percent (97%) availability of five (5) 
minute solutions for the duration of the testing cycle Dates of SST were moved from 8/21 - 9/1 to 8/28 - 9/7

16.17 Tracking
State Estimator solves 90% of the time with Mismatch level lower than 
50 MW and with high accuracy throughout the testing cycle Dates of SST were moved from 8/21 - 9/1 to 8/28 - 9/7

16.18 Tracking

Short term load forecast solves 97% of time with high accuracy (+/- 1%) 
throughout the testing cycle and Mid term load forecast solves 95% of 
time with high accuracy(+/- 3%) for the duration of the testing cycle Dates of SST were moved from 8/21 - 9/1 to 8/28 - 9/7

Passed
89.1%

Failed - 98.90%

Failed - 4 missed RTBs 
from 04:20-04:45 on 

9/6/2006

Passed

Passed - 97.52%

Passed

Passed
82.2% out of 94.7% = 

97.4%
Passed

82.9% out of 86.6% = 
95.7%
Passed

80.3% out of 86.6% = 
92.7%

Passed
87.5%

Failed

Failed
No data available due to 

CAT not turned on in 
Production

Complete

Passed - 92.2%

81.8%
9 out of 11

83.3%
5 out of 6

Service Requests are in 
Progress

Failed on 9/5 (93.4%)

Failed on 9/5 and 9/6

Failed - Based off of 
periods solved

Passed
83.1% out of 86.6% = 96%

Passed
89.8%

Complete  - Based upon 
results of metric 15.5

Failed
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Reference 
Number Type Readiness Metric  Comments Target Actual

16.19 Tracking ICCP availability of 99.5% throughout the testing cycle Dates of SST were moved from 8/21 - 9/1 to 8/28 - 9/7

16.20 Tracking
Real-Time EIS Calculations successful ninety-nine percent (99%) of 
five (5) minute solutions for the duration of the testing cycle Dates of SST were moved from 8/21 - 9/1 to 8/28 - 9/7

16.21 Tracking
Market Flow Calculations successful ninety-seven percent (97%) of 
fifteen (15) minute solutions for the duration of the testing cycle Dates of SST were moved from 8/21 - 9/1 to 8/28 - 9/7

16.22 Tracking

Dispatch instructions that relieve a constraint have been sent out within 
15 minutes of reporting the constraint (if applicable) for the duration of 
the testing cycle

16.23 Exit

Market Participants representing ≥ 80% of Market Footprint Generation 
Successfully Completed Structured Scenario Testing based upon 
Market Trials Success Criteria Dates of SST were moved from 8/21 - 9/1 to 8/28 - 9/7

17. Parallel Operations IV - Release 3 (9/11 - 9/20)

17.1 Entry MITF approval of Market Trials Structured Scenario Testing

The MITF decides to move forward into Parallel Operations IV 
(POPS IV) without closing Structured Scenario Testing (SST). 

Market Trials will not move beyond POPS IV and SST will not be 
closed until the reasons behind the failed metrics in SST have 

been identified and MITF members are comfortable that solutions 
have been implemented that would address those failures. MITF 

understands that demonstrating the effectiveness of the 
solutions may require additional testing.

17.2 Exit

Market Participants representing at least 80% of Market Footprint 
Generation submit Market and schedule data consistent with SPP 
protocols and timelines, using their expected production submission 
methods, for at least 3 consecutive days

Dates of Parallel Operations IV were moved from 9/5 - 9/15 to 
9/11 - 9/20

17.3 Exit
At least 97.5% of Hour Ahead Balancing Studies solve within 30 
minutes for the duration of the testing cycle

Dates of Parallel Operations IV were moved from 9/5 - 9/15 to 
9/11 - 9/20

17.4 Exit
At least 99% of 5-minute Real-time Balancing studies solve in less than 
5 five minutes for  the duration of the testing cycle

Dates of Parallel Operations IV were moved from 9/5 - 9/15 to 
9/11 - 9/20

17.5 Exit
No more than 3 Real-time Balancing studies fail in a row for the 
duration of the testing cycle

Dates of Parallel Operations IV were moved from 9/5 - 9/15 to 
9/11 - 9/20

17.6 Exit
Market Operations Portal functionality is available at least 99.5% of the 
time for the duration of the testing cycle

Dates of Parallel Operations IV were moved from 9/5 - 9/15 to 
9/11 - 9/20

17.7 Exit
State Estimator has ninety-seven percent (97%) availability of five (5) 
minute solutions for the duration of the testing cycle

Dates of Parallel Operations IV were moved from 9/5 - 9/15 to 
9/11 - 9/20

17.8 Exit
State Estimator solves 90% of the time with Mismatch level lower than 
50 MW and with high accuracy throughout the testing cycle

Dates of Parallel Operations IV were moved from 9/5 - 9/15 to 
9/11 - 9/20

17.9 Exit

Short term load forecast solves 97% of time with high accuracy (+/- 1%) 
throughout the testing cycle and Mid term load forecast solves 95% of 
time with high accuracy(+/- 3%) for the duration of the testing cycle

Dates of Parallel Operations IV were moved from 9/5 - 9/15 to 
9/11 - 9/20

17.10 Exit ICCP availability of 99.5% throughout the testing cycle
Dates of Parallel Operations IV were moved from 9/5 - 9/15 to 

9/11 - 9/20

17.11 Exit
Real-Time EIS Calculations successful ninety-nine percent (99%) of 
five (5) minute solutions for the duration of the testing cycle

Dates of Parallel Operations IV were moved from 9/5 - 9/15 to 
9/11 - 9/20

17.12 Exit
Market Flow Calculations successful ninety-seven percent (97%) of 
fifteen (15) minute solutions for the duration of the testing cycle

Dates of Parallel Operations IV were moved from 9/5 - 9/15 to 
9/11 - 9/20

17.13 Exit

Dispatch instructions that relieve a constraint have been sent out within 
15 minutes of reporting the constraint (if applicable) for the duration of 
the testing cycle

Dates of Parallel Operations IV were moved from 9/5 - 9/15 to 
9/11 - 9/20

17.14 Exit

Market Participants representing  ≥ 80% of Market Footprint Generation 
Successfully Completed Parallel Operations IV  based upon Market 
Trials Success Criteria

Dates of Parallel Operations IV were moved from 9/5 - 9/15 to 
9/11 - 9/20

17.15 Exit Technical Test executed successfully.

SPP Verifies all critical functioning of real time systems (MOS, 
RTO_SS, CAT) have remained active and stable for 24 Hours for 

7 consecutive days.  The Market Loss functionality impacting 
RTO_SS is not included in this metric.  The solving of the 

solution will only be measured in regards to CAT.
(Note: This metric excludes planned outages.  Planned outages 
may be under an hour for patches and fixes and for significant 
changes, the outage should be within a reasonable timeframe). 9/1/2006

Complete - 
9/24

CAT: 9/18 - 
9/24 

17.16 Entry Transition to 4-second RTO_SS NSI 9/1/2006 8/21/2006

17.17 Exit FERC Reports Completed
The reports required by FERC are completed by the Market 

Monitoring Group 9/16/2006
Anticipated - 
9/29/2006

17.18 Entry All Market Functionality is Tested Due Date moved from 9/1 to 9/7 9/7/2006 9/7/2006
17.19 Entry All Market Settlement Functionality is Tested Due Date moved from 9/1 to 9/7 9/7/2006 9/7/2006

Failed - 9/20 at 99.31%

94.79% - 9/16 - Due to 
Planned MOS Production 

Maintenance
Failed - 9/19 - 86.46%

Failed

Failed - ~96% from 9/11 - 
9/19

Failed - ~96%  from 9/11 - 
9/19

Passed - 100% 

Only failed on those days 
where there was a Planned 

Update

Failed

Only failed on those days 
where there was a Planned 

Update

Passed

Failed

Passed Based off of 
Results of Metric 17.2

Passed - 92.2%

Failed - 9/12 at 98.26%
Failed - 9/19 at 89.93%
96.53% - 9/16 (Due to 

Planned MOS Production 
Maintenance)

Failed

Passed - 96.7% (Resource 
Plans Submitted by all MPs 
with generation except for 

2)

Passed

Passed
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18. Deployment Testing (5/9 - 9/14)
18.1 Exit 100% of Market Control Areas Participate in each deployment test Passed all Deployment Tests up to 8/16

18.2 Exit
Market Participants representing at least 80% of Market Footprint 
Generation participate in all Deployment Control Tests Passed all Deployment Tests up to 8/16

18.3 Exit
All 5-minute Real-time Balancing Studies solve in less than 5 five 
minutes for the duration of the test Passed for 6/21 and 6/28 test

18.4 Exit
The Market Metrics Deployment Task Force renders an opinion that 
units dispatched in correct economic order

Market Metrics Deployment Task Force renders an opinion that 
units are dispatched in correct economic order by the SPP MOS 
based upon actual unit operating levels, Resource Plans (ramp 

rate, unit minimum & maximum operating limits, ect.) and 
Ancillary Service Capacity Plans as well as unit offers submitted 

by Market Participants.  However, the Market Metrics 
Deployment Task Force is also concerned about the volatility of 

LIPs seen from one 5-minute interval to the next 9/13/2006
Complete - 
9/22/2006

18.5 Exit

The Market Metrics Deployment Task Force renders an opinion that 
ACE maintained within range historically experienced by control area 
unless deviation is explained and explanation accepted by the control 
area as a deviation that should not interfere with normal market 
operations

The Market Metrics Deployment Task Force renders an opinion 
that ACE maintained within range historically experienced by 

control areas during thedeployment test on 9/6 and 9/11, 
however, the task force uncovered some critical issues that 

caused ACE problems during subsequent tests. These critical 
issues include:

• MOS20060920-2 Erroneous NSI values used for dispatch
• MOS20060920-3 Short Term Load Forecast Errors and

• SPP20060920-1 Constant Error on Scheduled Resource and 
Balancing 9/13/2006

Complete - 
9/22/2006

18.6 Exit
The Market Metrics Deployment Task Force renders an opinion that 
NSI calculation 100% accurate

Market Metrics Deployment Task Force (MMDTF) has reviewed 
the calculation of NSI during specific intervals for the deployment 
tests conducted on 9-06-06, 9-11-06 and 9-13-06, respectively. 
Based on our review, we believe there were two NSI and/or NLS 

issues during the deployment tests reviewed. 9/13/2006

Complete - 
9/22/2006 - 

Failed

18.7 Exit

The Market Metrics Deployment Task Force renders an opinion that 
constraints managed in accordance with NERC priorities and SPP 
protocols and tariff, and CAT working effectively to issue curtailment 
instructions 9/13/2006 LATE

18.8 Exit
The Market Metrics Deployment Task Force renders an opinion that No 
line limits violated 9/13/2006 LATE

18.9 Exit
The Market Metrics Deployment Task Force renders an opinion that 
LIPs within expected ranges

Based on its review, the task force has not identified concerns 
with the manner in which the LIP is calculated or the process for 
dispatching units.  Task force members are very concerned that 

the data analyzed suggests that there may be inadequate 
liquidity or depth to the market. 9/13/2006

Complete - 
9/22/2006

6/21 Deployment Test

18.10 Exit
All Market Control Areas certify ability to include EI NSI component into 
total NSI calculation by start of 6/21 Deployment test

18.11 Tracking

At least 70% of the online market footprint generation remains within 
10% of deployment instructions (or 5 MW, whichever is greater) for at 
least 65% of the 6/21 deployment test duration

18.12 Tracking
No more than 36 CPS2 violations across all Market Footprint Control 
Areas throughout the 6/21 deployment testing period

Based on 2 hour test and 10 Market Control Areas (10 CAs * 2 
hours * 6 intervals per hour * 30%)

18.13 Tracking
No single Control Area can exceed 4 CPS2 violations for the duration 
of the 6/21 deployment testing period Based on 2 hour test (2 hours * 6 intervals per hour * 30%)

6/28 Deployment Test

18.14 Tracking

At least 75% of the online market footprint generation remains within 
10% of deployment instructions for at least 70% of the 6/28 deployment 
test duration

18.15 Tracking
No more than 36 CPS2 violations across all Market Footprint Control 
Areas for the duration of the 6/28 deployment testing period

Based on 2 hour test and 10 Market Control Areas (10 CAs * 2 
hours * 6 intervals per hour * 30%)

18.16 Tracking
No single Control Area can exceed 4 CPS2 violations for the duration 
of the 6/28 deployment testing period Based on 2 hour test (2 hours * 6 intervals per hour * 30%)

5/9, 6/21, 6/28 Deployment Tests

18.17 Exit
Approval of completion of 5/9, 6/21, and 6/28 Deployment Tests based 
upon Market Trials Success Criteria

Deployment Tests on 5/9, 6/21, and 6/28 have been completed.  
The MITF approved closure of the 6/21 deployment test and 
notes the following items associated with the test. SPP and 
market participants learned a good deal from this test, and MITF 
expects that experience during that test will result in improved 
performance in future tests. Examples of problems that were 
encountered that should be addressed going forward are:
• market participant responsibilities to manage ACE during a test,
• inadequacy of dispatchable range,
• higher than expected LIPs,
• The unavailability of the SPP Curtailment/Adjustment Tool
• Issues noted with the ability of balancing authorities to meet 
tracking metrics
associated with CPS2.

18.18 Exit
MITF approves closure of 5/9,  6/21 and 6/28 Deployment Tests and 
submits motion to MWG.

A draft of the motion was developed during the 6/29 MITF 
Meeting 

8/9 Deployment Test

18.19 Tracking

At least 80% of the online market footprint generation remains within 
10% of deployment instructions (or 5 MW, whichever is greater) for at 
least 75% of the 8/9 deployment test duration

18.20 Tracking
No more than 36 CPS2 violations across all Market Footprint Control 
Areas for the duration of the 8/9 deployment testing period

Based on 3 hour test and 10 Market Control Areas (10 CAs * 3 
hours * 6 intervals per hour * 20%)

18.21 Tracking
No single Control Area can exceed 4 CPS2 violations for the duration 
of the 8/9 deployment testing period Based on 3 hour test (3 hours * 6 intervals per hour * 20%)

Passed

Passed

Passed

Passed - 85%

Passed

Failed

Passed - 8/11/2006

Complete

Failed

Complete

Passed - 8/11/2006

Failed - 9/27  

In Progress

In Progress

Passed - 8/11/2006
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8/16 Deployment Test

18.22 Tracking

At least 85% of the online market footprint generation remains within 
10% of deployment instructions (or 5 MW, whichever is greater) for at 
least 80% of the 8/16 deployment test duration

18.23 Tracking
No more than 36 CPS2 violations across all Market Footprint Control 
Areas for the duration of the 8/16 deployment testing period

Based on 3 hour test and 10 Market Control Areas (10 CAs * 3 
hours * 6 intervals per hour * 20%)

18.24 Tracking
No single Control Area can exceed 4 CPS2 violations for the duration 
of the 8/16 deployment testing period Based on 3 hour test (3 hours * 6 intervals per hour * 20%)

8/23 Deployment Test

18.25 Tracking

At least 85% of the online market footprint generation remains within 
10% of deployment instructions (or 5 MW, whichever is greater) for at 
least 80% of the 8/23 deployment test duration

18.26 Tracking
No more than 36 CPS2 violations across all Market Footprint Control 
Areas for the duration of the 8/23 deployment testing period

Based on 3 hour test and 10 Market Control Areas (10 CAs * 3 
hours * 6 intervals per hour * 20%)

18.27 Tracking
No single Control Area can exceed 4 CPS2 violations for the duration 
of the 8/23 deployment testing period Based on 3 hour test (3 hours * 6 intervals per hour * 20%)

18.28 Tracking

Dispatch instructions that relieve a constraint have been sent out within 
15 minutes of reporting the constraint (if applicable) for the duration of 
the deployment test.

8/30 Deployment Test

18.29 Exit

At least 90% of the online market footprint generation remains within 
10% of deployment instructions (or 5 MW, whichever is greater) for at 
least 85% of the 8/30 deployment test duration

18.30 Exit
No more than 18 CPS2 violations across all Market Footprint Control 
Areas for the duration of the 8/30 deployment testing period

Based on 3 hour test and 10 Market Control Areas (10 CAs * 3 
hours * 6 intervals per hour * 10%)

18.31 Exit
No single Control Area can exceed 2 CPS2 violations for the duration 
of the 8/30 deployment testing period Based on 3 hour test (3 hours * 6 intervals per hour * 10%)

18.32 Exit

Dispatch instructions that relieve a constraint have been sent out within 
15 minutes of reporting the constraint (if applicable) for the duration of 
the deployment test.

8/9, 8/16, 8/23, 8/30 Deployment Tests

18.33 Exit
Approval of completion of 8/9, 8/16, 8/23, and 8/30 Deployment Tests 
based upon Market Trials Success Criteria

18.34 Exit
MITF approves closure of 8/9, 8/16, 8/23, and 8/30 Deployment Tests 
and submits motion to MWG

9/6 Deployment Test

18.35 Exit

At least 90% of the online market footprint generation remains within 
10% of deployment instructions (or 5 MW, whichever is greater) for at 
least 85% of the 9/6 deployment test duration

18.36 Exit
No more than 18 CPS2 violations across all Market Footprint Control 
Areas for the duration of the 9/6 deployment testing period

Based on 3 hour test and 10 Market Control Areas (10 CAs * 3 
hours * 6 intervals per hour * 10%)

18.37 Exit
No single Control Area can exceed 2 CPS2 violations for the duration 
of the 9/6 deployment testing period Based on 3 hour test (3 hours * 6 intervals per hour * 10%)

18.38 Exit

Dispatch instructions that relieve a constraint have been sent out within 
15 minutes of reporting the constraint (if applicable) for the duration of 
the deployment test.

9/12 Deployment Test

18.39 Exit

At least 90% of the online market footprint generation remains within 
10% of deployment instructions (or 5 MW, whichever is greater) for at 
least 85% of the 9/12 deployment test duration

18.40 Exit
No more than 27 CPS2 violations across all Market Footprint Control 
Areas for the duration of the 9/12 deployment testing period

Based on 4 hour test and 11 Market Control Areas (11 CAs * 4 
hours * 6 intervals per hour * 10%)

18.41 Exit
No single Control Area can exceed 3 CPS2 violations for the duration 
of the 9/12 deployment testing period Based on 4 hour test (4 hours * 6 intervals per hour * 10%)

18.42 Exit

Dispatch instructions that relieve a constraint have been sent out within 
15 minutes of reporting the constraint (if applicable) for the duration of 
the deployment test.

9/13 Deployment Test

18.43 Exit

At least 90% of the online market footprint generation remains within 
10% of deployment instructions (or 5 MW, whichever is greater) for at 
least 85% of the 9/13 deployment test duration

18.44 Exit
No more than 27 CPS2 violations across all Market Footprint Control 
Areas for the duration of the 9/13 deployment testing period

Based on 4 hour test and 11 Market Control Areas (11 CAs * 4 
hours * 6 intervals per hour * 10%)

18.45 Exit
No single Control Area can exceed 3 CPS2 violations for the duration 
of the 9/13 deployment testing period Based on 4 hour test (4 hours * 6 intervals per hour * 10%)

18.46 Exit

Dispatch instructions that relieve a constraint have been sent out within 
15 minutes of reporting the constraint (if applicable) for the duration of 
the deployment test.

9/18 Deployment Test

18.47 Exit

At least 90% of the online market footprint generation remains within 
10% of deployment instructions (or 5 MW, whichever is greater) for at 
least 85% of the 9/18 deployment test duration

Passed

Failed - Cancelled due to 
corruption of the 

production database

Failed - Cancelled due to 
corruption of the 

production database

Failed
3 Control Areas Exceeded 

Max (6/7/10 Violations)

Passed 

Passed

Passed - Total of 15 CPS2 
violations. 10 related to 

Unit trip.

N/A

Failed - 40 Total

Failed - 7/6

Failed - Cancelled due to 
corruption of the 

production database

Failed - Cancelled due to 
corruption of the 

production database

Passed

Failed - Due to 
Cancellation of 8/23 Test

Failed - Due to 
Cancellation of 8/23 Test

Failed - HE 7, 8, 9

Passed - 31 Total CPS2 
Violations

Passed

Passed - Reported 
Constraint in Constraint 
Manager at 11:25 on FG 

#5204 
(SPHWMCSUMEMC).  

Dispatch instructions went 
out at 11:40. 

Passed

Passed

Passed

Passed

Failed - 1 CA with 9 CPS2 
violations

Passed
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18.48 Exit
No more than 27 CPS2 violations across all Market Footprint Control 
Areas for the duration of the 9/18 deployment testing period

Based on 3 hour test and 10 Market Control Areas (10 CAs * 3 
hours * 6 intervals per hour * 10%)

18.49 Exit
No single Control Area can exceed 3 CPS2 violations for the duration 
of the 9/18 deployment testing period Based on 3 hour test (3 hours * 6 intervals per hour * 10%)

18.50 Exit

Dispatch instructions that relieve a constraint have been sent out within 
15 minutes of reporting the constraint (if applicable) for the duration of 
the deployment test.

9/20 Deployment Test

18.51 Exit

At least 90% of the online market footprint generation remains within 
10% of deployment instructions (or 5 MW, whichever is greater) for at 
least 85% of the 9/20 deployment test duration

18.52 Exit
No more than 53 CPS2 violations across all Market Footprint Control 
Areas for the duration of the 9/20 deployment testing period

Based on 8 hour test and 11 Market Control Areas (11 CAs * 8 
hours * 6 intervals per hour * 10%)

18.53 Exit
No single Control Area can exceed 5 CPS2 violations for the duration 
of the 9/20 deployment testing period Based on 8 hour test (8 hours * 6 intervals per hour * 10%)

18.54 Exit Market transition and reversion plan successfully executed

18.55 Exit

Dispatch instructions that relieve a constraint have been sent out within 
15 minutes of reporting the constraint (if applicable) for the duration of 
the deployment test.

9/27 Deployment Test

18.56 Exit

At least 90% of the online market footprint generation remains within 
10% of deployment instructions (or 5 MW, whichever is greater) for at 
least 85% of the 9/27 deployment test duration

18.57 Exit
No more than 53 CPS2 violations across all Market Footprint Control 
Areas for the duration of the 9/27 deployment testing period

Based on 8 hour test and 11 Market Control Areas (11 CAs * 3 
hours * 6 intervals per hour * 10%)

18.58 Exit
No single Control Area can exceed 5 CPS2 violations for the duration 
of the 9/27 deployment testing period Based on 8 hour test (8 hours * 6 intervals per hour * 10%)

18.59 Exit Market transition and reversion plan successfully executed

18.60 Exit

Dispatch instructions that relieve a constraint have been sent out within 
15 minutes of reporting the constraint (if applicable) for the duration of 
the deployment test.

9/6, 9/12, 9/18, 9/20, 9/27 Deployment Tests

18.61 Exit
Approval of completion of 9/6, 9/12, 9/13, 9/18, 9/20, and 9/27 
Deployment Tests based upon Market Trials Success Criteria

18.62 Exit
MITF approves closure of 9/6, 9/12, 9/13, 9/18, 9/20, and 9/27 
Deployment Tests and submits motion to MWG

10/4 Deployment Test

18.63 Exit

At least 90% of the online market footprint generation remains within 
10% of deployment instructions (or 5 MW, whichever is greater) for at 
least 85% of the 10/4 deployment test duration

18.64 Exit
No more than 18 CPS2 violations across all Market Footprint Control 
Areas for the duration of the 10/4 deployment testing period

Based on 3 hour test and 10 Market Control Areas (10 CAs * 3 
hours * 6 intervals per hour * 10%)

18.65 Exit
No single Control Area can exceed 2 CPS2 violations for the duration 
of the 10/4 deployment testing period Based on 3 hour test (3 hours * 6 intervals per hour * 10%)

18.66 Exit

Dispatch instructions that relieve a constraint have been sent out within 
15 minutes of reporting the constraint (if applicable) for the duration of 
the deployment test.

Failed - Test Cancelled 
due to LDFs not being 

calculated accurately on 
more than one flowgate
Failed - Test Cancelled 
due to LDFs not being 

calculated accurately on 
Failed - Test Cancelled 
due to LDFs not being 

Passed - Reported 
Constraint in Constraint 

Manager at 10:30 on FG # 
5247 (SPPSPSTIES).  

Dispatch instructions went 
out at 10:45.

Passed - Reported 
Constraint in Constraint 

Manager at 2045 on FG # 
5247 (SPPSPSTIES).  

Dispatch instructions went 
out at 2100. 

Failed - Test Cancelled 
due to LDFs not being 

calculated accurately on 

Passed - Reported 
Constraint in Constraint 

Manager at 19:10 on FG # 
5207 (REDARCREDARC).  
Dispatch instructions went 

out at 19:25.

Complete - 10/12/2006

Passed - Total of 19 CPS2 
Violations

Failed - 1 CA with 11 CPS2 
Violations

Passed

Late - Completed 10/6/06
Late - Completed 

10/6/2006

Passed

Passed

Passed - Total of 12 CPS2 
Violations

Failed - One CA with 8 
CPS2 Violations

Passed - Total of 25 CPS2 
Violations
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10/11 Deployment Test

18.67 Exit

At least 90% of the online market footprint generation remains within 
10% of deployment instructions (or 5 MW, whichever is greater) for at 
least 85% of the 10/11 deployment test duration

18.68 Exit
No more than 27 CPS2 violations across all Market Footprint Control 
Areas for the duration of the 10/11 deployment testing period

Based on 4 hour test and 11 Market Control Areas (11 CAs * 4 
hours * 6 intervals per hour * 10%)

18.69 Exit
No single Control Area can exceed 3 CPS2 violations for the duration 
of the 10/11 deployment testing period Based on 4 hour test (4 hours * 6 intervals per hour * 10%)

18.70 Exit

Dispatch instructions that relieve a constraint have been sent out within 
15 minutes of reporting the constraint (if applicable) for the duration of 
the deployment test.

10/12 Deployment Test

18.71 Exit

At least 90% of the online market footprint generation remains within 
10% of deployment instructions (or 5 MW, whichever is greater) for at 
least 85% of the 10/12 deployment test duration

18.72 Exit
No more than 99 CPS2 violations across all Market Footprint Control 
Areas for the duration of the 10/12 deployment testing period

Based on 15 hour test and 11 Market Control Areas (11 CAs * 15 
hours * 6 intervals per hour * 10%)

18.73 Exit
No single Control Area can exceed 9 CPS2 violations for the duration 
of the 10/12 deployment testing period Based on 15 hour test (15 hours * 6 intervals per hour * 10%)

18.74 Exit

Dispatch instructions that relieve a constraint have been sent out within 
15 minutes of reporting the constraint (if applicable) for the duration of 
the deployment test.

10/17 Deployment Test

18.75 Exit

At least 90% of the online market footprint generation remains within 
10% of deployment instructions (or 5 MW, whichever is greater) for at 
least 85% of the 10/17 deployment test duration

18.76 Exit
No more than 53 CPS2 violations across all Market Footprint Control 
Areas for the duration of the 10/17 deployment testing period

Based on 8 hour test and 11 Market Control Areas (11 CAs * 8 
hours * 6 intervals per hour * 10%)

18.77 Exit
No single Control Area can exceed 5 CPS2 violations for the duration 
of the 10/17 deployment testing period Based on 8 hour test (8 hours * 6 intervals per hour * 10%)

18.78 Exit

Dispatch instructions that relieve a constraint have been sent out within 
15 minutes of reporting the constraint (if applicable) for the duration of 
the deployment test.

10/4, 10/11, 10/12, 10/17 Deployment Tests

18.79 Exit
Approval of completion of 10/4, 10/11, and 10/17 Deployment Tests 
based upon Market Trials Success Criteria

18.80 Exit
MITF approves closure of 10/4, 10/11, and 10/17 Deployment Tests 
and submits motion to MWG

19. Parallel Operations Days (6/7 - 10/16)

19.1 Tracking Successful participation in POD testing during June

Participants representing 80% of generation have participated in 
June POD testing

June POD testing dates:  6/21, 6/28 7/1/2006 Complete

19.2 Tracking Successful participation in POD testing during July

Participants representing 80% of generation have participated in 
July POD testing

July POD testing dates: 7/19 8/1/2006

Failed
70% of 

generaton 
participated

19.3 Tracking Successful participation in POD testing during August

Participants representing 80% of generation have participated in 
August POD testing

August POD testing dates:  8/9, 8/16, 8/23, and 8/30 9/1/2006

87.5% - 8/11
87.5% - 8/16
Failed - 8/23 -

No POD 
Testing 

Occurred

19.4 Tracking Successful participation in POD testing during September

Participants representing 80% of generation have participated in 
September POD testing

September POD testing dates: 9/12, 9/20, 9/27 10/1/2006
Complete - 
10/1/2006

19.5 Tracking Successful participation in POD testing during October

Participants representing 80% of generation have participated in 
October POD testing

October POD testing dates: 10/4 and 10/11 10/16/2006 Passed
20. Final Trials - Release 3.1 (TBD - Tentative 10/25-11/15 )

20.1 Entry MITF approval of Market Trials - Parallel Operations IV MITF approval of close of cycle

20.2 Exit

Market Participants representing at least 80% of Market Footprint 
Generation submit Market and schedule data consistent with SPP 
protocols and timelines, using their expected production submission 
methods, for at least 3 consecutive days

20.3 Exit
At least 97.5% of Hour Ahead Balancing Studies solve within 30 
minutes for the duration of the testing cycle

20.4 Exit
At least 99% of 5-minute Real-time Balancing studies solve in less than 
5 five minutes for  the duration of the testing cycle

assed epo ted
Constraint in Constraint 

Manager at 1005 on FG # 
13255 (Temporary1).    

Dispatch instructions went 
out for interval ending 

1015. 

Passed - At least 90% over 
98% percent of test 

duration 

Passed - 7 Total CPS2 
Violations

Failed - 1 CA had 4 CPS2 
Violations

Passed - Reported 
Constraint in Constraint 

Manager at 1225 on FG # 
5241(ONEBANNESTUL).  
Dispatch instructions went 

out at 1235 for interval 
ending 1245. 

Passed - Max at 6 CPS2 
violations

Passed - 16 Total CPS2 
Violations

Passed

Passed

Passed - 9 Total CPS2 
Violations

Passedassed epo ted
Constraint in Constraint 

Manager at 1320 on FG# 
5276(MusXfrYoaLea).  

Dispatch instructions went 
out for interval ending 

1335.  
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Market Readiness Metrics - Release 3 DRAFT
Revised 10/17/2006

Reference 
Number Type Readiness Metric  Comments Target Actual

20.5 Exit
No more than 3 Real-time Balancing studies fail in a row for the 
duration of the testing cycle

20.6 Exit
Market Operations Portal functionality is available at least 99.5% of the 
time for the duration of the testing cycle

20.7 Exit
State Estimator has ninety-seven percent (97%) availability of five (5) 
minute solutions for the duration of the testing cycle

20.8 Exit
State Estimator solves 90% of the time with Mismatch level lower than 
50 MW and with high accuracy throughout the testing cycle

20.9 Exit

Short term load forecast solves 97% of time with high accuracy (+/- 1%) 
throughout the testing cycle and Mid term load forecast solves 95% of 
time with high accuracy(+/- 3%) for the duration of the testing cycle

20.10 Exit ICCP availability of 99.5% throughout the testing cycle

20.11 Exit
Real-Time EIS Calculations successful ninety-nine percent (99%) of 
five (5) minute solutions for the duration of the testing cycle

20.12 Exit
Market Flow Calculations successful ninety-seven percent (97%) of 
fifteen (15) minute solutions for the duration of the testing cycle

20.13 Exit

Dispatch instructions that relieve a constraint have been sent out within 
15 minutes of reporting the constraint (if applicable) for the duration of 
the testing cycle

20.14 Exit

Market Participants representing ≥ 80% of Market Footprint Generation 
Successfully Completed Final Trials  based upon Market Trials Success 
Criteria

20.15 Exit MITF approval of Market Trials - Final Trials. MITF approval of close of cycle
20.16 Exit System Freeze Date Milestone Met 10/17/2006

20.17 Exit Technical Test executed successfully.

SPP Verifies all critical functioning of real time systems (MOS, 
RTO_SS, CAT) have remained active and stable for 24 Hours for 

7 consecutive days.  The Market Loss functionality impacting 
RTO_SS is not included in this metric.  The solving of the 

solution will only be measured in regards to CAT.
(Note: This metric excludes planned outages.  Planned outages 
may be under an hour for patches and fixes and for significant 
changes, the outage should be within a reasonable timeframe).
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Market Readiness Metrics - Release 3 DRAFT
Revised 10/17/2006

Reference 
Number Type Readiness Metric  Comments Target Actual

21. Settlements - Release 3 (7/31 - 10/19)
Parallel Operations III - Release 3

21.1 Tracking

At least 60% of Market Assets have meter data submitted for each 
settlement statement produced during the Parallel Operations III testing 
cycle 8/23/2006 Passed

21.2 Tracking

At least 60% of Market Loads have meter data submitted for each 
settlement statement produced during the Parallel Operations III testing 
cycle 8/23/2006

Passed - 
~91%

21.3 Tracking

At least 6 Control Areas submit Interchange Meter data for each 
settlement statement produced during the Parallel Operations III testing 
cycle Based on 11 Control Areas * 50% 8/23/2006 Passed

21.4 Tracking

Market Participants representing at least 80% of Market Footprint 
Generation return completed settlement statement and invoice 
verification spreadsheet acknowledging retrieval and review of 
applicable settlement statements and invoices 8/24/2006

Failed -
~52%

21.5 Tracking
Initial, Final, and Resettlement Statements are validated and posted for 
each Operating Day  of the Parallel Operations III testing cycle 8/24/2006 Passed

21.6 Tracking
Invoices that contain all Settlement Statements from the testing cycle 
are published during the Parallel Operations III testing cycle 8/24/2006 Passed

Structured Scenario Testing - Release 3

21.7 Tracking

At least 70% of Market Assets have meter data submitted for each 
settlement statement produced during the Structured Scenario testing 
cycle Date rescheduled from 9/6 to 9/13 9/13/2006 Passed

21.8 Tracking

At least 70% of Market Loads have meter data submitted for each 
settlement statement produced during the Structured Scenario testing 
cycle Date rescheduled from 9/6 to 9/13 9/13/2006 Passed

21.9 Tracking

At least 8 of Control Areas submit Interchange Meter data for each 
settlement statement produced during the Structured Scenario testing 
cycle

Date rescheduled from 9/6 to 9/13
Based on 11 Control Areas * 70% 9/13/2006 Passed

21.10 Tracking

Market Participants representing at least 80% of Market Footprint 
Generation return completed settlement statement and invoice 
verification spreadsheet acknowledging retrieval and review of 
applicable settlement statements and invoices Date rescheduled from 9/7 to 9/14 9/14/2006 79.70%

21.11 Tracking
Initial, Final, and Resettlement Statements are validated and posted for 
each Operating Day  of the Structured Scenario testing cycle Date rescheduled from 9/7 to 9/14 9/14/2006

Two MPs 
had no 

settlement 
statements 
posted for 

21.12 Tracking
Invoices that contain all Settlement Statements from the testing cycle 
are published during the Structured Scenario testing cycle Date rescheduled from 9/7 to 9/14 9/14/2006

Two MPs 
had no 
invoices 

posted for 
the duration 
of the test 

cycle

21.13 Tracking

Market Participants representing at least 80% of Market Footprint 
Generation successfully test Meter Agent role functionality based on 
SPP provided test script and expected results for Structured Scenario 
Testing Date rescheduled from 9/7 to 9/14 9/14/2006

90.9%
10 of 11

21.14 Tracking

Market Participants representing at least 80% of Market Footprint 
Generation successfully test Settlement Statement view/query by 
Settlement Date functionality based on SPP provided test script and 
expected results for Structured Scenario Testing Date rescheduled from 9/7 to 9/14 9/14/2006 82.8%

21.15 Tracking

Market Participants representing at least 80% of Market Footprint 
Generation successfully test meter data view/query by OD functionality 
based on SPP provided test script and expected results for Structured 
Scenario Testing Date rescheduled from 9/7 to 9/14 9/14/2006

63.6%
7 of 11 CAs

21.16 Tracking

Market Participants representing at least 80% of Market Footprint 
Generation verify receipt of Miscellaneous Charges/Credits on at least 
one Settlement Statement for Structured Scenario Testing Date rescheduled from 9/7 to 9/14 9/14/2006 83.1%

21.17 Tracking

Market Participants representing at least 80% of Market Footprint 
Generation verify receipt of substitute LIP indicator on at least one 
Settlement Statement for Structured Scenario Testing Date rescheduled from 9/7 to 9/14 9/14/2006 73.8%

Parallel Operations IV - Release 3.1

21.18 Exit

At least 80% of Market Assets have meter data submitted for each 
settlement statement produced during the Parallel Operations IV testing 
cycle 9/27/2006 Passed 

21.19 Exit

At least 80% of Market Loads have meter data submitted for each 
settlement statement produced during the Parallel Operations IV testing 
cycle 9/27/2006

Failed - 
Range from 
67% - 77%

21.20 Exit

At least 10 Control Areas submit Interchange Meter data for each 
settlement statement produced during the Parallel Operations IV testing 
cycle Based on 11 Control Areas * 90% 9/27/2006

Failed - 8 
CAs 

Submitted on 
9/13

21.21 Exit

Market Participants representing at least 80% of Market Footprint 
Generation return completed settlement statement and invoice 
verification spreadsheet acknowledging retrieval and review of 
applicable settlement statements and invoices 9/28/2006

Failed - 
67.4% of 

Generation - 
10/4/2006

21.22 Exit
Initial, Final, and Resettlement Statements are validated and posted for 
each Operating Day of the Parallel Operations IV testing cycle 9/28/2006 Passed

21.23 Exit
Invoices that contain all Settlement Statements from the testing cycle 
are published during the Parallel Operations IV testing cycle 9/28/2006 Passed

21.24 Exit

Market Participants representing at least 80% of Market Footprint 
Generation successfully test Meter Agent role functionality based on 
SPP provided test script and expected results for Parallel Operations IV 9/27/2006

Passed - 
~87%
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Reference 
Number Type Readiness Metric  Comments Target Actual

Market Metrics Settlement Task Force Metrics

21.25 Exit

The Market Metrics Settlements Task Force renders an opinion that 
75% of Market Participants certify that they are able to
download settlement statements and invoices or payout reports

Pending receipt of completed forms for W/E 9/8
Results per Settlements Task Force Report posted for 9/14 MITF 

Meeting 9/13/2006

Only 
received 
50% of 
Forms - 
Failed

21.26 Exit

The Market Metrics Settlements Task Force renders an opinion that all 
calculations on settlement statement are accurate and all
data used in the formulas is retrieved from the correct data
source

Results per Settlements Task Force Report posted for 9/14 MITF 
Meeting 9/13/2006 Passed

21.27 Exit

The Market Metrics Settlements Task Force renders an opinion that all 
charges on settlement statement 100% verifiable with data
that is readily available to MP

Results per Settlements Task Force Report posted for 9/14 MITF 
Meeting 9/13/2006 Passed

21.28 Exit

The Market Metrics Settlements Task Force renders an opinion that 
invoice can be traced to settlement statements and invoice is
100% accurate

Results per Settlements Task Force Report posted for 9/14 MITF 
Meeting 9/13/2006 Passed

21.29 Exit
The Market Metrics Settlements Task Force renders an opinion that 
calibrated meter data is accurate

Results per Settlements Task Force Report posted for 9/14 MITF 
Meeting 9/13/2006 Passed

21.30 Exit

The Market Metrics Settlements Task Force renders an opinion that the 
calculation of charges and credits for through and out
losses is 100% accurate and consistent with protocols for both
self-provided and financially settled losses

Results per Settlements Task Force Report posted for 9/14 MITF 
Meeting 9/13/2006 Passed

21.31 Exit

The Market Metrics Settlements Task Force renders an opinion that the 
total revenue neutrality and loss charges/credits for the
SPP footprint are accurate

Results per Settlements Task Force Report posted for 9/14 MITF 
Meeting 9/13/2006 Passed

21.32 Exit

The Market Metrics Settlements Task Force renders an opinion that the 
revenue neutrality and loss charges/credits are properly
allocated to MPs

Results per Settlements Task Force Report posted for 9/14 MITF 
Meeting 9/13/2006 Passed

21.33 Exit

The Market Metrics Settlements Task Force renders an opinion that any 
miscellaneous charge/credit includes adequate backup
information in the settlement statement ZIP files to validate the
charge/credit

Results per Settlements Task Force Report posted for 9/14 MITF 
Meeting 9/13/2006 Passed

21.34 Exit
The Market Metrics Settlements Task Force renders an opinion that all 
adjustments on the payout report are properly allocated

Passed using test scenarios.  True test will not occur until market 
start when actual funds collected and dispersed.

Results per Settlements Task Force Report posted for 9/14 MITF 
Meeting 9/13/2006 In Progress

Parallel Operations V - Release 3.1

21.35 Exit

At least 80% of Market Assets have meter data submitted for each 
settlement statement produced during the Parallel Operations V testing 
cycle 10/23/2006

21.36 Exit

At least 80% of Market Loads have meter data submitted for each 
settlement statement produced during the Parallel Operations V testing 
cycle 10/23/2006

21.37 Exit

At least 10 Control Areas submit Interchange Meter data for each 
settlement statement produced during the Parallel Operations V testing 
cycle Based on 11 Control Areas * 90% 10/23/2006

21.38 Exit

Market Participants representing at least 80% of Market Footprint 
Generation return completed settlement statement and invoice 
verification spreadsheet acknowledging retrieval and review of 
applicable settlement statements and invoices 10/24/2006

21.39 Exit
Initial, Final, and Resettlement Statements are validated and posted for 
each Operating Day of the Parallel Operations V testing cycle 10/24/2006 Failed

21.40 Exit
Invoices that contain all Settlement Statements from the testing cycle 
are published during the Parallel Operations V testing cycle 10/24/2006

21.41 Exit

Market Participants representing at least 80% of Market Footprint 
Generation successfully test Meter Agent role functionality based on 
SPP provided test script and expected results for Parallel Operations V 10/24/2006

Final Trials - Release 3.1

21.42 Exit
At least 80% of Market Assets have meter data submitted for each 
settlement statement produced during the Final Trials testing cycle TBD

21.43 Exit
At least 80% of Market Loads have meter data submitted for each 
settlement statement produced during the Final Trials testing cycle TBD

21.44 Exit
At least 10 Control Areas submit Interchange Meter data for each 
settlement statement produced during the Final Trials testing cycle Based on 11 Control Areas * 90% TBD

21.45 Exit

Market Participants representing at least 80% of Market Footprint 
Generation return completed settlement statement and invoice 
verification spreadsheet acknowledging retrieval and review of 
applicable settlement statements and invoices TBD

21.46 Exit
Initial, Final, and Resettlement Statements are validated and posted for 
each Operating Day of the Final Trials testing cycle TBD

21.47 Exit
Invoices that contain all Settlement Statements from the testing cycle 
are published during the Final Trials testing cycle TBD
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Reference 
Number Type Readiness Metric  Comments Target Actual

22. Factory Acceptance Test - Release 3 (4/10 - 6/9)
22.1 Entry OATI code modules developed

22.2 Entry Areva code modules developed

• Deliverability Analysis code to was delivered to Integration Test 
by on 8/7.   This was a late addition to scope following the 

normal stakeholder process.
• IDC to MOS is expected for a 7/17 delivery.  This was originally 
to be included in the 6/9 release.  This did not impact the start of 
integration test, but needs to be completed, so integration test 

may finish on time.
22.3 Entry Accenture code modules developed • After scope was frozen, there was an item added to the scope 

through the normal stakeholder process.  This item included 
Revenue Neutrality Report on Market Portal which was delivered 

to QA for Integration Test on 8/7

22.4 Entry DSS code modules developed This module is anticipated to be complete by 9/22

22.5 Entry SPP Internal (interface) modules developed

• Deliverability Analysis (MOS) to SFT Interface delivered on 8/7.  
This was a late addition to scope.

• MOS to OPS1 and Nodal LIPs were to be delivered on 6/9 and 
instead was delivered on 6/20

22.6 Exit
Business Area signoff that OATI code has met standards necessary for 
migration of application to integration test

22.7 Exit
Business Area signoff that Accenture code has met standards 
necessary for migration of application to integration test

22.8 Exit
Business Area signoff that Areva code has met standards necessary 
for migration of application to integration test

22.9 Exit
Business Area signoff that SPP Internal code has met standards 
necessary for migration of application to integration test

22.10 Exit
Business Area signoff that DSS code has met standards necessary for 
migration of application to integration test

23. Integration Test - Release 3 (6/19 - 7/21)
23.1 Entry Integration Test Release 3 Approach Completed. 5/19/2006 Complete
23.2 Entry Integration Test Release 3 Approach Signed Off. 5/26/2006 Complete
23.3 Entry Integration Test Release 3 Resource Plan Complete.
23.4 Entry Integration Test Release 3 Environment Configured.
23.5 Entry Integration Test Release 3 Data Generation Procedures Complete. 6/2/2006 Complete

23.6 Tracking

Develop and deliver a functionality list at the conclusion of Integration 
Test Release 3 confirming the application readiness across all relevant 
testing functions.

Developed in coordination with the business owners and 
delivered to Market Trials team for expectation setting with 

participants. 7/21/2006 7/21/2006
23.7 Exit Integration Test Release 3 High and Critical SIRs resolved 

24. Operational Readiness - Release 3 (6/19 - 7/21)

24.1 Exit High Availability Testing Executed Successfully. This testing will verify that transactions failover to the third node. 7/28/2006 7/27/2006

24.2 Exit Performance Testing Executed Successfully

Performance test high volume market participant transactions on 
the Portal and batch processes (e.g. studies) that make up the 
core functionality of the Imbalance Market.
 
Will consist of the following high level items:
- Online Processing
- Batch Processing 
- Interface Processing

There remains 1 open High SIR relating to the Performance of 
the LIP page on SPP.org  This SIR will be addressed with the 
upgrade of the server in October. 7/28/2006

Anticipated - 
10/18/2006

24.3 Exit

TO’s that participate in Market review their part of Transmission System 
as it is modeled in the SPP EMS and are able to provide confidence 
that their part is modeled correctly (Metric 1 as defined by MOTRTF). 7/31/2006 Complete

24.4 Exit

SPP has measured that Metric 2,  the State Estimator has ninety-seven 
percent (97%) availability of five (5) minute solutions for a one (1) week 
period, has been Satisfied. This metric will continue to be measured ongoing. 7/31/2006 Failed 

24.5 Exit

SPP has measured that Metric 3,  the State Estimator solves 90% of 
the time with Mismatch level lower than 50 MW and with high accuracy 
for a one (1) week period, has been Satisfied. This metric will continue to be measured ongoing. 7/31/2006 Failed

24.6 Exit

SPP has measured that Metric 4,  the Short term load forecast solves 
97% of time with high accuracy (+/- 1%) for at least one week and Mid 
term load forecast solves 95% of time with high accuracy(+/- 3%) for at 
least one week, has been Satisfied. This metric will continue to be measured ongoing. 7/31/2006 Failed

24.7 Exit
SPP has measured that Metric 5,  ICCP availability of 99.5% measured 
each week, has been Satisfied. This metric will continue to be measured ongoing. 7/31/2006

24.8 Exit

SPP has measured that Metric 6,  the Real-Time EIS Calculations 
successful ninety-nine percent (99%) of five (5) minute solutions for a 
one (1) week period, has been Satisfied. This metric will continue to be measured ongoing. 7/31/2006

Complete - 8/7/2006

Complete - 8/7/2006

Complete - 9/26/2006

Complete - 8/7/2006

Complete - 8/7/2006

Complete - 9/26/2006

Complete

Complete - 10/4/2006

Complete

Complete - 8/7/2006

Complete - 8/7/2006

Complete

Complete
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Reference 
Number Type Readiness Metric  Comments Target Actual

24.9 Exit

SPP has measured that Metric 7,  the Market Flow Calculations 
successful ninety-seven percent (97%) of fifteen (15) minute solutions 
for a one (1) week period, has been Satisfied. This metric will continue to be measured ongoing. 7/31/2006

24.10 Exit

SPP has measured that Metric 8,  the Dispatch instructions that relieve 
a constraint have been sent out within 15 minutes of reporting the 
constraint, has been Satisfied. This metric will continue to be measured ongoing. 7/31/2006

24.11 Exit
MOPC Approval that Metrics 1 through 8, as Defined by the MOTRTF, 
Have Been Met

Based off of the new market implementation date, this is no 
longer a valid metric 8/11/2006

24.12 Exit SPP has validated the LIP calculation

24.13 Exit
Archiving and Data Retention Plans for all Systems Performed on a 
Daily Basis.

24.14 Exit

SPP Business Owners sign off on operational readiness testing as 
validating key performance areas working to specifications necessary 
for market go live

There remains 1 open High SIR relating to the Performance of 
the LIP page on SPP.org  This SIR will be addressed with the 

upgrade of the server in September. 7/28/2006

In Progress - 
Anticipated 
10/18/2006

24.15 Exit Technical Test executed successfully.

SPP Verifies all critical functioning of real time systems (MOS, 
RTO_SS, CAT) have remained active and stable for 24 Hours for 

7 consecutive days.  The Market Loss functionality impacting 
RTO_SS is not included in this metric.  The solving of the 

solution will only be measured in regards to CAT.
(Note: This metric excludes planned outages.  Planned outages 
may be under an hour for patches and fixes and for significant 
changes, the outage should be within a reasonable timeframe).

24.16 Exit Infrastructure freeze date milestone met 8/1/2006
Complete - 
10/10/2006

25. Integration Test - Release 3.1 (8/4 - 8/17)

25.1 Entry Integration Test Release 3.1 Test Planning Completed.

This integration test will include the following:
· Deliverability Analysis
· Revenue Neutrality Report on Market Portal
· Adding Miscellaneous Charge Supporting Documentation to 
Settlement Statement ZIP File 
· Outage Data to DSS 

25.2 Entry Integration Test Release 3.1 Environment Configured.

25.3 Entry

Develop and deliver a functionality list at the conclusion of Integration 
Test Release 3.1 confirming the application readiness across all 
relevant testing functions.

Developed in coordination with the business owners and 
delivered to Market Trials team for expectation setting with 

participants. 8/18/2006 8/18/2006
25.4 Entry Integration Test Release 3.1 High and Critical SIRs resolved ~1 High/Critical SIRs are outstanding.

26. Parallel Operations V - Release 3.1 (9/26 - 10/17)

26.1 Entry MITF approval of Parallel Operations IV Testing POPS IV  will remain open until remaining issues are resolved

26.2 Exit

Market Participants representing at least 80% of Market Footprint 
Generation submit Market and schedule data consistent with SPP 
protocols and timelines, using their expected production submission 
methods, for at least 3 consecutive days

26.3 Exit
At least 97.5% of Hour Ahead Balancing Studies solve within 30 
minutes for the duration of the testing cycle

Metric failed most days prior to the 10/10 code freeze.In addition, 
due to a long weekend cheduled outage, the metric failed on 

9/27-10/1.

26.4 Exit
At least 99% of 5-minute Real-time Balancing studies solve in less than 
5 five minutes for  the duration of the testing cycle

Metric failed on 10/7 @ 98% and on 10/9 @ 93%.  In addition, 
due to a long weekend cheduled outage, the metric failed on 

9/27-10/1.

26.5 Exit
No more than 3 Real-time Balancing studies fail in a row for the 
duration of the testing cycle

26.60 Exit
Market Operations Portal functionality is available at least 99.5% of the 
time for the duration of the testing cycle

26.7 Exit
State Estimator has ninety-seven percent (97%) availability of five (5) 
minute solutions for the duration of the testing cycle

Due to planned maintenance on Production, data was not pulled 
for 9/28 and 9/29.

26.8 Exit
State Estimator solves 90% of the time with Mismatch level lower than 
50 MW and with high accuracy throughout the testing cycle

Due to planned maintenance on Production, data was not pulled 
for 9/28 and 9/29.  All days with data avaiable passed metric.

26.9 Exit

Short term load forecast solves 97% of time with high accuracy (+/- 1%) 
throughout the testing cycle and Mid term load forecast solves 95% of 
time with high accuracy(+/- 3%) for the duration of the testing cycle

STLF - Failed based on measurements for a per control area 
basis

MTLF - Failed on the following dates with missing intervals: 9/26, 
9/30, 10/3,10/9,10/10,

26.10 Exit ICCP availability of 99.5% throughout the testing cycle

26.11 Exit
Real-Time EIS Calculations successful ninety-nine percent (99%) of 
five (5) minute solutions for the duration of the testing cycle

26.12 Exit
Market Flow Calculations successful ninety-seven percent (97%) of 
fifteen (15) minute solutions for the duration of the testing cycle

26.13 Exit

Dispatch instructions that relieve a constraint have been sent out within 
15 minutes of reporting the constraint (if applicable) for the duration of 
the testing cycle

26.14 Exit

Market Participants representing  ≥ 80% of Market Footprint Generation 
Successfully Completed Parallel Operations V  based upon Market 
Trials Success Criteria

Failed

Passed - 100% for duration 
of test

Failed - 96.88% on 10/17

Failed

Passed - Based on Metric 
26.2

Complete - 8/11/2006

This metric will continue to 
be tracked as part of 

Parallel Operations IV - 
Release 3, given that SPP 
does not feel comfortable 
passing this metric as it is 
not measuring  functioning 
of the Real Time Systems 

for Release 3.

Complete on 9/24

Complete
Complete

In Progress

Failed - 9/27 for 30 
minutes

10/3, 6 RTB Failures

Failed - Due to 3 day MOS 
Maintenance

Failed - Due to 3 day MOS 
Maintenance

Failed

Closed

Complete

Failed

Passed - 100 % for 
duration of POPS 5

Passed

Passed
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27. Market Metrics Task Force Operational Metrics

27.1 Exit

The Market Metrics Curtailment Adjustment Tool/ Deliverability Analysis 
Task Force renders an opinion that during constrained conditions, 
100% of constraints were relieved strictly in accordance with Market 
Protocols and the CAT/DA Design 9/13/2006 LATE

27.2 Exit

The Market Metrics Curtailment Adjustment Tool/ Deliverability Analysis 
Task Force renders an opinion that all applicable MPs received 
appropriate communications directing relief or need for relief of a 
constraint for the appropriate time period 9/13/2006 LATE

27.3 Exit

The Market Metrics Curtailment Adjustment Tool/ Deliverability Analysis 
Task Force renders an opinion that identified constraints were relieved 
in accordance with Market Protocols and the CAT and DA designs. 9/13/2006 LATE

27.4 Exit

The Market Metrics Curtailment Adjustment Tool/ Deliverability Analysis 
Task Force renders an opinion that appropriate Tagged and NLS 
schedules were curtailed 9/13/2006 LATE

27.5 Exit

The Market Metrics Curtailment Adjustment Tool/ Deliverability Analysis 
Task Force renders an opinion that curtailed schedules were removed 
from the Market engine and that the curtailments were appropriately 
reflected in the Balancing Area NSI 9/13/2006 LATE

27.6 Exit
The Market Metrics LIPs Task Force renders an opinion that LIPs 
calculated manually must be identical to LIPs calculated by MOS 9/13/2006

Late - 
Anticipated 
9/30/2006

27.7 Exit

The Market Metrics Load Task Force renders an opinion that Day 
ahead forecasts developed by MPs serving load and SPP fall within a 
range of ±10% for 90% of hours during Parallel Operations IV - 
Release 3. 9/13/2006 LATE

27.8 Exit

The Market Metrics Load Task Force renders an opinion that SPP day 
ahead load forecasts must be within 4% of the load calculated in SPP 
settlement statement reported load for 90% of hours during Parallel 
Operations IV - Release 3 9/13/2006 LATE

27.9 Exit

The Market Metrics Business Continuity Task Force renders an opinion 
that Suppliers of Regulation Service will submit proxy LIP information to 
SPP within 24 hours of SPP’s request for such information

Given the low likelihood that such an event will occur, the task 
force recommends that such a process be developed within six 
months of market start and that this metric be deemed passed, 

but conditioned upon the development of such alternative 
process. 9/13/2006

Complete - 
9/25/2006

28. Market Release - Release 3.1 (TBD)
28.1 Entry Customer Relations Go-Live Procedures Completed.
28.2 Entry Customer Relations Go-Live FAQs Completed.
28.3 Entry Cutover Walkthrough Scheduled.
28.4 Entry Cutover Walkthrough Successfully Completed.
28.5 Entry Database cutover scripts completed.
28.6 Entry Production environment built.
28.7 Tracking Participant offer curves in production. TBD
28.8 Tracking Participant resource plans in production. TBD
28.9 Tracking Capacity Obligations posted by SPP for participants TBD

28.10 Tracking Participant ancillary service plans in production. TBD
28.11 Tracking Participant schedules in production. TBD
28.12 Entry Critical and High Issues resolved prior to Market Go Live.
28.13 Entry Go/ No Go Criteria developed.
28.14 Entry Go/ No Go Decision point, result is a Go. TBD
28.15 Entry Vendor SLAs for Post Production Support Complete.
28.16 Tracking Participant Load Forecast in Production TBD
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Introduction 
 
At its September 29, 2006 meeting, the SPP Board of Directors made the decision to notify FERC 
that it would not certify a November 1, 2006 EIS Market implementation but intends to consider 
certification for a December 1, 2006 at the October Board of Directors meeting. After 
consideration of the comments of stakeholders, SPP Staff chose to initiate an independent 
assessment of the Readiness Metrics and to report the results of that assessment to the Board of 
Directors at its scheduled October 24, 2006 meeting.  Gestalt was retained to perform this 
assessment.  The team performed its assessment during the two week period of October 5-19, 
2006.  The results of our assessment are summarized in this Executive Summary and the 
supporting details are provided in the accompanying presentation.   
 

Scope of Engagement 
 
The scope of the assessment is to answer three fundamental questions: 
 

1. Do the current Readiness Metrics provide a complete representation as to whether SPP is 
ready to implement the EIS Market?   

2. For those metrics that have failed, is there new information that provides sufficient 
evidence the metric will achieve a passing status? 

3. How do SPP’s metrics compare with those of other RTOs who have successfully 
implemented a new market? 

 
The purpose of this assignment is not to redefine the readiness metrics but rather to assess their 
appropriateness and robustness.  We reviewed the current scope of metrics to determine if any 
critical issues are not being adequately reviewed.  We also compared the metrics SPP is using to 
those of other RTOs to determine if they are within a span of reasonableness that has already 
been accepted by the FERC.   
 
We recognize that the status of a metric is based on a snapshot in time and may not adequately 
reflect the true current status.  To that end, we focused our attention on high and medium risk 
areas to determine if there have been any fixes, new test results, or work-arounds developed that 
would change the status of a metric because they adequately addressed the reason for failure.   
 
An important part of our assessment was be to gather information from SPP market participants 
to identify their concerns.  These stakeholders must have confidence in SPP’s ability to 
implement the market; they must also have confidence in their own ability to support the EIS 
market.  Gestalt created a forum for stakeholder input and use this information as a key input to 
our assessment. 
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Approach  
Given the time frame, we used a simple review-analyze-report approach to perform this 
assessment.  Performing the review and analysis involved the following activities:   
 

 Review and analysis of the SPP metrics– we reviewed the current status of the metric 
results and analyzed the supporting information to determine current measurement 
approach and reasons for pass/fail status.   

 Review current open issues – we reviewed and examined the impact of open issues 
currently listed in SPP’s systems, including SIRs, Service Requests, problem  
management and deployment test related issues identified in October.  Time did not allow 
a review of every issue and its resolution so our review focused on the number of 
remaining open issues associated with major functional areas that have a material impact 
on SPP’s readiness (e.g. IT system stability, short term load forecasting issues, etc). 

 Stakeholder input – on October 6, 2006, we conducted a teleconference meeting with 
SPP’s Market Participants on the scope of this engagement and to solicit their input.  We 
also had a number of individual discussions  with a number of stakeholders during this 
two week period who provided valuable input that we have also incorporated into our 
process.   

 Observe deployment tests – we were on-site at SPP during the recent deployment tests 
that took place the weeks of October 9, 2006 and October 16, 2006.  We attended the 
debriefing sessions and reviewed the issues identified during these tests. 

 Comparison study – we compared the SPP Readiness Metrics to MISO, PJM and ISO-NE 
as available.  The focus of this review was to compare the scope of the metrics and the 
pass/fail standards used by the other RTOs.  The intent was to determine if the SPP 
metrics are at least as robust as the metrics used by other RTOs. 

 Assess changes and updates – we reviewed the documentation on current status of all 
changes, fixes, and work arounds that SPP believes would have a material change on the 
status of a readiness metric.   

 
We reviewed a significant amount of information over a very short time period and met with a 
number of stakeholders, including both SPP Staff and market participants.  We wish to thank and 
acknowledge all involved for the level of cooperation and openness with our team as it was key to 
our ability to achieve our objectives.     
 

General Findings 
 
The SPP Readiness Metrics in their current form represent an aggregation of items from several 
different sources.  A raw count of the master list suggests there are nearly 400 different items that 
have been tracked over time.  We identified 192 unique “metrics” that have been measured.   
However, we do not believe that all 192 items rise to the level of a metric; there are a number of 
“To Do” items or historic items that should be culled from the list.  Eliminating these items 
results in a set of 95 metrics that we believe should be monitored on a going forward basis.  It is 
on this basis that we offer the responses to the three questions we were tasked to answer: 
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1. Do the current Readiness Metrics provide a complete representation as to whether SPP is 
ready to implement the EIS Market? 

 
We believe the existing set of Readiness Metrics fundamentally provide a complete and 
comprehensive set of indicators with respect to SPP’s readiness to implement the EIS 
Market although we have suggested several clarifications based on our observations 
discussed below.       

 
2. For those metrics that have failed, is there new information that provides sufficient 

evidence the metric will achieve a passing status? 
 
Answering this question directly proved to be difficult given the time constraints.  For 
each failed metric, we confirmed that there were a set of issues logged related to the 
cause of the metric’s failed status.  We believe the project team has put a reasonable plan 
in place to resolve these issues.  However, we were not able to independently confirm 
that the root cause of each of these issues has been identified.  This statement does not 
mean these root causes are unknown but rather is simply a reflection that we did not have 
sufficient time to confirm them in every case. 

 
3. How do SPP’s metrics compare with those of other RTOs who have successfully 

implemented a new market? 
 

SPP’s Readiness Metrics are in alignment with those used by other RTOs and particularly 
with those of the Midwest ISO (MISO).  We are aware that the MISO metrics were used 
as a starting point for the SPP metrics so this alignment was expected.  Where there are 
differences, we observed that SPP’s metrics tended to be more stringent than those at 
MISO meaning they held SPP to a higher accuracy or performance standard than the 
MISO metrics.  
 

 
We believe there are a finite number of metrics that should be tracked and we identify 95 specific 
items that form this set.  We recommend that SPP fix the set of metrics measured going forward 
and report on the status of these items on a regular basis as they have been doing.  We have 
summarized the current status and trend of these 95 metrics in the supporting slides attached to 
this executive summary. We have separated these metrics into three tiers: 
 
 Tier 1 – are those metrics that have a high impact on the readiness of the market systems 
and should be monitored on a frequent basis. 
 
 Tier 2 – are those metrics that have a high impact on the readiness of the market systems 
but have proven to be stable and need to be monitored less frequently or if any material system 
changes are made. 
 
 Tier 3 – are those metrics that are administrative or “To-Do” list items in nature.  These 
items are necessary to be completed prior to Go-Live but they do not have a major impact on the 
market systems or operational practices themselves. 
 
Our rationale of suggesting this organization is that we believe it will help improve the 
communications and transparency of the current status of the systems and processes that are 
critical to ensuring SPP’s readiness. 
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Additional Observations 
 
While our assignment focused on the Readiness Metrics, we identified several other observations 
we believe worth noting: 
 

1. The linkage between outstanding and open issues and the status of metrics is loose and 
implicitly linked.  We believe this linkage should be direct to provide more transparency 
to the process and how the resolution of these critical issues impacts the readiness of the 
systems.  If a particular issue cannot be linked to a metric then the organization should 
consider whether the issue must be addressed prior to the Go-Live Date. 

2. We had the opportunity to observe the deployment tests and interview a number of staff 
and market participants.  Over the past two weeks there have been significant steps taken 
to stabilize the systems and processes.   We are also aware that there are plans in place to 
ensure there is sufficient support from both and operational and IT perspective to handle 
the transition.  SPP should continue these efforts to expand the knowledge base and 
experience level throughout the organization.     

3. Under the current system architecture for the information systems, the current failover 
process requires the market applications to be unavailable for short periods of time.  The 
current metrics require that this downtime be less than one hour for each event.  Based on 
our discussions, this situation is recognized and believed to be an acceptable approach so 
long as the frequency of such events is low.  To ensure this metric continues to be met, 
SPP must continue to refine its root cause analysis and test its failover procedures as 
often as possible.   

4. There does not appear to be a comprehensive business continuity plan in place.  While 
there is a low probability of occurrence, we believe it is prudent for SPP to make a 
conscious decision on how it would deal with a situation where it could not access its 
systems in its current location.   This may be the reversion plan or some other existing 
procedure.  We also recognize that this may be a transitory risk given it is mitigated when 
the new facility is available. 
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Independent Assessment of 
SPP Market Readiness Metrics
Supporting Details 
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Current Readiness Metrics Overview

Review of Current Metrics
• There are currently 407 total metrics.
• Some are repeatedly measured during Deployments tests or Parallel Operations.
• Each new measurement becomes a new metric.
• After removing the duplicate metrics – there are 192 unique metrics.

Metrics vs. “To Do” Items
• Some Metrics are key measurements needed to determine the readiness of 

specific market and operating systems.
• Other metrics are simply “To Do” items that need to be accomplished at a certain 

point in time.

Metrics Development
• The current metrics list was developed from multiple SPP Task Forces 

(MOTRTF, MITF, Settlements, MOPC,…) and is primarily based on the MISO 
metrics. 
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Approach to Metric Assessment

• Our approach to assessing the completeness of the current metrics 
was to perform the following steps:

Reviewed all of SPP’s current metrics for completeness.
Cross-checked metrics to MISO.
Create a metric prioritization quadrant that focuses on the impact to 
readiness.
Categorized all of the metrics to eliminate redundancy and provide context to 
a metric.
Ensured that the systems metrics included ones for accuracy, reliability, and 
availability. 

Comparison to MISO

SPP Metrics

• Measured CPS2 Violations for both 
the SPP footprint and each BA

• Short Term Load Forecasts to be 
within 1% of Actual 97% of the 
Time

• For some key systems Metrics 
(ICCP, SE) measured performance 
over a 7 day test period

• ~190 Total Unique Metrics

MISO Metrics

• No Metric on CPS2 Violations

• Short Term Load Forecasts to be 
within 2% of Actual 97% of the time

• For some key systems Metrics 
(ICCP, SE) measured performance 
over a 30 day test period

• ~140 Total Unique Metrics

There is a strong alignment between SPP and MISO Readiness Metrics
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Metric Prioritization

• Identify the Metrics required for 
“Go-Live” and prioritize based 
on 3 understandable tiers.

96 Metrics selected
• Each metric was reviewed and 

categorized across two primary 
dimensions.

Level of impact on Process and 
System Readiness

Keep focus of organization on 
high impact items.

Dynamic Nature of the Metric
Changing metrics must be 
monitored on a more frequent 
basis.

• Tier 1 Metrics are both high 
impact and changing so they 
carry the most risk to Readiness.

Assessment of Market Readiness Metrics

• Assessment of the Market Readiness Metrics included two more 
steps:

For context each of the selected metrics was placed into one of the following 
five (5) Readiness Categories:

Market Systems (33 metrics)
Settlement Systems (17 metrics)
IT Systems & Infrastructure (6 metrics)
Regulatory (12 metrics)
Market Participants (12 metrics)
Transition to Go-Live (16 metrics)

For Market, Settlement, and IT Systems, metrics needed to address 3 specific 
readiness areas

Accuracy of the systems
Do the systems provide reasonable and realistic results?

Reliability of the systems
Do the systems function as expected and perform consistently over time?

Availability of the systems
Are all of the functions provided by the systems available when required?
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Readiness Metrics – Tier 1

State Estimator calculated load solves 95% of the time with high accuracy (+/- 3% of raw 
ICCP measurements)

Short term load forecast solves 97% of time with high accuracy (+/- 1%) throughout the 
testing cycle and Mid term load forecast solves 95% of time with high accuracy(+/- 3%) for 
the duration of the testing cycle

State Estimator solves 90% of the time with high accuracy (SE MW within 5% of the base 
rating or < 50 MW (larger of 2 values is target)) for 50 largest units

State Estimator solves 90% of the time with high accuracy (SE MW within 5% of the base 
rating or < 50 MW (larger of 2 values is target)) for 90% of the selected substations

State Estimator solves 90% of the time with Mismatch level lower than 25 MW for Market 
footprint

State Estimator solves 90% of the time with Mismatch level lower than 50 MW and with high 
accuracy throughout the testing cycle

State Estimator should not have more than 3 consecutive 5 minute periods of an Invalid 
Solution

State Estimator has ninety-seven percent (97%) availability of five (5) minute solutions for 
the duration of the testing cycle

Metric Description
Current
Status Category

Mkt.Sys.

Mkt.Sys.

Mkt.Sys.

Mkt.Sys.

Mkt.Sys.

Mkt.Sys.

Mkt.Sys.

Mkt.Sys.

* Current Status is as of 10/17/2006

Readiness Metrics – Tier 1

Mkt.Sys.
No single Control Area can exceed 5 CPS2 violations for the duration of the 10/17 
deployment testing period

Mkt.Sys.
No more than 53 CPS2 violations across all Market Footprint Control Areas for the duration 
of the 10/17 deployment testing period

Mkt.Sys.

At least 90% of the online market footprint generation remains within 10% of deployment 
instructions (or 5 MW, whichever is greater) for at least 85% of the 10/17 deployment test 
duration

Mkt.Sys.No more than 3 Real-time Balancing studies fail in a row for the duration of the testing cycle

Mkt.Sys.
At least 99% of 5-minute Real-time Balancing studies solve in less than 5 five minutes for  
the duration of the testing cycle

Mkt.Sys.
At least 97.5% of Hour Ahead Balancing Studies solve within 30 minutes for the duration of 
the testing cycle

Mkt.Sys.
Dispatch instructions that relieve a constraint have been sent out within 15 minutes of 
reporting the constraint (if applicable) for the duration of the deployment test.

Mkt.Sys.
Market Flow Calculations successful ninety-seven percent (97%) of fifteen (15) minute 
solutions for the duration of the testing cycle

Mkt.Sys.
Real-Time EIS Calculations successful ninety-nine percent (99%) of five (5) minute 
solutions for the duration of the testing cycle

Category
Current
StatusMetric Description

* Current Status is as of 10/17/2006
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Readiness Metrics – Tier 1

IT Sys.
Market Operations Portal functionality is available at least 99.5% of the time for 
the duration of the testing cycle

IT Sys.ICCP availability of 99.5% throughout the testing cycle

Category
Current
StatusMetric Description

* Current Status is as of 10/17/2006

Readiness Metrics – Tier 2

Mkt. Sys.

The Market Metrics Curtailment Adjustment Tool/Deliverability Analysis Task Force 
renders an opinion that identified constraints were relieved in accordance with 
Market Protocols and the CAT and DA designs.

Mkt. Sys.

The Market Metrics Curtailment Adjustment Tool/Deliverability Analysis Task Force 
renders an opinion that all applicable MPs received appropriate communications 
directing relief or need for relief of a constraint for the appropriate time period

Mkt. Sys.

The Market Metrics Curtailment Adjustment Tool/Deliverability Analysis Task Force 
renders an opinion that during constrained conditions, 100% of constraints were 
relieved strictly in accordance with Market Protocols and the CAT/DA Design

Mkt. Sys.Performance Testing Executed Successfully

Mkt. Sys.Successful participation in POD testing during October

Mkt. Sys.

The Market Metrics Deployment Task Force renders an opinion that constraints 
managed in accordance with NERC priorities and SPP protocols and tariff, and CAT 
working effectively to issue curtailment instructions

Mkt. Sys.Technical Test executed successfully.

Mkt. Sys.Market Failure & Restart Plans Executed in Production within published guidelines

Category
Current
StatusMetric Description

* Current Status is as of 10/17/2006
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Readiness Metrics – Tier 2

Setl. Sys.
At least 10 Control Areas submit Interchange Meter data for each settlement 
statement produced during the Final Trials testing cycle

Setl. Sys.
At least 80% of Market Loads have meter data submitted for each settlement 
statement produced during the Final Trials testing cycle

Setl. Sys.
At least 80% of Market Assets have meter data submitted for each settlement 
statement produced during the Final Trials testing cycle

Mkt. Sys.

The Market Metrics Load Task Force renders an opinion that SPP day ahead load 
forecasts must be within 4% of the load calculated in SPP settlement statement 
reported load for 90% of hours during Parallel Operations IV - Release 3

Mkt. Sys.

The Market Metrics Load Task Force renders an opinion that Day ahead forecasts 
developed by MPs serving load and SPP fall within a range of ±10% for 90% of hours 
during Parallel Operations IV - Release 3.

Mkt. Sys.
The Market Metrics LIPs Task Force renders an opinion that LIPs calculated manually 
must be identical to LIPs calculated by MOS

Mkt. Sys.

The Market Metrics Curtailment Adjustment Tool/Deliverability Analysis Task Force 
renders an opinion that curtailed schedules were removed from the Market engine and 
that the curtailments were appropriately reflected in the Balancing Area NSI

Mkt. Sys.
The Market Metrics Curtailment Adjustment Tool/Deliverability Analysis Task Force 
renders an opinion that appropriate Tagged and NLS schedules were curtailed

Category
Current
StatusMetric Description

* Current Status is as of 10/17/2006

Readiness Metrics – Tier 2

Mkt. Part.
Market Participants representing at least 80% of Market Footprint Generation 
participate in all Deployment Control Tests

Mkt. Part.100% of Market Control Areas Participate in each deployment test

Mkt. Part.
Market Participants representing ³ 80% of Market Footprint Generation Successfully 
Completed Parallel Operations V  based upon Market Trials Success Criteria

IT Sys.Full systems Regression test

Setl. Sys.

Market Participants representing at least 80% of Market Footprint Generation 
successfully test Meter Agent role functionality based on SPP provided test script and 
expected results for Parallel Operations V

Setl. Sys.
Invoices that contain all Settlement Statements from the testing cycle are published 
during the Final Trials testing cycle

Setl. Sys.
Initial, Final, and Resettlement Statements are validated and posted for each 
Operating Day of the Final Trials testing cycle

Setl. Sys.

Market Participants representing at least 80% of Market Footprint Generation return 
completed settlement statement and invoice verification spreadsheet acknowledging 
retrieval and review of applicable settlement statements and invoices

Category
Current
StatusMetric Description

* Current Status is as of 10/17/2006
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Failed Metrics

• 2 Failed Metrics – from Tier 1 & Tier 2

State Estimator has ninety-seven percent (97%) availability of five (5) 
minute solutions for the duration of the testing cycle

Within 0.12% of passing - 96.88% availability on 10/17/2006
Typically successful – Only 3rd failure since September 1st

State Estimator calculated load solves 95% of the time with high
accuracy (+/- 3% of raw ICCP measurements)

MOTRTF metric that wasn’t previously on the metric list
Failed at 84.38% on 10/17/2006
Typically fails - Only passed 3 times since September 1st, but all three 
successes have been in the last 6 days

Metrics with High Variability

• Two Metrics are highly variable
Short term load forecast solves 97% of time with high accuracy (+/- 1%) throughout the 
testing cycle and Mid term load forecast solves 95% of time with high accuracy(+/- 3%) 
for the duration of the testing cycle

Since September 1st, the metric has passed approximately 75% of the time. 

At least 99% of 5-minute Real-time Balancing studies solve in less than 5 five minutes 
for  the duration of the testing cycle

Has passed 8 times in the last 9 days
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Market Participant Feedback

• SPP Readiness
Market Participants are concerned that the metrics are not complete and 
detailed enough.
Market Participants are concerned that the testing results to date have not 
demonstrated that SPP is ready to start the market.
Need a higher degree of confidence that the systems, SPP staff and 
Market participants are ready before a decision is made.
Expressed concern that the testing failures being incurred represent a 
significant and real financial risk to the Market Participants once the 
market goes live.

• Market Participant Readiness
Market Participants are concerned that the metrics do not address the 
actual readiness of the Market Participants.
Concern that the market will be started without all participants being ready 
and able to participate which may impact the operation of the market.

Market Participant Feedback

• Market Participants want the following:

Stable system operations over an extended period of time (1-2 weeks) 
with complete end to end testing of all functions and no system/function 
failures or metric failures.
Transparency of Information on all test results.
Better coordination of system fixes that allow sufficient time for Market 
Participants to make their required changes and retest. 
Resolution of all material issues before the market goes live. These 
issues include but are not limited to: Market Operating System, 
Congestion Adjustment Tool, Short-term Load Forecast, LIP volatility, 
Day ahead Simultaneous Feasibility Analysis, TLR Flowgate calculation, 
Dispatch extremes and CPS2 violations, Market Settlement system 
including dispute resolution procedures.
Go/No Go decision based on SPP's and Market Participants’ actual 
readiness instead of an arbitrary selected date. 
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I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
 

A. Introduction 
 

SPP has been running tests of the software systems and procedures for its Energy 
Imbalance Services (EIS) Market with the intent of assuring readiness for market start as 
soon as possible.1  Market Participants also have been actively engaged in these tests to 
assure the readiness of the systems each has built to interface with the EIS Market.   

 
In the EIS Market, power plants (Resources) are dispatched (deployed) every five 

minutes to assure the lowest cost Resources are used to meet customer needs (load) in 
each time period.  Each of these five-minute periods is referred to as a deployment 
interval.  During some of the tests, in some of these five-minute deployment intervals, the 
prices for certain geographic locations in the EIS Market – called Locational Imbalance 
Prices or LIPs – reached very high or very low (negative) levels.  Movement of LIPs to 
such extremes has been termed “price volatility.”   

 
The purpose of this report is to provide an independent assessment of the cause or 

causes of LIP volatility.  As background, we first describe the theory of LIP 
determination in the SPP EIS Market and also identify real world complexities that might 
drive LIPs to extremes.  Next we diagnose the price extremes actually seen in a number 
of deployment tests.  We then give the LIP volatility seen during the deployment tests 
some context by examining other RTO markets.  We conclude with some 
recommendations on what might be done to address LIP volatility. 

 
We very much appreciate the significant input we have received from Market 

Participants and SPP Staff.  At the outset, we reviewed our scope of work in a 
teleconference with the Market Working Group (MWG).  As we completed diagnoses of 
deployment intervals we sought and received feedback on draft diagnoses from the full 
range of Market Participants and from SPP Staff.2  In addition, several Market 
Participants generously waived confidentiality concerns to allow the diagnoses to be 
made public herein.  Finally a full rough draft of this report was distributed to gain initial 
feedback from a range of Market Participants and SPP Staff.          
   

B. Summary 
 

1.  Causes of Price Volatility During the Deployment Tests 
 
Table One provides a sample of data from our diagnoses of price extremes in 

three of the deployment tests.  We refer to this table at various points in this summary.  
For perspective, note that for the three deployment tests in the Table, out of a total of 324 
deployment intervals, we found price extremes in thirteen of the intervals. 

 

                                                 
1 The most recent scheduled start date was November 1, 2006.  That has been pushed back until at least 
December 1, 2006.  
2 Special thanks to Rick Running of SPP Staff for his help, most notably his computer modeling work. 
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TABLE ONE 
SAMPLE OF DATA FROM DIAGNOSES OF PRICE EXTREMES 

 

Date         
(Time CPT)

Total 
Intervals

Intervals 
with Price 
Extremes

Interval 
(Ending CPT) Constraint Name

Violation 
Amount 
(MW)

LIP Min. 
($/MWh)

LIP Max. 
($/MWh)

SMP 
($/MWh)

Shadow Price 
($/MWh)

Sep. 26-27 
(9pm - 5am) 96 2  11:55 p.m. SPP to SPS Ties 6 (76.04)$       20,005.44$  3,427.01$  (19,995.94)$  

Sep. 13  
(10am - 2pm) 48 6  1:40 p.m. Flint Creek 10 (1,584.78)$  1,788.59$     $     268.44  $  (19,380.05)

Oct. 12     
(5am - 8pm) 180 5  10:05 a.m.  Oneta to Broken Arrow 6 (1,883.23)$  3,203.59$     $     315.01  $  (19,984.00)

Statistics for One Diagnosed IntervalFull Deployment Test Statistics
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At the outset it is important to note that all of the extreme prices we diagnosed 
occurred during deployment intervals in which a transmission constraint was violated.    
That is, these extreme prices occurred when power flowing over a grouping of 
transmission facilities (a flowgate) exceeded the effective limit of that flowgate; for 
example, 103 MW might be flowing over a flowgate with an effective limit of just 100 
MW.   These are not just cases in which a flowgate is used up to its effective limit; we 
would refer to that as a binding constraint, not a violated constraint.     
 

Note, too, that in all the cases we diagnosed, the extent to which the constraint 
was violated was very small; all involved 10 or fewer MW.  In this sense, these violations 
and the resulting price extremes are on something of a “hair trigger.”  It is important to 
recognize that the effective limits on flowgates reflect several objectives in system 
operation, but we do not understand them to be an absolute physical limit on use of the 
transmission equipment.   It seems reasonable that SPP operators would have some 
flexibility to re-set the effective limits on flowgates to resolve a constraint violation and 
avoid price extremes. 
 

Also, in all these cases there always were limited options available to SPP for 
resolving the constraints by either (a) increasing the level of generation from Resources 
on the importing side of the constraint or (b) decreasing the level of generation from 
Resources on the exporting side of the constraint.  Options were limited in three ways.  
First, some Resources that would have had the largest effect on the flowgate were self-
dispatched; that is, they were not offered in the EIS Market so SPP could not re-dispatch 
them to relieve the constraint.  Second, some of the Resources offered into the EIS 
Market were already dispatched at their maximums and could not be increased more to 
resolve the constraint.  Third, the level of generation from some of the Resources offered 
into the EIS Market could not be increased or decreased fast enough to resolve the 
constraint in one or a few deployment intervals; that is, the “ramp rates” offered were not 
high enough to allow the needed increase or decrease in generation during one 
deployment interval. 

 
Finally, the price extremes are driven significantly by the high level of “Penalty 

Factors” used by SPP.  Penalty Factors are something required by the optimization 
software used for economic dispatch.  To see this, consider that the dispatch software 
starts with the objective to minimize the cost of electricity to serve customers in the 
upcoming deployment interval.  However, that objective must be pursued with 
recognition of certain constraints.  Transmission constraints are among the most 
important.  Without Penalty Factors, at times when the objective of cost minimization 
simply cannot be achieved without violating a constraint, the software would simply 
come back to SPP and say it has no answer – it could not tell SPP how to optimally 
dispatch the available Resources.  To avoid this situation, SPP set a price at which the 
software may violate a constraint – that price for violating a constraint is called a Penalty 
Factor.  The Penalty Factor for violating a transmission constraint is set at $20,000/MW 
in the SPP RTO. 

 
To see how the Penalty Factor drives prices so high, it is important to be clear on 

how LIPs are calculated.  A LIP is made up of two components.  The first is the System 
Marginal Price (SMP) which is the estimated cost of providing one more MWh to the 
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SPP footprint.  At any one time, all Resources have the same SMP and, if there are no 
binding (or violated) constraints, the SMP is the single LIP applicable to all of the 
Resources in the SPP footprint.  The second component of a LIP applies when there is a 
constraint which is binding (or violated) and this component will vary by the location of a 
Resource.  This second component of a LIP equals the Shadow Price of any binding or 
violated constraint times the shift factor for that Resource.  For transmission constraints, 
the Shadow Price equals the estimated cost savings if the transmission constraint were to 
be relieved by some small amount.  The shift factor tells us the extent to which 
generation from a particular Resource impacts the flowgate – if generation is 100 MW 
and 50 MW of that flows over the flowgate, then the shift factor for that Resource is 
50%. 
 

A Penalty Factor has such a significant effect on LIPs because, when a 
transmission constraint is violated, the Shadow Price is initially set equal to the Penalty 
Factor of $20,000/MW.  There is a process called Price Administration which is intended 
to assure that the LIPs used for settlement are not influenced by the Penalty Factors.  
However, a look at the Shadow Prices in Table One shows that Price Administration does 
little in this regard – the Price Administered Shadow Prices are still very close to the 
$20,000/MW Penalty Factor. 

 
We should add one other point about what does not cause price extremes: the 

price extremes we diagnosed are not caused by Market Participants bidding high prices.  
In all our diagnoses, the LIPs far exceeded any of the bid prices.              
 

2.  Recommendations to Address Price Volatility 
 

Price extremes do not always indicate a defect in an electricity spot market.  No 
matter how extreme, if spot prices are accurately signaling market conditions, they are 
doing their job.  In particular, locational prices like LIPs are meant to reveal transmission 
constraints, which in turn signal the need for new transmission investment.  In this sense, 
the extreme LIPs seen in the deployment test are just doing the job they are designed to 
do.  However, we believe the LIPs are doing their job with unnecessary exuberance.  We 
recommend three actions to mitigate (not eliminate) price extremes (price volatility).   

 
First, the Penalty Factors for a violation of a transmission constraint should be 

lowered.  While Penalty Factors may be an analytic necessity, the actual dollar value of 
Penalty Factors is a matter of judgment.  The $20,000/MW used at present is causing 
some very extreme prices and we have not seen any written justification for that level.  
To verify that the Penalty Factor is driving LIP extremes, we asked SPP to re-run the 
dispatch model for the deployment test of September 26, interval ending at 11:55 p.m.  
The only change was that the Penalty Factor was set alternatively to $1,000/MW, 
$10,000/MW, and $30,000/MW.  In each run, the shadow price and the maximum LIP 
are almost identical to the Penalty Factor.  There is a danger of using too low of a Penalty 
Factor in the sense that there may be more violations or violations of greater magnitude.  
One approach to move forward would be to lower the Penalty Factor for the market start 
and to report on its consequences over the first three- and six-month periods. 
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Second, SPP operators should have the flexibility to re-set effective limits on 
flowgates to avoid having very small constraint violations cause widespread price 
extremes.  They may already have this flexibility, but, if not, business practices should be 
changed so they do.  We see this flexibility being consistent with SPP’s current practice 
of selling non-firm transmission service in excess of the effective limit.  It also would be 
consistent with practices we understand New York ISO uses to address constraint 
violations. 

 
Third, Market Participants should be committed to making a voluntary EIS 

Market work to the benefit of consumers.  Price extremes can stand in the way of 
achieving that goal even if their actual impact on customer bills is mitigated.  The 
commitment to a successful voluntary market should include Market Participants 
scheduling and offering (rather than self-dispatching) key Resources to the Market and 
also assuring reasonable ramp rates for those Resources.  Again, re-running the dispatch 
model makes it clear that slightly higher ramp rates and changing status to scheduling and 
offering can mitigate price extremes. 
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II. BACKGROUND ON PRICING IN THE EIS MARKET   

A.  How Are Prices Determined? 
 
To diagnose the cause or causes of price extremes, it is important to have some 

sense of how prices (the LIPs) are determined in the EIS Market.  We first offer an 
accurate but simple explanation.  We then add some of the complexity which will help 
diagnose price volatility. 
 

1. An accurate, but simple explanation 
 

The simplest view of price determination is generally accurate.  We can start with 
the case in which there are no transmission constraints; this means SPP can pick suppliers 
from anywhere in the footprint to serve customer needs.  Envision ten suppliers offering 
into the market and each has a single price.  To keep it simple, think of the first and 
lowest cost of the ten suppliers offering at $10 per megawatt hour (MWh), the next 
supplier offering at $20/MWh, the third at $30/MWh, and so on with the tenth supplier 
offering at $100/MWh.  Let’s say the market needs six MWh in one of the five-minute 
deployment intervals so SPP picks the lowest six price offers; that is, the six with price 
offers ranging from $10/MWh to $60/MWh.  The price (the LIP) throughout the SPP 
footprint would be same – $60/MWh would be paid to all six winning suppliers. 
 

Since all of the price events we will diagnose reflect real or simulated 
transmission congestion, it is important to give a sense of how transmission congestion 
affects price determination.  Let’s stick with our simple example of ten suppliers.  
Transmission congestion, in effect, splits the SPP footprint into separate sub markets.  
SPP can no longer simply choose the cheapest supplier from across the footprint.  
Assume for our simple example that the market is split into two separate markets by a 
transmission constraint, and we need three MWh in each of the two markets.  Assume 
further that, in one market, SPP can pick the three lowest cost suppliers to serve the three 
MWh needed within that market.  In this market, then, the three suppliers chosen would 
be those offering $10/MWh, $20/MWh, and $30/MWh, and all three suppliers would be 
paid the $30/MWh price.  Assume further that the transmission constraint has blocked off 
from the second market the suppliers with the $40/MWh and $50/MWh offers.  That 
means the second market must turn to the $60/MWh, $70/MWh and $80/MWh offers to 
serve the needs in this second market.  Therefore, with the transmission congestion, 
different prices will be determined for each of the two markets; a $30/MWh LIP for one 
market and an $80/MWh LIP for the second market (the market suffering from the 
transmission congestion). 
 

This is what transmission congestion does – it balkanizes the SPP footprint into 
separate markets each with its own LIP.  LIPs are higher in the constrained area and 
lower elsewhere. 
 

2. The Actual Formula for LIP Calculation 
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While this simple view of price determination in the face of transmission 
congestion is good enough for a basic understanding of how spot markets should work, it 
is not good enough to understand the diagnosis of price extremes.  To fully understand 
LIP volatility it is necessary to examine the actual formula used to calculate LIPs.  The 
formula is provided below with a discussion of each of the elements after that. 

 
LIP = System Marginal Price + (Shift Factor * Shadow Price) 

 
System Marginal Price:  The LIP reflects the cost of providing the next MWh, 
not the last MWh as in the simple story.  This should not be a big deal in most 
cases; although in the example with the transmission constraint used above it 
would drive the LIP up by $10/MWh (to $40/MWh in the one market and to 
$90/MWh in the other.)  What is more important is that the software makes the 
determination of a LIP more detailed than in the simple explanation.  Specifically, 
the first of two components of any LIP is the System Marginal Price (SMP): it is 
the cost of providing the next MWh in the SPP footprint given the transmission 
constraint.  If there are no transmission constraints, the LIP is simply equal to the 
SMP. 
 
Shadow Price and Shift Factors:  The second component of the LIP reflects the 
cost of the transmission constraint; or more precisely the value of relieving the 
constraint by some small amount.  The value of relieving the constraint is 
generally that cheaper power can be used – so the value is reflected in the 
difference in LIPs on either side of the constraint.  This value is called the 
“shadow price” of the constraint.  The portion of the shadow price included in a 
LIP for a Resource at a particular location depends on the extent to which that 
Resource impacts the constrained transmission facility.  The measure of that 
impact is called a “shift factor.”  If a Resource generates 10 MWh and 5 MWh of 
that impacts the relevant transmission facilities (the flowgate), then the shift factor 
is 50%.   
 

In sum then, a LIP at any one location equals (a) the system marginal price 
(SMP) plus (b) the shift factor times the shadow price of the constraint. 

 
 

Penalty Factors as the Shadow Price:  When a transmission constant is truly 
violated – 105 MW is sent over a transmission facility (flowgate) said to have a 
limit of 100 MW – then the shadow price reflects something called a “penalty 
factor.”  The penalty factor is a judgment on the value of violating that constraint.  
Several RTO energy markets have them, but they vary in level.  For SPP’s EIS 
Market, the penalty factor for violating a transmission constraint is $20,000/MW.  
In the event of a violation, the shadow price is initially set equal to the penalty 
factor and is then recalculated through a process called Price Administration.  In 
general, the rules are that the revised shadow price does not reflect the penalty 
factor, and therefore, the penalty factor should not be paid by Market Participants.  
However, as illustrated with the extreme prices diagnosed here, the LIPs used in 
settlement after price administration still can be extreme. 
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 3.  Necessary complications for LIP determination 

 
 It is important to remember that the EIS Market is a voluntary market so 
Market Participants can choose the extent to which they want to be involved.  If a 
Market Participant decides to not make its Resources available to the market, then 
the range of Resources that can be used to set the LIP is diminished.  For 
example, if the $10/MWh Resource in the simple example above is not available 
to the market, the sixth cheapest Resource would result in a market clearing price 
of $70/MWh.  There are multiple ways in which a Market Participant may chose 
to limit its Resource’s availability, all of which have important implications for 
LIP volatility and all of which are allowed by the rules.  The ways to limit 
availability are explained below. 
 
Self-Dispatch:  A Market Participant who self-dispatches is not available for 
deployment by SPP.  A self-dispatched unit could be one of the least costly 
sources of generation in our simple explanation above, but SPP would not be able 
to call on it to serve customer needs. 
 
Ramp Rate Limits:  Even for those suppliers who are available for deployment, 
there are limits on how fast the supplier can ramp up the operation of its power 
plant to meet a change in customer needs.  Suppliers literally state “ramp rates” 
that SPP must use as the pace (stated in MW per minute) at which SPP can move 
the level of operation from one level to the next.  Market Participants can limit the 
degree to which their Resource is available for deployment by submitting a low 
ramp rate. 

 
Dispatchable Range:  Market Participants submit an operating maximum and 
operating minimum for each of their Resources.  The market cannot dispatch a 
Resource above its maximum or below its minimum, and once again, these limits 
are set at the participant’s discretion.  The difference between the maximum and 
the minimum is the dispatchable range.3  So even if a supplier designates its 
Resources available for deployment, the participant can in essence remove those 
Resources from the market by submitting a dispatchable range of zero (or near 
zero).    
 

B. Who pays these prices? 
 

It is important to know who might pay any volatile prices.  To understand who 
pays, it is important to understand the two ways Market Participants can voluntarily 
participate in the EIS Market.  The two ways are to Self-Dispatch and to Offer and 
Schedule. 
 

Self-Dispatch:  With Self-Dispatch, a Market Participant, in effect, hard wires the 
way in which it will serve its customer’s needs.  That is, the Market Participant 

                                                 
3 Ancillary service requirements must also be taken into account. 
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says I have these customers, I will use these power plants (Resources) to generate 
electricity to serve them, and, therefore, I will need these transmission lines to get 
the power to them.  To the extent everything goes precisely as planned, a Self-
Dispatched Market Participant is not buying or selling in the EIS Market.  Of 
course, things do not always go as planned.  Customer needs may be higher than 
expected because temperatures rise.  Generation may not be available because a 
power plant suffers an unplanned (forced) outage.  Generally speaking, when 
things do not go as planned (as hard wired) the Market Participant must buy the 
extra power that it needs from the EIS Market.  The difference between the hard-
wired plan and reality is an imbalance and all Market Participants must fill these 
imbalances in the EIS Market. 

 
Scheduling and Offering:  With Scheduling and Offering, a Market Participant 
may more fully participate in the EIS Market.  The Market Participant starts out 
with a hard-wired solution to serving its customers – that is what the schedules 
do.  However, a Market Participant who Schedules and Offers says, if the SPP 
EIS Market has a lower cost supply for my customers than what I hard-wired, I 
will take it.  With all Market Participants who Schedule and Offer, then, SPP puts 
aside hard-wired solutions (the schedules), and deploys all the Resources 
available to get the lowest cost supply.  In this sense, then, the EIS Market can be 
more than just an imbalance energy market – it can be a full scale, centrally 
dispatched energy market as in some other RTOs like PJM.  However, if supply in 
the EIS Market is not less costly than the hard-wired solution, these Market 
Participants will see the solution they scheduled being chosen by SPP as the best 
way to serve their customers.  In this way, if EIS Market prices are too high, those 
who are Scheduled and Offered participate only to the same extent as those who 
Self-Dispatched – they buy in the EIS Market only to the extent reality differs 
from the hard-wired solution, only to the extent there is an imbalance.  The 
schedule gives these Market Participants protection as a hedge against high EIS 
Market Prices.   
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III. DIAGNOSES OF ACTUAL PRICE EXTREMES 

A.  Diagnosis Number One 
 
Date of Test:  September 26, 2006 to September 27, 2006 
Two Deployment Intervals:  Ending 11:55 p.m. and ending at midnight 
LIPs of Interest:  Approximately $20,000/MWh in both intervals  
 

 1.  Background on the Price Event 
 

SPP conducted a deployment test for eight hours from 9 p.m. on September 26 to 
5 a.m. on September 27 (CPT).  With twelve five-minute intervals in each hour, the test 
covered ninety-six deployment intervals.  In two of the ninety-six deployment intervals, 
the LIPs were extreme for one geographic area.  Specifically, the LIPs for all Resources 
in the Southwest Public Service (SPS) area were around $20,000/MWh in the interval 
ending at 11:55 p.m. and the interval ending at midnight. 
 

A real (not simulated) transmission constraint on the SPP into SPS flowgate 
played a significant role.4  A Transmission Loading Relief (TLR) event was in place for 
8.5 hours (8 p.m. to 4:30 a.m.) but no schedules were cut.  Note also that, one of the 
reasons for the TLR was that the SPP to SPS flowgate capacity was reduced from 
approximately 450 MW to 78 MW due to an outage of another transmission line (a DC 
line from SPP to ERCOT).5  At this low level of capacity (78 MW), the constraint was 
binding for sixty-eight of the ninety-six intervals; that is, power flow just met the 
capacity limit in those intervals.  In all sixty-eight intervals, maximum LIPs in all 
locations within the SPP footprint were no higher than $65/MWh.  In just two intervals, 
the SPP to SPS flowgate limit was violated, and it was in these two intervals that LIPs 
spiked to around $20,000/MWh. 
 

 2.  Causes of the Price Event at 11:55 p.m. 
 

Clearly, the violation of the transmission constraint is the immediate cause of the 
$20,000/MWh LIP for the deployment interval ending at 11:55 p.m.  Therefore, it is 
important to diagnose the causes of the violation.   

 
SPS had a Net Scheduled Interchange (NSI) of 285 MW in the intervals preceding 

the interval ending at 11:55 p.m.  Included in this NSI is a scheduled sale of power over 
the DC ties to the West.  This means that given all scheduled sales and power flows, a net 
of 285 MW were scheduled to leave the SPS area.  At that NSI, the SPP to SPS flowgate 
was at its 78 MW limit; again, the flowgate constraint was binding, but not violated.   

 
SPS intended to switch the power plants that were supporting that sale to the 

West.  However, the power plant brought on to supply the sale was scheduled to increase 

                                                 
4 It should be noted that the SPP to SPS ties are a unique flowgate in SPP.  There is currently some 
discussion (see PRR 082) about modifying how this flowgate is modeled.  A change in the modeling may 
or may not affect events such as those that happened during this test. 
5 The limit was decreased to maintain voltage stability. 
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(ramp up) its generation faster than the power plant it replaced was scheduled to decrease 
(ramp down) its generation.  The impact was that the scheduled NSI (specifically the 
generation necessary to fulfill the obligation of the sale to the West) increased by 38 
MW.  The scheduled NSI went from 285 MW for the interval ending at 11:50 p.m. to 323 
MW for the interval ending at 11:55 p.m.  Note too, that changes in other generation or 
load added another 3 MW of need within the SPS area.  Consequently, the total extra 
demand for the interval ending at 11:55 p.m. was 41 MW. 
 

With this need for an additional 41 MW of generation for the interval ending at 
11:55 p.m., SPP turned to the Resources within the SPS area.  Of those Resources, eleven 
were available to the EIS Market and thirty-six were not available.6  Of the eleven 
Resources available to the EIS Market, four were at their maximum capacity and one had 
a ramp rate of 0 MW/min.  Therefore these five Resources were not available to supply 
any of the needed 41 MW.  Among the remaining six Resources available to the Market, 
all six were limited by their ramp rates which varied from 0.5 MW/min to 1.5 MW/min.7   

 
In total, these six Resources were available and could add 7 MW/min or a total of 

35 MW in the five-minute deployment interval.  This 35 MW fell short of the 41 MW 
needed so SPP turned to Resources outside the SPS area and tried to import 6 MW over 
the SPP to SPS flowgate.  At that point, the flowgate capacity was exceeded by 6 MW – 
84 MW were flowing which exceeds the 78 MW limit. 

 
Note that this sequence of events could occur again.  They should not be 

dismissed as an aberration.  At the same time, the problem did not persist during this test; 
the problem was fixed on one interval as ramp capability was made available.      
 
 3.  LIP Calculation 
 

It is important to see how the LIP for the SPS Resources was calculated with the 
SPP to SPS flowgate limit actually violated.  Recall that a LIP equals the System 
Marginal Price (SMP) plus the relevant shift factor times the Shadow Price.  With respect 
to the SMP, all the Resources in the SPS area were constrained either by ramp rate or 
maximum capacity.  For that reason, SPP had to look outside that area for the marginal 
Resources.  All Resources outside the SPS area, however, would aggravate the constraint 
in the sense they would add to the flows over the flowgate.  The only way to provide the 
marginal MW, without further violating the constraint, was to shift generation to a 
Resource that impacts the constraint less; that is, to switch some generation from a 
Resource with a higher shift factor for the SPP to SPS flowgate to one with a lower shift 
factor.   
 

It is worth going through a calculation by hand to see how this approach to 
providing the marginal MW can drive this SMP so high. To illustrate, we will use the two 
Resources that were calculated to be the marginal units during the interval ending at 

                                                 
6 Xcel informed us that these eleven are all those equipped with Automatic Generation Control (AGC) and, 
therefore, capable of responding to SPP’s dispatch instructions. 
7 Xcel informed us that these ramp rates were limited to protect against “oscillating dispatch instructions.” 
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11:55. 8   Both Resources have positive shift factors for the SPP to SPS flowgate, but one 
is slightly higher than the other.  The higher shift factor is 0.17082.  This means 5.8541 
MW of generation would have an impact of 1 MW on the flowgate.  The lower shift 
factor is 0.17064; meaning 5.8603 MW would have a 1 MW impact on the flowgate. 
 

Continuing with our calculation, the price offer from the Resource with the lower 
shift factor – the one we want to use for increased production – is $14.95/MWh which is 
higher than the price offer of $11.38/MWh for the Resource on which we will decrease 
production.  If we generate 5.8603 MWh at $14.95/MWh, we spend $87.61 increasing 
generation at the lower-shift-factor Resource.  However, we decrease production at the 
other Resource so we save some money – 5.8541 MWh times $11.38/MWh equals 
$66.62.  The difference between the cost of increasing generation and the cost saved by 
reducing generation is $20.99 [$87.61 less $66.62].  However, this $20.99 only represents 
the cost of providing 0.0062 MW [5.8603 less 5.8541] to the SPP footprint.  Therefore, to 
provide 1 more MW to the footprint, we would have to apply a factor of 1/0.0062 to the 
increase and decrease in generation.  The total cost of this 1 MW is the SMP, and it will 
be $3,385/MWh [1/0.0062 times $20.99].   

 
In the situation of a violated transmission constraint, the SMP will be driven high 

by (a) a large price difference between the two Resources used to provide the next MW 
and (b) a small difference between the shift factors of the two Resources.   
 

Again, recall that the LIP equals the SMP plus an adder equal to the shift factor 
for a Resource times the Shadow Price for transmission congestion.  Because the 
flowgate constraint is violated, we know the Shadow Price initially is set equal to the 
Penalty Factor of $20,000/MW.9  When the Penalty Factor sets the Shadow Price, Price 
Administration occurs.  Price Administration recalculates the Shadow Price and the 
reported Shadow Price was equal to negative $19,995.94/MWh.  The shift factor for all 
SPS Resources is approximately negative 0.80 (negative because it is on the importing 
side of the constraint).  The second component of the LIP for any given SPS Resource, 
therefore, was approximately $16,000/MWh.  Combined with the SMP, the calculated 
LIP for any given SPS Resource was approximately $19,385/MWh, which is very close 
to the $20,000/MWh reported LIP from the deployment test (the calculations done here 
involve some estimation and rounding). 
 

 4.  Impact of the Price Event 
 

The effect on settlements of the $20,000/MWh LIP for the five-minute interval 
was isolated to Market Participants in the SPS area.  Moreover, since LIPs are settled by 
the hour, it is important to see that the $20,000/MWh interval LIP was averaged in with 
the other eleven intervals for the hour ending at midnight.   The average price for that 
hour for the SPS area was $1,695.57/MWh and that is the LIP used for settlement. 
 
                                                 
8 Note that approximations are used in the calculation and thus we are only approximating the SMP for this 
interval.  The optimization of the linear equation will use exact information and thus will be slightly 
different. 
9 The Shadow Price is always negative in the equations because it represents the savings of relieving the 
constraint. 
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We are not able to determine the extent to which these prices affected all Market 
Participants because there were data submission errors for some of the load locations.  
According to SPP, the energy imbalance volume for some loads was not being submitted 
correctly by metering agents at that time.  There do not appear to be any errors in the 
manner in which generation data was submitted and therefore, it is useful to examine the 
impact of these prices on generators.   

 
One Market Participant benefited from the price event because it sold more 

generation than it used to serve its customers (its load): in this one hour it sold 441 MWh 
of generation.  It, therefore, made approximately $750,000 [441 times $1,695.57] for the 
sale of its generation. 
 

Another Market Participant had the opposite experience since it bought more 
electricity than it generated.  It bought an additional 70 MWh to make up for imbalances 
in its generation.  Buying a total of 70 MWh means that it paid a total of about $120,000 
for generation.    
 

 5.  The Price Event at Midnight 
 
All of the detailed explanation above was for the interval ending at 11:55 p.m. 

because there was a data input error by SPP for the interval ending at midnight.  The error 
was to input a negative flowgate capacity for the SPP to SPS flowgate.  This meant an 
immediate violation of the constraint with the extreme LIP resulting.  Under the SPP 
Tariff, input errors such as this would be corrected and the LIP recalculated for 
settlement.  The recalculated LIP for this interval was approximately $41/MWh.  As 
such, there would have been no significant impact on consumer bills. 

 
This “input” error apparently aggravated a broader software (process) error 

concerning market flow calculations.  SPP is now addressing this matter.   
 

B.  Diagnosis Number Two 
 
Date of Test: September 13, 2006 
Four Deployment Intervals: Ending 1:40 p.m. to ending 1:55 p.m. 
LIPs of Interest:  Approximately negative $1,600/MWh to $1,800/MWh across the 
intervals 
 
 1.  Background on the Price Event 
 
 SPP conducted a deployment test for 4 hours from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. on 
September 13, 2006 (CPT).  With twelve five-minute deployment intervals in each hour, 
the test covered forty-eight deployment intervals in total.  The price extremes diagnosed 
herein were seen in four intervals ending 1:40 p.m. through 1:55 p.m.10   Prices ranged 
from a low of negative $1,600/MWh to a high of $1,800/MWh. 

                                                 
10 The McPherson flowgate was constrained for the interval ending at 11:35 a.m. and did see extreme 
prices, but that event is not diagnosed here. 
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 A simulated transmission constraint on the Flint Creek flowgate was the primary 
reason for the extreme prices.  This flowgate is at the eastern side of SPP near the 
Arkansas border.  Again, note that the congestion on this line was not an actual TLR 
event; that is, SPP artificially created this constraint by decreasing the limit of the 
flowgate by 8 MW from 273 to 265.  Once the limit was set at 265, the flowgate 
constraint was violated by 10 MW, 4 MW, 2 MW, and 3 MW respectively in the four 
intervals ending at 1:40 p.m. through 1:55 p.m.11    
 

During these intervals, prices varied widely across the SPP footprint.   For 
example, during the interval ending at 1:40 p.m., two Resources had prices at roughly the 
negative $1,600/MWh level; these Resources belonged to AEP and Arkansas Electric 
Cooperative (AECC)).  Another seven Resources had prices in the range of negative 
$100/MWh to negative $600/MWh.  Forty other online Resources – these included 
Resources of most Market Participants including even those at the western border of SPP 
– had prices between $100/MWh and $400/MWh. One Resource had a price near 
$1,250/MWh.  The high LIP of $1,800/MWh was for an AEP Resource that was offline. 

 
It is important to note that this wide range of prices is not being driven by Market 

Participants’ offers into the market.  One Resource submitted an offer of $125/MWh 
(given its dispatch level) and the next highest offer was at $70/MWh. 

 
 2.  Causes of the Price Events 

 
 It is clear that the immediate cause of these extreme prices was the artificially 
imposed transmission congestion on the Flint Creek flowgate.  However, these price 
events should not be dismissed just because this was only a simulated event.   This is an 
event that could actually happen in the market and it has important consequences.  The 
limit on the Flint Creek flowgate was only decreased by 8 MW and, yet, a constraint 
violation resulted for four consecutive intervals causing price extremes. 
 

The price extremes resulted because there was a lack of available options to 
resolve the simulated constraint during the test.  Shift factors indicate how much of an 
impact a Resource has on a flowgate – a higher shift factor indicates a higher impact. 
During these intervals there was only one power plant that had a shift factor above 5% (or 
below negative 5%).  This plant was Flint Creek and it is composed of two 264 MW 
Resources, one of which is owned by AEP and the other is owned by AECC.  Both 
Resources have shift factors of 9.5625% which means that close to 10% of the power 
generated there flows over the Flint Creek flowgate.  Both of these Resources were self-
dispatched and operating near their maximum capacity.  This meant that neither of these 
Resources was available to the EIS Market to be dispatched down to a lower level of 
generation; moving to a lower level of generation would have decreased the flow on the 
Flint Creek flowgate and, thereby, ended the constraint violation.   

 

                                                 
11 It appears that there was a violation of the Flint Creek transmission constraint that occurred during the 
process of artificially lowering the limit and therefore will not be diagnosed here. 
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There were only six online Resources that had a negative shift factor for the Flint 
Creek flowgate, and therefore, could relieve congestion by increasing generation 
(providing counterflow) within the constrained area.   And only one of those Resources 
had a shift factor greater than the negative 1% (absolute value).  Two of the six online 
Resources with negative shift factors, including the one with the shift factor greater than 
negative 1% (absolute value), were self-dispatched and, thereby, not available for 
deployment in the EIS Market.  For the remaining four Resources available for 
deployment by SPP, three were already dispatched to their maximum limit and, therefore, 
could not increase generation.  Consequently, there was only one Resource available to 
provide counterflow for the Flint Creek flowgate.  This Resource had a ramp rate of 2 
MW/minute and given its shift factor of negative 0.612%, it could not provide much 
relief.  Because of these limited options, the flowgate violation could not be resolved 
easily and, therefore, the violation persisted for four consecutive intervals. 

 
 3.  LIP Calculation 
 
It is useful to walk through an example of the calculation of a LIP in these 

intervals with the constraint violation.   We will use the interval ending at 1:40 p.m.  As 
in Diagnosis Number One, to calculate the System Marginal Price (SMP), SPP turns to 
two Resources with positive shift factors indicating they are outside the constrained area; 
generation from the Resource with a lower shift factor will be increased and generation 
from the Resource with the higher shift factor will be decreased.  The lower shift factor is 
0.011044 and thus 90.5469 MW will provide 1 MW of flow on the flowgate.  The higher 
shift factor is 0.011393; meaning 87.7732 MW will impact the flowgate by 1 MW. 

 
The offer price of the lower-shift-factor Resource is $54.44/MWh.  If we generate 

90.5469 MWh at that price, we will spend $4,929.37 increasing generation.  The offer 
price of the higher-shift-factor Resource is $47.60/MWh.  By turning this Resource down 
87.7732 MWh, we will save $4,178.00.  The difference between the cost of increasing 
generation and the cost saved by reducing generation is $751.37.  However, that $751.37 
represents the cost of providing 2.7737 MW [90.5469 less 87.7732] to the SPP footprint.    
The total cost of just 1 MW is the SMP, and it is $270.89 [$751.37 divided by 2.7737]. 

 
Recall that the LIP is equal to the SMP plus an adder equal to the Resource’s shift 

factor times the Shadow Price for the transmission congestion.  The flowgate is violated 
so the Shadow Price is initially set to the penalty factor of $20,000/MW.  After price 
administration the reported Shadow Price was negative $19,380.05/MWh (always 
negative).  The shift factor for the lowest cost Resource was 0.095625.  Consequently, the 
LIP for this Resource was approximately negative $1,585/MWh.  The shift factor for the 
highest cost online Resource was negative 0.048213.  Consequently, the LIP was 
approximately $1,200/MWh.  Both of these LIPs are very close to the actual LIPs that 
these Resources saw (all of the calculations done here involve some estimation and 
rounding). 

 
 4.  Impact of the Price Events 
 
The hourly prices actually paid in settlement are an average of the twelve interval 

prices so the impact of price extremes in a few intervals is muted to some extent.    The 
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single lowest average settlement LIP for the relevant hour was negative $631.37/MWh 
and, not surprisingly, applied to the Flint Creek Resources.  The highest hourly settlement 
LIP was $757.93/MWh and it applied to AECC’s load.  In addition one Resource saw an 
hourly settlement LIP of $516.73/MWh.  The actual impact of these settlement prices 
also may have been diminished by the fact that the relevant Market Participants were not 
participating in the market to any substantial degree.   

 
We are not able to determine the extent to which these prices affected all Market 

Participants because there were data submission errors for some of the load locations.  
According to SPP, the energy imbalance volume for some loads was not being submitted 
correctly by metering agents at that time.  There do not appear to be any errors in the 
manner in which generation data was submitted and therefore, it is useful to examine the 
impact of these prices on generators.   

 
Only one Market Participant saw a significant impact on what it was paid as a 

generator.  It was paid $350,663.17 for reducing the amount of generation it produced.  
Since its Resources made the constraint worse (this resulted in negative LIPs), the EIS 
market reduced the Market Participant’s generation to decrease the congestion.   
Consequently, it was paid for the amount of generation it decreased.  Again, we cannot 
identify the total impact on this participant because of a data error for load. 

 

C.  Diagnosis Number Three 
 
Date of Test: October 12, 2006 
One Deployment Interval: Ending 10:05 a.m. 
LIPs of Interest: Approximately negative $1,900/MWh to $3,200/MWh 
 
 1.  Background of the Price Event 
 
 SPP conducted a deployment test for fifteen hours from 5:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. 
(CPT) on October 12.  Since there are twelve five-minute deployment intervals for each 
hour, there were a total of 180 intervals covered for this deployment.  Price extremes 
were only seen in five intervals overall.  The most extreme LIP prices were 
approximately negative $1,900/MWh and $3,200/MWh, and these prices occurred in the 
deployment interval ending at 10:05 a.m. 
 
 A transmission constraint for a temporary flowgate was the primary cause of the 
extreme prices.  SPP created this constraint administratively for purposes of deployment 
in order to test its ability to create a flowgate on the fly (a temporary flowgate).  It 
appears that SPP used elements between Oneta and Broken Arrow (east of Tulsa).  The 
limit of the temporary flowgate was 232 MW and the actual flow for the interval ending 
10:05 a.m. was 238 MW; thus, there was a violation of 6 MW.  It should be noted that in 
the subsequent four intervals the flowgate limit was increased to 236 MW which was 
exactly equal to the power flow at that time.  In other words, the flowgate was no longer 
violated. 
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 During the interval ending at 10:05 a.m., two online Resources had LIPs slightly 
above $3,000/MWh while three online Resources had LIPs around $2,000/MWh.  Eight 
more online Resources had a LIP in the range of $400/MWh to $1,000/MWh.  Eight 
other online Resources had negative LIPs ranging from negative $100/MWh to negative 
$1,900/MWh.  Again, it is important to note that offer prices submitted by Market 
Participants are not the cause of these extreme LIPs.  The two highest offers were for 
$200/MWh and $125/MWh, respectively, but no other Resource submitted an offer 
higher than $75.25/MWh. 
 
 2.  Causes of the Price Event 
 
 The immediate cause of the extreme prices was the violation of the temporary 
flowgate, which was again a planned market test event.  There were thirteen online 
Resources that were on the importing side of the flowgate and, thus, were in a position to 
increase generation to relieve the violation (provide counterflow).  Four of these 
Resources had a shift factor greater or equal to the absolute value of negative 9%.  
Consequently, these Resources were in the best position to provide counterflow; 
however, three were self-dispatched and the other Resource was already dispatched to its 
maximum level.  Five additional online Resources had a shift factor between negative 2% 
and negative 7%, yet none of them were available for market dispatch either (one was 
self-dispatched, one was in manual mode, and three submitted zero dispatchable range).  
The four remaining online Resources on the importing side of the constraint all had shift 
factors between 0% and negative 2%.  Two of these four were already at their maximum 
capacity and the other two were dispatched at their maximum ramp rates (5 and 2 
MW/minute, respectively).  Given their low shift factors on the constraint, however, these 
two Resources could not provide the necessary counterflow to avoid a violation. 
 
 It is also important to examine the Resources that could end the violation by 
decreasing generation on the exporting side of the constraint.  There were seven such 
Resources that had a shift factor of 5% or greater.  Five of these were dispatched down at 
their maximum ramp rates; however, this did not remove enough flow to avoid the 
violation.  The other two Resources were self-dispatched and operating at close to their 
maximum capacity and may have been able to provide some relief had they been 
available to the market.  Those Resources had shift factors of 6.5% and 11%, 
respectively.12 
 
 3.  LIP Calculation 
 
 It is useful to examine the LIP calculation for the interval ending at 10:05 a.m.  As 
in other cases diagnosed here, the System Marginal Price (SMP) reflects the swapping of 
generation by two Resources on the exporting side of the constraint; we will turn up the 
marginal unit with the lower shift factor and turn down the marginal unit with the higher 
shift factor.  The lower shift factor is 0.013486 which means that 74.1510 MW must be 
generated to have a 1 MW impact on the constraint.  The offer price of this Resource is 

                                                 
12 Note that the Resource with a shift factor of 11% had a ramp rate of 15 MW/min.  Had it been available, 
it could have been dispatched down 65 MW until it reached its operating minimum.  Since it had an 11% 
shift factor on the constraint, this reduction would have removed 7.15 MW from the flowgate. 
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$45.53/MWh, so it costs approximately $3,376 to increase generation.  The higher shift 
factor is 0.013529 and therefore 73.9153 MW are required to impact the constraint by 1 
MW.  The offer price of this Resource is $44.65/MWh; consequently, roughly $3,300 is 
saved by turning this Resource down.  The total cost of providing 0.2357 MWh to the 
SPP footprint is $76.  Therefore the SMP is approximately $322/MWh ($76 divided by 
0.2357 MWh). 
 
 Remember that the LIP is calculated by adding the SMP to an adder consisting of 
the shift factor times the shadow price.  Since there was a violation of the constraint, the 
shadow price is initially set to (negative) $20,000/MWh.  After price administration 
occurred, the shadow price was negative $19,984/MWh.  The LIP for the least expensive 
Resource is approximately negative $1,880/MWh ($320/MWh plus 0.11 times negative 
$19,984/MWh).  The LIP for the most expensive Resource is approximately 
$3,200/MWh ($320/MWh plus a negative 0.145 times negative $19,984/MWh).  Both of 
these calculated LIPs are very close to the extreme prices reported by SPP (the 
calculation done here involves some estimation and rounding). 
 
 4.  Impact of Price Events 
 
 SPP has not yet issued settlements for this trial.  Therefore we can not yet 
determine the impact of these extreme prices; however, it should be noted that price 
extremes only occurred in five five-minute intervals and are likely to be dampened by the 
LIPs in the other intervals for the hour. 
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IV.   ADDITIONAL BACKGROUND AND DISCUSSION  

A.  How other ISOs/RTOs address transmission constraint violations 
  
Generally, all ISOs/RTOs use a linear program to dispatch Resources to find the 

lowest cost optimal solution while taking into account economic and physical constraints 
of the system.  As already discussed, there will be times when the real-time dispatch 
algorithm cannot find a solution because there are no available Resources to be 
dispatched to meet the system energy needs while maintaining the integrity of each 
operating and transmission constraints (e.g., all Resources on the inside of the constraint 
are limited based upon their ramp rates).  Therefore, each ISO/RTO needs to have a 
policy for relaxing one of the constraints in order to meet demand.  SPP’s policy is to use 
penalty factors which are also used in ERCOT and ISO-NE.  New York and PJM both 
have a procedural operating policy for waiving the constraints. 
 
 While the issue is well understood and well publicized, details on the precise 
approach used are hard to document.  The following limited discussion is based on 
documents from and telephone calls with other ISOs/RTOs.   
 
  1.   ERCOT 
   

In 2005, ERCOT revised the penalty factors used to solve its dispatch algorithm 
when there was a constraint and no available Resources to solve the constraint.  As 
shown below in Table Two, ERCOT originally had shadow price caps at a significantly 
higher level and then they revised downward.   

 
TABLE TWO 

ERCOT SHADOW PRICE  
CAPS (PENALTY FACTORS) 

 
Category Old Penalty Factor Revised Penalty Factor 

Ramp Rate Constraint $75,000 $1,00113 
OC3 (Contingency) $250,000 $3,000 

Local Constraint (OC2) $500,000 $3,000 
Zonal Congestion Constraint 

(OC1-CSC) $750,000 $2,500 

Local Constraint  
(OC3-Basecase) $1,000,000 $100,000 

 

According to the May 25, 2005 Market Notice: 

“limiting the Zonal Congestion (OC1) Constraint will limit CSC Shadow Prices to 
$2,500/MWh.  This Penalty Factor for Zonal Congestion defines the limit at 

                                                 
13 According to the September 15, 2006 Market Notice of System Change, the Ramp Rate Constraint 
penalty factor will be raised to $1,400/MW.  However, it is unclear when the change to the penalty factor 
will be in place.  
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which the MCE will stop attempting to solve Zonal Congestion.  Analysis and 
discussions with Market Participants have indicated that the $2,500/MWh limit 
should be large enough to ensure that the MCE will use all available Balancing 
Energy from the zones with significant effect on Zonal Congestion.  The effect on 
the Balancing Energy Services market in the ERCOT Region will be that the 
system will stop trying to solve Zonal Congestion once the marginal cost of doing 
so exceeds the Zonal Congestion Penalty Factor.  When the cost of solving Zonal 
Congestion has reached this limit, ERCOT will use operator manual dispatch 
procedures to ensure system security.”14 

 2.  ISO-NE 
 

ISO-NE also uses penalty factors in calculating its real-time marginal prices.  
According to an ISO-NE memorandum: 

 
“there are penalty costs within the algorithm for violating any unit characteristics 
in the offer data (i.e., Resource ramp rates and operating limits), penalty costs for 
violating transmission operating parameters (i.e., line and/or interface limits), and 
penalty costs for violating the system power balance equations at a nodal level 
and for the Control Area.  With the addition of the reserve constraints into the 
objective function, reserve constraint violation penalty costs (factors) must be 
developed and implemented in order to maintain the integrity of the dispatch 
solution.”15   
 
 For the real-time markets, ISO-NE calculates locational marginal prices for 

energy and reserve clearing prices by jointly optimizing the economic dispatch of energy 
and operating reserves using the energy offers and Reserve Constraint Penalty Factors.16  
The resulting LMPs is the cost of meeting both energy, reserves and the operating 
constraints discussed above.  We are currently looking into the level of the penalty costs 
for violating the operating constraints discussed above; however, we do have the Reserve 
Constraint Penalty Factors which are capped at a total of $1,000/MW.17   

 
 3.  NYISO 

  
 NYISO uses a policy procedure for solving the dispatch solution when no 
Resources are available.  Specifically, NYISO’s Transmission and Dispatching 
Operations Manual states: “if any transmission constraints are unsolved, SCD resets the 
limits of the violated constraints equal to the power flows of those constraints at the end 
of the feasibility step (forcing the problem to be ‘feasible’)”.18  As part of the procedure 
the NYISO shift supervisor will receive an alarm message when the SCD program is not 

                                                 
14 See Market Notice of System Change dated May 25, 2005.  
15 See Rationale and Derivation of proposed Real Time Reserve Constraint Penalty Factors, Dated April 29, 
2005. at p. 1-2 
16 See Market Rule 1, Section III. 2, Calculation of Location Marginal Prices. Available at  http://www.iso-
ne.com/regulatory/tariff/sect_3/mr1.pdf at Original Sheet No. 7123A 
17 Each component of reserves has its own Penalty Factor: Ten-Minute Spinning is $50/MWh, Ten-Minute 
Non-Spinning is $850/MWh and Ten-Minute operating is $100/MWh. 
18 See Transmission and Dispatching Operations Manual at p. 12 
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able to solve all the constraints.  According to the manual, NYISO can then take 
alternative action to bring the constraints under control.19 
 
  4.  PJM 

 
When asked if PJM uses penalty factors when there is no solution to the linear 

optimization function, PJM responded that since LMP is based on actual operating 
conditions, when there is no solution to the security-constrained economic dispatch, it 
will use the last set of dispatch instructions from a previous dispatch interval. 

B. LIP Volatility Other than that reflected in the price extremes  
 
 Market Participants asked us to address the volatility of LIPs other than that 
reflected in the price extremes.  Our approach was to exclude the deployment intervals 
with the price extremes, and to focus on the many remaining deployment intervals during 
the SPP tests.  We then compared the volatility of SPP’s LIPs to the volatility of 
locational prices in the New York ISO Market; NYISO also has a five-minute dispatch 
interval, the interval data is made public, and pricing is nodal.     
 

 1. Choosing a Measure of Volatility 
 

The most common statistic in measuring price volatility is the standard deviation. 
Standard deviation, roughly stated, is the average variation or divergence from the 
average (or mean) price in a market.  In general, a higher standard deviation indicates that 
there is a greater difference from one price period to the next.  That is, a higher standard 
deviation indicates greater price volatility. 
 

However, without comparing it to the average price in each market, the standard 
deviation does not tell very much.  A standard deviation of $10 would be much more 
significant in a market where the average price was $20, than in a market where the 
average price was $100.  Therefore, as an additional indicator of volatility, we calculated 
standard deviation as a percentage of the average price.  This is known as the Coefficient 
of Variation (COV) in the literature.  Similar to standard deviation, a higher COV 
indicates greater volatility. 
 

 2. Price Volatility in SPP’s Deployment Tests  
 

We should note that it was difficult to accurately compare the price volatility in 
SPP to other markets because the LIP data is most likely not comparable as a result of (a) 
having only limited intervals to analyze and (b) having a voluntary market.  That being 
said, the following tables give an initial indication of the level of volatility in SPP.  We 
believe that it would be beneficial to review the volatility further once the market is 
running.  

 
Table Three, below, shows the month, day, number of hours of the market trial, 

the simple average of the LIPs for trial, the standard deviation of the LIPs for the trial, the 
                                                 
19 Id., at p. 14 
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coefficient of variation and minimum and maximum LIPs in any five-minute interval.  
Again, this data excludes intervals with extreme prices.   

 
TABLE THREE  

ASSESSMENT OF SPP 
VOLATILITY EXCLUDING  

INTERVALS WITH EXTREME PRICES20 

Month  Day 
 # of 
Trial 

Hours* 

 Average SPP 
LIP ($/MWh) 

 Standard 
Deviation 

of LIPs ($/MWh) 

 Coefficient of
 Variation 

 Minimum Five
 Minute LIP 

($/MWh) 

 Maximum Five 
Minute LIP 
($/MWh) 

9 6 4 52.28$             8.91$                  17% -$                 61.93$              
9 12 5 26.15$             15.35$                59% 8.64$               66.96$              
9 13 5 40.72$             20.43$                50% (485.97)$          626.26$            
9 18 5 34.44$             7.69$                  22% 15.90$             53.80$              
9 20 9 34.76$             15.20$                44% (20.19)$            332.20$            
9 27 9 19.64$             13.86$                71% -$                 65.16$              

10 11 5 43.51$             2.22$                  5% (6.27)$              121.14$            
10 12 16 44.50$             13.84$                31% (171.32)$          418.79$            

 
  
  3. Price Volatility in the New York ISO 
 

Using Table Three as a measure of SPP volatility, we needed to compare the 
results to another market.  As noted, we looked at the NYISO Real-Time Market because 
five-minute data was available for this nodal market.  For each day, we took the simple 
average of the NYISO Locational Based Marginal Price (LBMP), the standard deviation, 
and the coefficient of variation of the five-minute LBMP for all reported nodes.  We then 
aggregated and summarized our findings in Table Four below.  For example, in the 30 
days in September, the simple average of the daily NYISO LBMP was $47.39/MWh and 
the average of the daily standard deviation was $26.49.  The average daily coefficient of 
variation was 59.4%.  The maximum coefficient of variation seen in any one day in 
September was 160% and the minimum was 21%.21   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
20 Intervals excluded include: '06SEP2006:19:15:00', '06SEP2006:19:20:00','06SEP2006:19:25:00', 
'06SEP2006:19:30:00', '12SEP2006:05:40:00',  '13SEP2006:16:35:00', '13SEP2006:18:30:00', 
'13SEP2006:18:40:00', '13SEP2006:18:45:00', '13SEP2006:18:50:00', '13SEP2006:18:55:00', 
'20SEP2006:15:45:00', '20SEP2006:17:00:00', '20SEP2006:17:05:00', '20SEP2006:17:10:00', 
'27SEP2006:04:55:00', '27SEP2006:05:00:00', '12OCT2006:15:05:00', '12OCT2006:20:55:00', 
'12OCT2006:21:10:00', '12OCT2006:21:15:00', '12OCT2006:21:25:00' 
21 We felt it would be beneficial to give an indication of the volatility for another market in addition to 
NYISO.  Therefore we examined ERCOT.  While not directly comparable, as the data for ERCOT is zonal 
and is for fifteen-minute intervals, we found the average daily coefficient of variation ranged from 44.9% 
to a high of 86.9% for the first eight months of 2006. 
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TABLE FOUR 

ASSESSMENT OF NYISO  
REAL-TIME VOLATILITY22 

Month
 Average 

NYISO LBMP 
($/MWh) 

 Average Daily 
LBMP 

Standard 
Deviation 
($/MWh)  

Average Daily 
Coefficient of

 Variation 

 Maximum 
Coefficient of 

Variation 

 Minimum 
Coefficient of 

Variation 

8 89.36$            65.21$            61.4% 121% 28%
9 47.39$            26.49$            59.4% 160% 21%

10 47.56$            24.95$            50.2% 95% 26%
 

 
   
  4. Preliminary Conclusion  
 

Based upon this assessment, it appears that the LIP volatility in SPP trials 
(excluding price extremes) is not out of line with the volatility experienced in the NYISO 
real-time market.  We say this based on a comparison of coefficients of variation.  Across 
separate abbreviated days of trials, the daily coefficient of variation averaged 37% (this is 
a simple average of those shown in Table Three).  For the NYISO, the average of the 
daily coefficient of variation ranges from 61.4% in August to 50.2% in the first half of 
October.  Again, we do caution that there is only limited data for SPP and an on-going 
assessment of volatility should be included as the market goes live. 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 
                                                 
22 Please note only partial data was available for October. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

It is important to keep in mind that these price extremes are occurring during 
trials.  It is fair to say that, just like any rehearsal, trials are a time to find mistakes and 
correct them.  Indeed, it is expected that mistakes will continue to be made and corrected.  
Also, for Market Participants, trials are a time to try things out without any financial 
consequence – in short, we expect Market Participants to do things in trials that they will 
not do when the market is live. 
 

Further, price volatility does not always indicate a defect in an electricity spot 
market.  More specifically, price extremes do not necessarily reflect a flaw in market 
design.  No matter how extreme, if spot prices are accurately signaling market conditions, 
then they are doing their job.  In particular, locational prices like LIPs are meant to reveal 
transmission constraints, which in turn signal the need for new investment.  In this sense, 
the extreme LIPs seen in the deployment test are accurately reflecting market conditions 
and signaling the need for investment in the long run.   
 

LIPs can give the signal for the right response in the short run, too.  For example, 
an extreme negative LIP for a Resource, like the one that occurred on September 13th, 
indicates that the negative-LIP Resource is making the constraint worse.  Therefore, the 
Resource should have to pay to increase its generation.  However, the Resource can make 
money in the EIS market in this situation by turning down its generation.  If a Resource 
produces less than it schedules, it has a negative imbalance.  The negative imbalance 
multiplied by the negative LIP results in the Resource being paid.  The market is sending 
the right signal in this instance because it is paying a Resource to decrease its generation 
in order to remove flow that is causing the constraint. 

 
The same rationale applies for an extreme positive LIP, like those seen during the 

deployment on September 27th.  A very high positive LIP indicates that the high-LIP 
Resource is in a valuable position to provide relief to the constraint.  If it generates more 
than it scheduled, it will get paid the difference between actual generation minus 
scheduled generation multiplied by the high positive LIP.  Once again, the market is 
sending the right signal, because it is paying a Resource to increase its generation in order 
to provide relief to the constraint. 

 
However, we believe that the LIPs are doing their job with unnecessary 

exuberance.  We recommend the following three actions to mitigate (not eliminate) price 
extremes: (a) decrease Penalty Factors, (b) give SPP flexibility to alter effective limits on 
flowgates, and (c) encourage participation by Market Participants for the good of the 
market.   

A.  Decrease the Penalty Factors 
 
 As illustrated in our diagnoses above, penalty factors are a major determinant in 
setting the shadow price (and therefore the LIP) when a flowgate is violated.  To illustrate 
the impact further, we asked SPP to run some model simulations in its stand alone 
dispatch engine (Scheduling Pricing Dispatch (SPD)) for the deployment interval ending 
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at 11:55 p.m. on September 26th.  During each model run, SPP altered only the penalty 
factor.  SPP ran the simulation three times with the following three different penalty 
factors: (a) $1,000/MW, (b) $10,000/MW, and (c) $30,000/MW.  Remember that the 
actual deployment had a Penalty Factor of $20,000/MW.  The results of the simulation 
are summarized in the table below.23 
 

TABLE FIVE 
CALCULATIONS WITH VARYING PENALTY FACTORS 

Penalty Factor 1,000$       10,000$        20,000$         30,000$         
Shadow Price 916.00$     9,927.00$     19,995.94$    29,999.00$    
Minimum LIP 10.16$       (28.48)$        (76.04)$         (115.99)$       
Maximum LIP 929.48$     9,939.34$     20,005.44$    30,005.34$    

 
 

The table documents that the Penalty Factor determines the Shadow Price and, 
thereby, determines the Maximum LIP.24  See that the Shadow Price and the Maximum 
LIP are almost identical to the Penalty Factor in each of the above cases.  The level at 
which the Penalty Factor is set is a matter of judgment and, therefore, we would 
recommend lowering the penalty factor.  However, the danger in decreasing the penalty 
factor is that there may be more violations and violations of larger magnitudes.  
Therefore, we believe a lower penalty factor should be used to start the market, but that 
its impact be studied over the first three- and six-month periods. 

B. Allow Flexibility on Effective Limits for Flowgates 
 
 Our diagnoses also shows that a relatively small violation of the effective limit for 
a flowgate (10 MW or fewer) is causing the price extremes.  It is important to note that 
these flowgates are not being violated beyond their actual limit, but rather their effective 
limit.  Generally speaking, a flowgate’s effective limit is equal to its actual limit less 
some portion of capacity reserved for emergency situations, otherwise known as 
Transmission Reserve Margin (TRM) in SPP.  SPP calculates TRM in order to account 
for generation outages.25  If a generator goes offline and a reserve sharing event occurs, 
each flowgate has a margin of capacity that is guaranteed to be available in order to 
transfer the reserve power.  So when the effective limit is violated in the above diagnoses, 
the violation is moving into the TRM. 
 

SPP operators should have the flexibility to re-set effective limits on flowgates to 
avoid having very small constraint violations that cause extreme LIPs.  Giving operators 
this flexibility does involve some discretion to reduce temporarily the TRM.  However, it 
should be noted that currently, non-firm transmission service is sold into TRM.  This is 
done to maximize the use of the transmission system and does not harm reliability 
because, if there is an emergency, these non-firm schedules sold into the TRM will be 

                                                 
23 All prices in the table are in $/MWh and the shadow price is always negative. 
24 All prices shown here are after price administration. 
25 Transmission Owners can request additional TRM from the Transmission Working Group, who has the 
discretion to accept or reject the requests.  See Southwest Power Pool Criteria July 25, 2006 Revision 
(“SPP Criteria”) at Section 4.3 and SPP Open Access Transmission Tariff at Attachment C. 
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curtailed.26  Therefore, in essence, SPP already has the discretion to use TRM for 
transmission service.  This discretion or flexibility should be extended to EIS dispatch in 
order to avoid extreme LIPs resulting from a small violation of the TRM. 
 
 The effect of increasing an effective limit on extreme prices can be seen in the 
deployment test on October 12th.  During this deployment, the Oneta-Broken Arrow 
flowgate had an effective limit of 232 MW.  Note that the actual emergency limit is 265 
MW.  For the interval ending at 10:05 a.m. the actual flow was 238 MW, and therefore, 
the flowgate was violated by 6 MW.  For the following four intervals the limit was 
increased to 236 MW and the flow was 236 MW.  Consequently there was no violation 
and no extreme LIPs in the subsequent four intervals.  It is not clear whether or not SPP 
was using its discretion to raise the effective limit, or if this was part of their testing 
procedure of the constraint, but regardless, the slight modification in effective limit had a 
profound impact. 

C.  Encourage Market Participant Participation for the Good of the Market 
 
 Market Participants should be committed to making a voluntary EIS Market work 
to the benefit of consumers.  Price extremes can stand in the way of achieving that goal 
even if their actual impact on customer bills is muted.  The commitment to a successful 
voluntary market should include Market Participants scheduling and offering (rather than 
self-dispatching) key Resources to the Market and also assuring reasonable ramp rates for 
those Resources. 
 
 We asked SPP to complete some model runs in SPD to illustrate the effect of 
minor changes to the availability of key Resources on the extreme LIPs.  The first model 
run is for the deployment interval ending at 11:55 p.m. on September 26th.  For that 
model run, everything was left identical to the actual dispatch, except the ramp rate for 
one SPS Resource was increased by 1.5 MW/min.  The result was no violation of the SPP 
to SPS ties at all.  The SMP decreased from approximately $3,385/MWh to 
approximately $19/MWh.  The new shadow price was negative $31.60/MWh (down from 
nearly negative $20,000/MWh).  Finally, LIPs ranged anywhere from $13.63/MWh to 
$45.78/MWh (as opposed to negative $76.04/MWh to $20,005.44/MWh). 
 
 The second model run that SPP did for us was for the interval ending at 1:40 p.m. 
on September 13th.  During this run, SPP left everything the same as the actual test, 
except it made the two Flint Creek Resources available to be dispatched by SPP rather 
than having them be self-dispatched.  Making these Resources available to the market did 
not solve the flowgate violation for the interval ending at 1:40 p.m.  However, had the 
Resources been available, the flowgate violation would have occurred only for one 
interval as opposed to the four consecutive intervals that it was actually violated.  It is 
important to note that the Flint Creek Resources were the only ones that had this high of 
an impact on the constraint; that is, other self-dispatched Resources would not have been 
in a position to provide the necessary relief to decrease the amount of violations. 
 

                                                 
26 See SPP Criteria at Section 4.3.3. 
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 These two simulations illustrate the importance of Market Participants being fully 
committed to the success of the EIS market. 
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